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Tbe In5titute of Rabb) Crtgitteer5
GENERAL INFORMATION

The PROCEEDINGS of the Institute is published monthly and contains papers and discussions
thereon submitted for publication or for presentation before meetings of the Institute
or its Sections. Payment of the annual dues by a member entitles him to one copy
of each number of the PROCEEDINGS issued during the period of his membership.

Subscription rates to the PROCEEDINGS for the current year are received from nonmembers
at the rate of $1.00 per copy or $10.00 per year. To foreign countries the rates are
$1.10 per copy or $11.00 per year.

Back issues are available in unbound form for the years 1918, 1920, 1921, 1922, and 1926
at $9.00 per volume (six issues) or $1.50 per single issue. For the years 1913, 1914,
1915, 1916, 1917, 1919, 1923, 1924, and 1925 miscellaneous copies (incomplete unbound
volumes) can be purchased for $1.50 each; for 1927, 1928, and 1929 at $1.00 each.
The Secretary of the Institute should be addressed for a list of these.

Discount of twenty-five per cent is allowed on all unbound volumes or copies to members of
the Institute, libraries, booksellers, and subscription agencies.

Bound volumes are available as follows: for the years 1922 and 1926 to members of the
Institute, libraries, booksellers, and subscription agencies at $8.75 per volume in blue
buckram binding and $10.25 in morocco leather binding; to all others the prices are
$11.00 and $12.50, respectively. For the year 1929 the bound volume prices are: to
members of the Institute, libraries, booksellers, and subscription agencies, $9.50 in blue
buckram binding; to all others, $12.00. Foreign postage on all bound volumes is one
dollar, and on single copies is ten cents.

The 1930 Year Book, containing general information, the Constitution and By -Laws, catalog
of membership, etc., is available to members at $1.00; to nonmembers, $1.50.

Contributors to the PROCEEDINGS are referred to the following page for suggestions as to
approved methods of preparing manuscripts for publication in the PROCEEDINGS.

Advertising rates for the PROCEEDINGS will be supplied by the Institute's Advertising De-
partment, Room 802, 33 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y.

Changes of address to affect a particular issue must be received at the Institute office not
later than the 15th of the month preceding date of issue. That is, a change in mailing
address to be effective with the October issue of the PROCEEDINGS must be received
by not later than September 15th. Members of the Institute are requested to advise
the Secretary of any change in their business connection or title irrespective of change
in their mailing address, for the purpose of keeping the Year Book membership catalog
up to date.

The right to reprint portions or abstracts of the papers, discussions, or editorial notes in the
PROCEEDINGS is granted on the express condition that specific reference shall be made to
the source of such material. Diagrams and photographs published in the PROCEEDINGS
may not be reproduced without making special arrangements with the Institute through
the Secretary.

It is understood that the statements and opinions given in the PROCEEDINGS are views of the
individual members to whom they are credited, and are not binding on the membership
of the Institute as a whole.

All correspondence should be addressed to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West 39th
Street, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.

Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Menasha, Wisconsin.

Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in the Act of February 28, 1925,
embodied in paragraph 4, Section 412, P. L. and R. Authorized October 26, 1927.

Published monthly by

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, INC.
Publication office, 450-454 Ahnaip Street, Menasha, Wis.

BUSINESS, EDITORIAL, AND ADVERTISING OFFICES,

Harold P. Westman, Secretary
33 West 39th St., New York, N.Y.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
"PROCEEDINGS"

Preparation of Paper
Form-Manuscripts may be submitted by member and nonmember contributors from any

country. To be acceptable for publication, manuscripts should be in English, in final
form for publication, and accompanied by a summary of from 100. to 300 words. Papers
should be typed double space with consecutive numbering of pages. Footnote references
should be consecutively numbered and should appear at the foot of their respective
pages. Each reference should contain author's name, title of article, name of journal,
volume, page, month, and year. Generally, the sequence of presentation should be as
follows: statement of problem; review of the subject in which the scope, object, and
conclusions of previous investigations in the same field are covered; main body describing
the apparatus, experiments, theoretical work, and results used in reaching the con-
clusions and their relation to present theory and practice; bibliography. The above
pertains to the usual typo of paper. To whatever typo a contribution may belong, a close
conformity to the spirit of these suggestions is recommended.

Illustrations-Use only jet black ink on white paper or tracing cloth. Cross-section paper
used for graphs should not have more than four lines per inch. If finer ruled paper is
used, the major division lines should be drawn in with black ink, omitting the finer divi-
sions. In the latter case, only blue -lined paper can be accepted. Photographs must
be very distinct, and must be printed on glossy white paper. Blueprinted illustrations
of any kind cannot be used. All lettering should be 3/16 in. high for an 8 x 10 in.
figure. Legends for figures should be tabulated on a separate sheet, not lettered on
the illustrations.

Mathematics-Fractions should be indicated by a slanting line. Use standard symbols.
Decimals not preceded by whole numbers should be preceded by zero, as 0.016. Equa-tions may be written in ink with subscript numbers, radicals, etc., in the desired
proportion.

Abbrkviations-Writo a.c. and d.c. (a -c and d -c as adjectives), kc, ,f, ppf, e.m.f., mh, ph
henries, abscissas, antennas. Refer to figures as Fig. 1, Figs. 3 and 4, and to equations
as (5). Number equations on the right in parentheses.

Summary-The summary should contain a statement of major conclusions reached, since
summaries in many cases constitute the only source of information used in compiling
scientific reference indexes. Abstracts printed in other journals, especially foreign,
in most cases consist of summaries from published papers. The summary should explain
as adequately as possible the major conclusions to a nonspecialist in the subject.
The summary should contain from 100 to 300 words, depending on the length of the paper.

Publication of Paper
Disposition-All manuscripts should be addressed to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West

39th Street, New York City. They will be examined by the Committee on Meetings
and Papers and by the Editor. Authors are advised as promptly as possible of the
action taken, usually within one month.

Proofs-Galley proof is sent to the author. Only necessary corrections in typography should
be made. No new material is to be added. Corrected proofs should be returned promptly
to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West 39th Street, New York City.

Reprints-With the galley proof a reprint order form is sent to the author. Orders for
reprints must be forwarded promptly as typo is not held after publication.
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF MEMBERS ELECTED
AUGUST 6, 1930

Elected to the Associate grade

Arkan as Blytheville, 109 West Kentucky Ave. Shide, J. R.
Little Rock, 600 North Lyler St. Waller, Paul

California Bolines, c/o R. C. A. Schick, J. R.
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Dist. of Columbia Washington, 120 C St , N.E., Apt. 107 Carroll, C. S.

Washington, National Broadcasting Company Cooper, D. H.
Washington, c/o Navy Department Moran, J. G.

Florida Miami, 344 S. W. 13th Ave Rives, Walter L.
Illinois Chicago, 6242 South Sacramento Ave. Friedman, Joseph

Chicago, 520 N. Michigan Ave. Gruekin, George
Chicago, 7425 Cottage Grove Ave Kaynor, H. J.
Chicago, 4614 North Kostner Ave. Lehnert, F. H.
Chicago, 1970 Milwaukee Ave. Lazae, J. H.
Chicago, 1800 Grace St. McMasters, A. J.
Chicago, 4015 Melrose St., Apt 3-J Paelig, T. H.
Chicago, 3150 West North Ave. Petersen, W. H.
Chicago, 208 West Washington St., Room 901 Snowden, P. T.
Evanston, 2219 Central St Christopherson, F.
Rock Island, 3201 -17th Ave. Stanley, 0. T.
Wilmette, 823 Park Avenue Ovner, Ralph

Indiana Indianapolis, 652 E. 52nd St. Albersbardt, M
South Bend, 207 Pythian Bldg. Bouchard, I. H.

Iowa Cedar Rapids, 1200 Fourth Ave Fink, Jack
Kentucky Covington, 427 Russell St. Bryant, William
Louisiana New Orleans, 813 Howard Ave. Hanna, G. E
Maryland Baltimore, 7th and Paul Sts. Mahone, G A.

Boyds Hargett, W. D.
Massachusetts Boston, 66 Bay State Rd. Mann, H..K.

Winthrop, 154 Pauline St. Belcher, C. D.
Michigan Muskegon, 285 Pine St Fonger, C. I.
Minnesota Minneapolis, 2615 Park Ave. Cooke, L. S.

Minneapolis, 1037 -12th Ave., S.E. Gibbs, Earl
Missouri St. Louis, 5170 Page Blvd. Parish, Eugene
New Jersey Ampere, P.O. Box 16 Adams, Harry

Bloomfield, 104 Warwick St. Zimber, R. M.
Camden, RCA -Victor Co. Farrow, F. R., Jr.
Carlstadt, 538 Third St. Fuelling, P. W.
Collingswood, 34 Woodlawn Ave. Hamilton, Sam
Collingswood, 1002 Belmont Ave Strasser, E. J.
Jersey City, 365 Union St. Perkins, G. C.
Newark, 107 Halsey St. Coleman, C. C.
Riverton, 301 Bank Ave. Harding, H. B.

New York Clinton Ellinwood, C. W.
Forest Hills, L. I., 336 Burns St. Leonard, A. A.
Lockport, 98 West Ave. Fiedler, L.
New York City, Bell Telephone Laboratories, 403 West St Burton, E. T.
New York City, 2032 Valentine Ave. Osherow, S. A.
New York City, 135 West 183rd St. Strong, J. M.
New York City, Amtorg Trading Corp., 261 Fifth Ave Yakovlev, A.
New York City, American Tel. & Tel. Co., 195 Broadway Yarmack, J. E
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APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
Applications for transfer or election to the various grades of membership

have been received from the persons listed below, and have been approved by
the Committee on Admissions. Members objecting to transfer or election of
any of these applicants should communicate with the Secretary on or before
September 30, 1930. These applicants will be considered by the Board of Direc-
tion at its October 1st meeting.

For Election to the Associate grade
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Applications for Membership

France Paris, 23 Rue d'Abbeville Wallace, Marcel
Scotland Dundee, St. Niven's P1., 101 Rosebank St McConnell, W. J.

For Election to the Junior grade

Arkansas Little Rock, SOS Battery St Winn, Dan L.
New York New York City, 605 Beech Terrace, Bronx Gerstein, M. George

New York City, 979 E. 163rd St., Bronx Osheroff, Nathan H
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New Zealand Wellington, H3 Tinakori Rd . . . Macedo, F. J.
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TRYING LANGMUIR
President of the Institute, 1923

Irving Langmuir, twelfth president of the Institute, was born in Brooklyn,
N. Y., January 31, 1881. After being graduated from Columbia University in
1903 with the degree of Metallurgical Engineer, he spent three years in post
graduate work in Germany at the University of Gottingen under Professor
Nernst, where he received his Ph.D. degree.

Upon his return to America in 1906 he became an instructor in chemistry
at the Stevens Institute of Technology entering the research laboratory of the
General Electric Company at Schenectady three years later. He is at present
associate director of the research laboratory.

Dr. Langmuir's researches have been conducted in the fields of chemistry,
physics, and engineering. His most notable contribution to the field of science
has been his pioneer work in electronics. In December, 1913, he published the
results of his studies on the effect of space charge and residual gases upon ther-
mionic currents in high vacuum. This investigation was the beginning of a long
series of experiments and inventions made during the following years which
have led to the development of the modern high vacuum power engineering.
His development of the mercury condensation pump and his studies of the
characteristics of tungsten and thoriated tungsten filaments have contributed
greatly to the success of vacuum tube projection.

Among the best known of Dr. Langmuir's inventions is the gas -filled in-
candescent tungsten lamp. In 1925 he developed the atomic hydrogen welding
process which is opening up new possibilities in electric welding.

Dr. Langmuir has been the recipient of distinguished honors in the field
of chemistry, physics, and engineering and has been awarded the Nichols medal
given by the New York Section of the American Chemical Society in 1915, and
again in 1920; the Hughes medal, awarded by the Royal Society of London in
1918; the Rumford medal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in
1921; the Cannizzara prize, awarded by the Royal National Academy of the
Lincei, Rome, Italy, in 1925; the Perkin medal of the American Section of the
Society of Chemical Industry, 1928; and the School of Mines medal, Columbia
University in 1929.

He has received honorary degrees from the University of Edinburg, North-
western University, Union College, Columbia University, Kenyon College,
and the Technische Hochschule, of Berlin-Charlottenburg.

He is an Honorary member of the Royal Institution of Great Britain and
the Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Technische Physik; a Fellow of the American
Physical Society and of the Institute of Radio Engineers; a Member of the National
Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the
American Chemical Society.

He became an Associate member of the Institute of Radio Engineers in
1914 and a Fellow in 1922.
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Cosmic Data Broadcasts

We are indebted to Science Service, Washington, D. C. for the
following information concerning broadcast of Cosmic Data.

Cooperating with the American Section of the International Sci-
entific Radio Union, Science Service will collect daily data on terrestrial
magnetism, the solar constant, sun spots, and the auroral displays in
order that they may be broadcast and otherwise distributed to those
interested.

The U. S. Navy by broadcasting the daily cosmic data message,
the U. S. Army by transmitting by radio to Washington data from
outlying points, the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey by furnishing
magnetic data, the Mount Wilson Observatory and the U. S. Naval
Observatory by furnishing sun spot data, the Astrophysical Observa-
tory of the Smithsonian Institution by furnishing solar constant values,
participate actively and fundamentally in the project.

BROADCAST SCHEDULE

The cosmic data broadcasts were inaugurated on August 1, 1930.
They are transmitted daily, including Sunday, from the Navy
radio station, NAA, Washington, as an addition to the weather mes-
sage directed at French radio station, FYL, Lafayette, at time 16:00
zone plus 5 (4 P.M. Eastern Standard Time) frequency 16,060 kilo-
cycles

CODE USED

The letters URSI is the distinguishing sign at the beginning of the
cosmic data message. URSI are the initials of the Union Radio Sci-
entifique Internationale (International Scientific Radio Union). Each
class of data is coded separately and preceded by an identifying word:
SOL for solar constant, MAG for terrestrial magnetism, SUN for
sun spots, AURO for auroras. The data are expressed in a number
code in groups of five, similar to that used in the transmission of me-
teorological information. Plain English will be added when extraor-
dinary phenomena demand it. The message is signed SCIENSERVC,
the cable address of Science Service.

SOL (SOLAR CONSTANT)

First figure indicates day of week
1 Sunday
2 Monday
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3 Tuesday
4 Wednesday
5 Thursday
6 Friday
7 Saturday

Second, third and fourth figures:
Decimal fractional portion of solar constant value; add one to
obtain complete value. When 933 is transmitted, the solar con-
stant is 1,933 calories. The solar constant of radiation is defined
as the total intensity of solar radiation outside the earth's atmos-
phere at the earth's mean distance from the sun and is expressed
in calories per square centimeter per minute; the calorie, being
the amount of heat required to warm one gram of water at 15
deg. C through one deg. C; the unit intensity of radiant intensity
being defined as that which, if completely absorbed by a surface
at right angles to the beam, will produce one calorie of heat per
square centimeter per minute.

Fifth figures indicate whether the solar constant value is considered
to be:

3 Satisfactory
5 Satisfactory minus (not quite satisfactory)
7 Unsatisfactory

Example: SOL 79333, Saturday, solar constant, 1,933 calories, satis-
factory. Solar constant data are supplied by the Astrophysical
Observatory of the Smithsonian Institution and are the averaged
values of the solar constant determinations of that organization's
observers at Montezuma station, Chile.

MAG (TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM)

First Group
First figure in first group shows day of week :

1 Sunday
2 Monday
3 Tuesday
4 Wednesday
5 Thursday
6 Friday
7 Saturday

Second figure of first group indicates character of day:
3 Quiet day
5 Day of moderate disturbance
7 Greatly disturbed day
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Third figure of first group indicates:
3 Day marked by bay, a disturbance lasting only an hour or so,

with departure from normal curve in one direction only
5 Day marked by rapid pulsations
7 Day marked by long period pulsations or oscillations
9 Day marked by irregular oscillations
X Not used

Fourth figure of first group indicates that second group gives time
of:
:3 Beginning of disturbance
5 End of disturbance
7 Beginning of disturbance; end given in third group
X Not used
Fifth figure is unused and is sent as X

Second Group
Gives Greenwich mean time of beginning or ending of dis-
turbance as indicated by the fourth figure of the first group.
(If there is a beginning and end on the same day, a third group
will give time of ending.)
First and second figures: Hours, preceded by zero if less than
ten.
Third and fourth figures: Minutes, preceded by zero if less than
ten
Fifth figures: Tenths of minutes, in the case of a sudden com-
mencement of a disturbance. Other times will be given to whole
minutes only and X will be fifth figure.

Third Group
See explanation above.

Example: MAG 1535X 08407, Sunday, day of moderate disturbance
marked by bay. Disturbance ends 08:40.7 G. M. T.

Terrestrial magnetic data are supplied by the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey from its observatory at Tucson, Arizona. Period
covered is for 24 hours preceding 14 hours G. M. T. of the Greenwich
and local day of the week as given by the first figure of the first group.

SUN (SUN SPOTS)

First figure indicates day of week:
1 Sunday
2 Monday
3 Tuesday
4 Wednesday
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5 Thursday
6 Friday
7 Saturday

Second and third figures indicate number of groups of sun spots, pre-
ceded by zero if less than ten.

Fourth and fifth figures indicate total number of sun spots, preceded
by zero if less than ten.

Example: SUN 10314, Sunday, three groups of sun spots containing
a total of fourteen spots.
Wolf Number equals X (10 g plus s) where g is the number of

groups, s the number of spots and K a constant, for Mt. Wilson about
0.77. The Wolf Number of the example given above is about 34.

Plain English descriptions of unusual solar phenomena will be
added where necessary.

Sun spot data are furnished by the Mount Wilson Observatory of
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Pasadena, California, from
observations made at about 16 hours G. M. T. (8 A.M. Pacific Standard
Time) or as soon' thereafter as weather permits.

AURO (AURORAS)

Code for transmission of data on auroras will be formulated later
as observations in Alaska will not begin until fall of 1930.

EXAMPLE OF COSMIC DATA MESSAGE

URSI SOL 79333 MAG 1535X 08407 SUN 10314 SCIENSERVC

OTHER DISTRIBUTION

Upon request, Science Service will transmit the cosmic data mes-
sage telegraphically over commercial channels, tolls collect. If desired,
the numerals will be rendered into the following syllable code to reduce
tolls:

Code-(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 X
(ba de fi go ki am en ip of ux vy

Example above would be sent as:

URSI SOL ENOTFIFIFI MAG BAKUFIKUVY UXIPGOUXEN
SUN BAUXFIBAGO SCIENSERVC
Science Service will compile weekly in mimeograph form the data

of the daily cosmic data messages and upon specific request will distri-
bute them by mail to those who can utilize or distribute the informa-
tion further. The scientific magazine, Terrestrial Magnetism, published
by Johns Hopkins Press (Editor: Jno. A. Fleming, acting director,
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Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington, Washington, D. C.) will publish summaries of the cosmic data.

Science Service will also utilize the information of the cosmic data
messages in the preparation of its service to newspapers in such a
way that the public will be kept informed of the occurrence of notable
changes in the phenomena reported and the possible effects upon
earthly conditions.

Those interested in correlating the cosmic data with other phe-
nomena and in studying the literature upon the fields affected by the
cosmic data reported will be placed in communication with competent
authorities upon application to Science Service.

FURTHER COSMIC DATA

If demand arises and as information becomes available, it is pro-
posed to add to the cosmic data message information such as follows :

Terrestrial Electricity-Predominant direction of natural earth -
currents registered for the preceding 24 hours. At present no earth -
current system is installed in this country, but one is planned.

Radio Phenomena-Signal intensity for long and short wave re-
r;eption at representative stations has been suggested for inclusion in
the message.

Solar Activity-In addition to sun spots, it has been suggested
there might be included values for the daily intensity of other phe-
nomena on the sun's surface such as character figures for bright
hydrogen flocculi, calcium flocculi, dark hydrogen flocculi, magnetic
character -number prominences, faculae, etc.

Within the next year the Carnegie Institution's Magnetic Observa-
tory at Huancayo, Peru, expects to broadcast magnetic and earth
current data which may be available in the cosmic data message. A
radio station is being installed at the Watheroo, Australia, station of
the Carnegie Institution and within a year Washington expects to be
in direct radio communication with that station. Data from that sta-
tion may then be available for inclusion in the cosmic data message.
It is hoped that those to whom the cosmic data messages are useful
will report how the data are used and suggest how the service can be
improved.

FRENCH COSMIC DATA BROADCASTS

Since December 1, 1928, the French Government has been radiating
a cosmic data message from the Eiffel Tower station, and later at the
request of Americans interested, these messages were later repeated
from Lafayette and Issy-les-Moulineaux so that the following sehecHte
is now in effect:
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Station Location
Frequency
Kilocycles

Wavelength
Meters Time

FLE Eiffel Tower, Paris 207.5 1445 11:20 G.M.T.

FYL Lafayette, Bordeaux 15.9 18900 20:30 G.M.T.

Issy-les-Moulineaux, near Paris 922.5 32.5 20:30 G.M.T.

The messages are in plain French language and not in code. They

include information on the following:
(a) Steadiness or disturbance of the earth's magnetic field.
(b) Steadiness or disturbance of atmospheric electric field.

(c) Apparent activity of the solar surface, as regards both sun

spots and faculae.
These data are supplied by Physical Institute of the Globe of Paris,

the National Meterological Office, the Astronomical Observatory at

Meudon, near Paris, and the Val Joyeuz Observatory, near Versailles.

The French cosmic data broadcasts are being copied and used by

some American radio observers. The Navy communications office is

copying them daily when reception conditions. make it possible, and

the American Radio Relay League at the request of A. E. Kennelly

is planning tests to determine how far inland the short wave signals

of Issy-les-Moulineaux can be copied.

ORIGIN OF URSI Cosmic DATA BROADCAST

When American radio engineers were informed of the French cosmic

data broadcasts, A. E. Kennelly of Harvard as a representative of the

committee on cooperation of the American Section of the International

Radio Union (URSI) distributed the information to those interested.
This led to an informal meeting of scientists at the National Academy

of Sciences, Washington, D. C., in April, 1929, at which it was decided
that a daily cosmic data message to be broadcast from an American
government radio station would be desirable.

This led to the appointment of a special joint committee of the
URSI and American Geophysical Union on the subject, which out-
lined the project and asked the cooperation of Science Service in the
collection of the daily cosmic data messages. Those cooperating
formally or informally in the formative stages of the project included:
Dr. A. E. Kennelly of Harvard, chairman cooperation committee, Ameri-

can Section, URSI; Dr. Charles F. Marvin, chief of the U. S. Weather

Bureau and chairman, American Geophysical Union Committee on
Cosmic Broadcasts; Commander N. H. Heck of the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey; John A. Fleming, acting director, and Dr. M. A.
Tuve, of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington; Major W. R. Blair and Lieut W. T. Guest,
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Signal Corps, U. S. Army; Capt. S. C. Hooper and Lt. Commander
J. R. Redman, U. S. Navy; Dr. J. H. Dellinger, of the Bureau of
Standards, technical secretary of the American Section, URSI;
Dr. L. W. Austin, chairman of the American Section, URSI; Dr.
Seth B. Nicholson of Mount Wilson Observatory; Dr. W. J. Humph-
reys and E. B. Calvert of the U. S. Weather Bureau; Dr. A. Hoyt
Taylor and Dr. L. P. Wheeler of the Naval Research Laboratory,
Bellevue, Anacostia, D. C.

Proceedings Binders

Because of the enlarged size of the PROCEEDINGS published during
1929, many of our members find that they are unable to fit the twelve
issues into the standard binder which has been available in the past.

We are pleased to announce that a larger size of binder is now
available which will hold the twelve issues published during 1929.

When ordering the larger size be sure to specify that the large
binder is desired. They are available at $1.75 each and the member's
name will be stamped on it for 50 cents additional. The smaller size
binder is still available at $1.50.

Associate Application Form

For the benefit of members who desire to have available each
month an application form for Associate membership, there is printed
in the PROCEEDINGS a condensed Associate form. In this issue this
application will be found on page XXXIII of the advertising section.

Application forms for the Member or Fellow grades may be ob-
tained upon application to the Institute office.

The Committee on Membership asks that members of the Institute
bring the aims and activities of the Institute to the attention of desir-
able and eligible nonmembers. The condensed form in the advertising
section of the PROCEEDINGS each month may be helpful.

Radio Signal Transmissions of Standard Frequency
July to December, 1930

The following is a schedule of radio signals of standard frequencies
for use by the public in calibrating frequency standards and trans-
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mitting and receiving apparatus as transmitted from station WWV
of the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

Further information regarding these schedules and how to utilize
the transmissions can be found on pages 10 and 11 of the January,
1930, issue of the PROCEEDINGS, and in the Bureau of Standards Letter .
Circular No. 171, which may be obtained by applying to the Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D. C.
Eastern Standard

Time Sept. 22 Oct. 20 Nov. 20 Dec. 22

10
10
10
10
10
11

11
11

00 P.M. 500 1600 4000 550

12 600 1800 4400 600

24 700 2000 4800 700

36 800 2400 5200 800

48 1000 2800 5800 1000

00 1200 3200 6400 1200

12 1400 3600 7000 1400

24 1500 4000 7600 1500

INSTITUTE MEETINGS

CHICAGO SECTION

The July 11th meeting of the Chicago Section held in the En-
gineering Building, was called to order by H. E. Kranz, chairman of the
Section.

The report of the Nominating Committee was read and the fol-
lowing officers for the coming year were elected unanimously: chair-
man, Byron B. Minnium; vice-chairman, Samuel E. Adair; secretary -
treasurer, J. Barton Hoag. In addition, Harvey G. Hayes was elected
as a member of the Executive Committee.

Following the election of officers, H. E. Kranz, chief engineer of
the Grigsby-Grunow Company, commented upon several reels of film
showing manufacturing processes employed in the plant of the Grigsby-
Grunow Company.

DETROIT SECTION

At the June 20th meeting of the Detroit Section, held in the De-
troit News Building, A. B. Buchanan, chairman of the Section pre-
siding, two papers were presented.

The first paper of the evening on "Television" by L. N. Holland
of the electrical engineering department of the University of Michigan,
considered the subject under six divisions as follows: scanning of the
image, converting light impulses into electrical impulses, transmitting,
reconverting the electrical impulses into light impulses, spreading the
light impulses over a screen, synchronization.
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The difficulties involved in the satisfactory solution of each part
of the problem were discussed. The talk was closed with a description
of E. F. W. Alexanderson's latest achievement, in the projection of
television images for theatre use. Special attention was paid to the
light valve based upon the invention of A. Karolus.

The second paper of the evening on "New System of Power Filtra-
tion" was delivered by S. M. Hanley of the Ray Vox Engineering
Company of Detroit.

The papers were discussed by Messrs. Buchanan, Case, Firestone,
and others.

At the election of officers for the coming year, the following were
selected: chairman, L. N. Holland; vice chairman, S. L. Bailey;
secretary -treasurer, Samuel Firestone.

ROCHESTER SECTION

On May 15th a joint meeting of the Rochester Sections of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Institute of Radio
Engineers, and the Rochester Engineering Society was held at the
Eastman School of Music. Earl Karker, Chairman of the I.R.E.
Section, presided.

F. L. Hunt of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, delivered an il-
lustrated paper on "Recording and Reproducing Sound Pictures."
In addition to lantern slides, several talking pictures, illustrating the
various problems and apparatus involved, were shown.

Prior to the joint meeting, a business session of the Rochester
Section was held at which the following new officers were elected:
chairman, H. E. Gordon; vice-chairman, I. G. Maloff; secretary;
treasurer, H. A. Brown.

The annual report of the secretary and treasurer was presented
and accepted.

The attendance at the meeting totaled four hundred and eighty-
one.

Personal Mention

There appeared in the July issue an incorrect statement to the
effect that H. B. Closson had left the Atwater -Kent Manufacturing
Company to become affiliated with the RCA -Victor Company at
Camden, N. J. The correct name is L. E. Closson who is an engineer
for the RCA -Victor Company. H. B. Closson, Jr. continues with the
Atwater -Kent Manufacturing Company.
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Lieutenant Mervin W. Arps is now located at the Naval Research
Laboratory at Washington, D. C.

Previously with the Radiomarine Corporation of America at
Tuckerton, N. J., Preston de Grauw Baldwin is now service engineer
for RCA Photophone, Inc.

John Bargamian has left the Plymouth Electric Company to be-
come a service engineer for the Canadian Westinghouse Company.

Charles S. Breeding, formerly general manager of the Aero Radio
Corporation in Los Angeles, is now in the engineering department of
the Western Air Express at Alhambra, California.

Carl H. Butman, formerly secretary to the Federal Radio Commis-
sion has returned to his radio consulting practice, acting also as ad-
vertising counsel.

Previously with the Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company,
Edward N. Dingley has joined the engineering department of RCA
Radiotron Company at Harrison, N. J.

Clifford J. Dow has left the Federal Telegraph Company at Palo
Alto, California, to enter the service of Heintz and Kaufman of San
Francisco as a radio engineer.

W. Robert Ferris has become research engineer for the RCA
Radiotron Company at Harrison, N. J. having left the General Electric
Company at Schenectady, N. Y.

H. H. Friend has left the National Broadcasting Company to
enter the engineering department of RCA Communications.

W. E. Garity is now chief engineer for the Disney Film Recording
Company at Hollywood having previously been an operation engineer
for De Forest Phonofilm, Inc.

John B. Hawkins is now factory manager for the Cordonic Manu-
facturing Corporation of Holland, Michigan, having previously been
with the United Reproducers Corporation.

L. E. Hayslett formerly with the United Reproducers Corporation
has entered the radio engineering department of the General Motors
Radio Corporation at Dayton.

P. M. Honnell has joined the technical staff of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.

W. C. Little has entered the radio test department of the General
Electric Company at Schenectady.

Frederick S. Mockford, previously in charge of wireless at Croydon
Airport is now with the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company in
London.
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Raymond W. Newby, formerly with the American Insurance Union
is now chief engineer of WABC of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

C. A. Petry has left the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company at Chicopee Falls to enter the radio engineering department
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Pinckney B. Reed has left the Stewart -Warner Corporation to
become an installation engineer for RCA Photophone, Inc.

F. H. Schnell, formerly connected with Aero Products, Inc., has
become chief of staff of the Radio and Television Institute of Chicago.

0. B. Gunby has left the engineering department of the East
Pittsburgh plant of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company to join the RCA -Victor Company at Camden, N. J.

Previously section engineer with the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company at Chicopee Falls, Mass., John B. Coleman
is now a radio engineer for the RCA -Victor Company.

Theodore A. Smith, formerly in the engineering department of the
Radio Corporation of America, is now with the RCA Victor Company
at their New York City office.

Albert E. Snow, previously with the Wireless Specialty Apparatus
Company is now in the employ of the Radiomarine Company at
Chatham, Mass.

Daniel W. Wells has left the Springfield, Mass., branch of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company to join the staff
of the RCA -Victor Company.

Joseph T. Wissmann, previously with the Radio Corporation of
America is now recording engineer for the Vitaphone Corporation of
Brooklyn.

H. D. Hineline has left the International Telephone and Telegraph
Company to join the patent department of United Research Corpora-
tion at Long Island City.

 .> >-iit-< <..
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Errata

Fig. 7 in the paper on "A Tuned -Reed Course Indicator for the
Four- and Twelve -Course Aircraft Radio Range" by F. W. Dunmore
which appeared on page 971 of the June, 1930, issue of the PROCEED-

INGS should be omitted and Fig. 8 substituted for it. A new Fig. 8 is
given below. The cut labels as given in the original paper are correct
for these revised figures.
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Proceedings of the Institute of _Radio Engineers
Volume 18, Number 9 September, 1930

LONG WAVE RADIO RECEIVING MEASUREMENTS AT THE
BUREAU OF STANDARDS IN 1929*

BY

L. W. AUSTIN
(Laboratory for Special Radio Transmission Research, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-This paper gives monthly averages of daylight signal intensity
at Washington for 1929, as received from a number of ,European and American
low -frequency stations.

Several of the stations formerly measured have ceased to transmit regularly at
hours suitable for all -daylight transmission paths and their measurement has there-
fore been discontinued. The annual average field intensities of the European sta-
tions have not shown much change since last year, but the atmospheric disturbances
have increased.

THE MONTHLY averages of field intensity of various long
wave stations and their corresponding atmospheric disturbances
as measured in 1929, and the yearly averages 1923-1929, are

given in the following tables and curves.
The signals marked A.M. were measured between 10 and 11 A.M.,

E. S. T., and represent all -daylight transmission paths except in the
Germany, during the short days of winter. The P.M.

signals measured between 3 and 4 P.M., E. S. T., have a transmission
path partly in daylight and partly in darkness, except for a few days
in midsummer when Rugby and Carnarvon have all -daylight paths.

On account of their irregularity of transmission, Cayey, Porto
Rico, and San Diego, California, have not been included this year in
the tables. Ste. Assise (FTU) has not generally been transmitting dur-
ing the time of our morning observations, while Bolinas has -not been
heard since January, 1929. Caracas, Venezuela (AYB) (f =40 kc, X =
7500 meters) has been added to the list of stations measured. This
station is fairly regular in transmitting and affords an opportunity for
the continuation of the study of the. south -north transmission paths,
interrupted by the lack of signals from Monte Grande and Cayey.

Table I (page 1485) gives the approximate transmission data for
the stations measured.

Fig. 1 shows the changes of the morning yearly averages of some
of the stations which have been measured since 1923. Bordeaux
(FYL) shows the same intensity as in 1928, while the shorter wave
Ste. Assise station (FTT) has fallen considerably from its 1928

* Dewey decimal classification: R113.2 Original manuscript received by
the Institute, June 27, 1930. Publication approved by the Director of the
Bureau of Standards of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
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value.' The average intensity of Nauen (DFW) is slightly higher in
1929 than in 1928.

The observations in Fig. 1 which represent all -daylight trans -
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mission do not show the uniform drop in intensity in 1929 which might
have been expected from the decrease in the number of sun spots.

The annual averages of afternoon signal intensities and atmospheric
disturbances are shown in Fig. 2. It will be noticed that Bordeaux
has fallen slightly since 1928, while Ste. Assise (FTU) has risen con -

1 The average for (FTT) in 1929 is for seven months only.
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is a marked decrease in the strength of both New Brunswick stations
during the last four months of 1929. The reported antenna current
would not explain this signal drop. The other Radio Corporation
stations mentioned showed slight decreases in signal at the close of the
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year. The monthly values of the Rocky Point stations (WSS) and
(WQK) are incomplete as the two stations transmitted alternately in
periods of two weeks.

The yearly averages of the signal intensities of the Radio Cor-
poration stations were slightly lower in 1929 than in 1928.
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TABLE I
TRANSMISSION DATA, 1929

FRE-
QUENCY

f (kc)

WAVE-
LENGTH,

(m)

APPROXI-
MATE

ANTENNA
CURRENT

I (AMPERES)

APPROXI-
MATE

EFFECTIVE
HEIGHT

11 (METERS)

DISTANCE
FROM

WASHING -
TON

d (Km)

FYL Bordeaux,
France.

15.9 18,900 500 180 6160

FTT Ste. Assise,
France

21.0 14,250 350 180 6200

FTU Ste. Assise,
France

15.2 19,710 475 180 6200

DFY Nauen,
Germany

16.6 18,060 367 170 6650

DFW Nauen,
Germany

23.0 13,000 379 130 6650

GBR Rugby,
England

16.0 18,740 708" 185 5930

PCG Kootwijk,
Holland

16.8 17,800 325 185 6100

IRB Rome,
Italy

20.8 14,400 156 500 7160

GLC Carnarvon,
Wales

31.7 9,450 67 300 5840

NAU Cayey,
Porto Rico

33.8 8,870 100 120 2490

NPL San Diego,
California

30.0 10,000 90 120 3700

WCI Tuckerton,
N. J.

18.4 16,304 893 96 251

WGG Tuckerton,
N. J.

22.1 13,575 690 57 251

WU New Brunswick,
N. J.

21.8 13,750 650 68 281

WRT New Brunswick,
N. J.

22.6 13,265 630 68 281

WSO Marion,
Mass.

25.8 11,620 500 66 660

WSS Rocky Point,
L. I., N. Y.

18.8 15,957 700 83 435

WQK Rocky Point,
L. I., N. Y.

18.2 16,465 650 83 435

KET Bolinas,
California

22.9 13,100 600 51 3920

AYB Caracas,
Venezuela

40.0 7,500 - - 3200

* Six months average.

TABLE II
AVERAGE SIGNAL INTENSITY AND ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES FOR BORDEAUX (FYL), RUGBY

(GBR), STE. A riSISE (FTU), NAUEN (DFY), AND NOOTWIJIC (PCG), IN MICROVOLTS PER
METER

A.M. P.M.

1929 FYL GBR DFY PCG Dist. FYL GBR FTU DFY PCG Dist.

Jan. 142 155 59 59 23 213 232 93 88 82 22
Feb. 142 186 67 54 25 240 260 94 83 73 36
Mar. 156 - 71 64 30 221 234 89 76 69 38
Apr. 140 154 56 51 40 111 122 67 47 41 71
May 135 153 60 58 42 71' 69* 38* 31' 31" 95
Juno 136 132 59 57 44 70' 85' - 31" 30' 200
July 155 - 64 60 44 77" - - 41" 41' 397
Aug. 140 150 63 62 46 81' - 35" 35" 260
Sept. 144 108 51 54 21 73 46 - 26 31 93
Oct. 108 82 40 54 62 94 67 - 38 51 98
Nov. 142 113 48 50 34 178 156 - 63 68 41
Dec. 130 117 60 49 16 197 183 104 81 80 17

Av. 142 135 58 56 36 136 145 81 53 53 114

' Uncertain owing to heavy atmospheric disturbances.
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TABLE III
AVERAGE SIGNAL INTENSITY AND ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES FOR ROME (IRB), STE. ASSISE

(FTT), NAUEN (DFW), IN MICROVOLTS PER METER

A.M. P.M.

1929 IRB FTT DFW Dist. IRB FTT DFW Dist.

Jan. 41 32 18 72 65 57 20
Feb. 53 31 20 67 60 49 29
Mar. 59 - 47 24 71 63 53 31
Apr. 48 - 37 32 39 34 25 58
May 49 38 36 35 25' 22' 17' 84
June 49 35 40 38 24' - 20' 174
July 58 - 43 36 23' - 20' 336
Aug. 48 47 39 37 27' - 24' 215
Sept. 59 48 39 15 27 25 9 71
Oct. 46 30 30 47 37 28 23 73
Nov. 32 18 27 19 41 21 41 23
Dec. 48 32 39 12 68 39 53 12

Av. 49 35 37 28 44 40 33 94

 Uncertain owing to heavy atmospheric disturbances.

TABLE IV
AVERAGE SIGNAL INTENSITY AND ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES FOR CARNARVON (GLC)

AND CARACAS (AYB), IN MICROVOLTS PER METER.

P.M.
1929 GLC AYB Dist. GLC Dist.
Jan. 16 18 25Feb. 18 20 23
Mar. 34 - 24 23 -Apr. 19 - 32 - -May 15 33 35 84June 18 31 38 174July 17 41 27 230Aug. 14 39 25 - 142
Sept. 14 - 15 - 51Oct. 22 14 65 17 86Nov. 13 4 19 17 23Dec. 18 7 13 19 13

Av. 18 24 28 20 100

TABLE V
AVERAGE SIGNAL INTENSITY FOR NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. (WII AND WRT), TETKERTON, N. J.

(WCI AND WGG). ROCKY POINT, L. I. (WQK AND WSS), AND MARION, MASS. (WSO),
IN MICROVOLTS PER METER

A.M. P.M.
1929 WII WRT WGG WCI WQK WSS WSO WIII WRT WGG WCI WQK WSS WSO
Jan. 2.8 3.2 3.5 4.1 1.5 2.5 1.2 3.0 3.1 3.4 4.1 - 2.4 1.1Feb. 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.8 1.9 2.5 1.3 3.1 3.3 3.5 4.0 1.9 2.6 1.3Mar. 2.6 2.5 2.7 3.4 1.7 2.3 0.9 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.7 1.3 2.5 1.1Apr. 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.4 - 2.4 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.6 3.4 - 2.2 0.8May 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 1.4 - 0.9 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.9 1.3 1.S 0.7June 2.6 2.4 2.8 2.9 1.5 1.7 1.0 - 2.3 2.7 2.9 1.2 1.5 0.6July 2.6 2.4 2.5 3.0 1.5 1.9 0.9 - 2.3 - 2.9 1.3 1.7 0.5Aug. 2.1 2.3 - 3.0 1.7 1.9 0.8 - 2.3 - 2.8 1.3 1.7 0.6Sept. 1.0 1.2 - 2.8 - 1.5 0.5 0.9 0.9 - 2.1 - 1.3 0.5Oct. 1.0 1.0 - 2.8 1.1 1.3 0.5 0.9 1.0 - 2.2 0.9 0.9 0.4Nov. 0.9 1.2 1.9 3.1 1.5 1.6 0.6 1.2 1.3 1.8 3.3 1.3 1.7 0.7Dec. 1.4 2.1 2.6 3.7 2.0 2.3 0.9 1.5 2.0 2.7 3.9 2.1 2.5 1.1
Av. 2.1 2.2 2.7 3.3 1.6 2.0 0.9 2.0 2.2 2.S 3.2 1.5 1.9 0.S
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The continuous automatic recording of the field intensities of the
Radio Corporation stations has been continued and there is now avail-
able a very large number of 24 -hour records for investigation.

' The constantly decreasing use of long wave transmission in radio
communication is causing anxiety as to the continuity of this work in
the future.

Mimeographed copies of the daily observations of signal intensities
and of the strength of atmospherics are available for distribution to
those interested.
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LOW -FREQUENCY RADIO TRANSMISSION -1 -

BY

P. A. DE MARS,' G. W. KENRICK,2 AND G. W. PICKARD3
(5. 2 Tufts College, Mass.; 'RCA -Victor Co. of Mass., Boston, Mass.)

Summary-This paper presents the results of field intensity measurements
on low -frequency transmission (17.8 kc) from the R.C.A. station W C I , located a,
Tuckerton, N. J. The results of observations made at Newton Centre and at Medfordt
Mass., are presented. Apparatus for alternating antenna observations with vari-
ously oriented loop observations is described and the results of such measurements
are presented. The relation of the state of elliptical polarization of received signals
to loop responses for various positions of the loop is investigated theoretically, and the
results thus obtained are applied to an interpretation of the observations. The
necessary approximations required to render this problem determinate are pointed
out and their questionable validity emphasized.

The mean of the received signal intensity in the absence of magnetic disturbances
is lowest during the night, and strong sunrise and sunset peaks are found. An in-
version of received signal intensity is noted during magnetic storm conditions. At
such times the night field strength exceeds the day field.

URING the last few years observations of radio transmission
phenomena have been undertaken by numerous observers, and
have served greatly to enhance our understanding of the

phenomena. While this mass of data has furnished a firm basis for the
Kennelly -Heaviside layer theory of radio transmission, it has disclosed
phenomena so erratic and complex that a satisfactory and reasonably
complete quantitative or even qualitative theory seems almost as much
in the future as ever.

The observations contributed have by no means been confined to
the time-honored measurements of received field strengths on particu-
lar frequencies and over particular transmission paths, but include
ingeniously devised transmissions designed to disclose the character-
istics of the transmitting medium. Such experiments in the last few
years have played an increasingly important part in our study of the
mechanism of transmission.

This paper, however, will be confined to a consideration of the
possibilities (and the limitations) of observations of the most straight-
forward and time-honored type; i.e., those of field intensities. It is
hoped that this discussion may serve to emphasize some of the diffi-
culties and advantages peculiar to such observations.

* Dewey decimal classification: R113. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, June 21, 1930. Presented before Fifth Annual Convention of the
Institute, August 19, 1930.
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I. POSSIBLE CORRELATIONS WITH TRANSMISSION

Numerous investigators have demonstrated quantitatively that
striking correlations exist between measured fields and solar and mag-
netic elements.' '2 '3

Provided sufficiently long transmission paths are chosen, the
correlations observed are found to be fairly uniform over similar but
somewhat varied transmission paths and over narrow ranges of the
frequency spectrum. Observations in widely different frequency re-
gions or on the same transmission over widely different transmission
paths (as for instance East-West vs North -South) disclose quite
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40
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20

10

0

Moan

ME OF QU =T DAYS 1928

Midnight /loon

E.S . T.

Fig. 1-Mean WCI reception at Newton Centre with moderately quiet magnetic
elements. (Mean from June to December, 1928.)

different but distinct correlations. Conditions are much more compli-
cated, however, if observations over shorter transmission paths are
attempted. In this case relatively slight differences in transmission
paths or frequency may alter profoundly the observed results (at least
inasmuch as the graph of received signal intensity is concerned).

The situation described above is, of course, quite understandable
from the point of view of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer transmission
theory, for in the case of the shorter distance transmission a very
limited number of important paths may supply nearly equal fields at

1 Pickard, G. W., Pnoc. I.
September, 1927.

Austin, L. W., Pnoc. I. R.
3 Anderson, L. N., Pnoc.

R. E., 15, 63-97; February, 1927; 749-766;

E., 15, 825-843; October, 1927.
R. E., 16, 297-347; March, 1928.
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the point of observation, and important phase interference and polar-
ization phenomena may be manifested which may, moreover, be
greatly altered by slight changes of path or frequency. At longer dis-
tances a multiplication of the number of paths and (supposedly) an
increase in the importance of attenuation render these phase phe-
nomena of relatively less importance (at least in low -frequency
transmission) and more consistent results are hence obtainable.

Phase interference and polarization phenomena are, however,
probably very important in most of the results reported, as the data
themselves frequently emphasize.4

80

50

40

30

20

10

0

ULAN OF DAYS OF MC

1n8
D-2

Soon Midnight

E.S.T.

Fig. 2-Mean WCI reception at Newton Centre during magnetic storm
conditions.

Noon

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW -FREQUENCY RECEPTION OVER SHORT
TRANSMISSION PATHS

Low -frequency reception over short transmission paths furnishes
striking evidence of phase interference phenomena and of polarization.
At such low frequencies, the received intensity on an antenna over
moderate distances is, moreover, in general a fairly consistent function
of time with a distinct diurnal periodicity. The mean of 24 -hour re-
ception curves for WCI at Newton Centre, Mass., is shown in Fig. 1,
which shows the mean over an observation period of six months
(exclusive of periods of marked magnetic disturbances). The mean

4 Potter, R. K., PROC. I. R. E., 18, 581-648; April, 1930.
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of reception during the disturbed periods is shown in Fig. 2. Certain
striking features should be noted.

80

60

40

so

20

10

MAN
DAYS OF MCI -1

1928

Midnight

E.S.TIMB

Fig. 3-Partial inversion due to minor magnetic disturbances.
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12 Noon 12 Midnight
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Fig. 4-Typical magnetically quiet reception showing marked sunset and sunrise
peaks and low night fields.

(1) The normal curve shows a high daytime level, marked sunrise
and sunset peaks, and low signal intensity during the night.

12 Noon
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(2) The magnetically -disturbed observations show low daytime
values and high night values.

These effects are much more evident when single records are chosen,
for they are, of course, smoothed out considerably by the long time
means, with consequent variable times for the sunrise and sunset peaks,
variable times of occurrence of maximum to minimum field -strength
ratio, etc. The striking ratios obtainable on individual low -frequency
records over short transmission paths such as Tuckerton-Boston are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where individual records, corresponding to

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

WC1 AS RECEIVED

JULY

AT NEWTON

8-9,

CENTRE,

1928

LASS.

PH 8TH AU JULY 9TH

12 Noon 12 Midnight oon

E.S.T.

Fig. 5-Reception during the severe magnetic storm of July, 1928, showing the
marked inversion.

magnetically quiet and magnetically disturbed days, are plotted. The
inversion during magnetic storms is a function of the severity of the
storm, and the results for 1928 are hence most striking because of the
extremely severe storm during the month of July, 1928. A similar
tendency to inversion, however, is consistently noted during periods
of lesser disturbances. This is shown distinctly by the flattening tend-
ency for days of magnetic character, as Fig. 3 illustrates.

The graphical patterns obtainable at other points of observation,
or on other frequencies and over other transmission paths are by no
means always identical with those indicated. Some indications of
these relationships is to be found in recently published papers in the
PROCEEDINGS" reporting observations on the same station at other

5 Austin, L. W., PROC. I. R. E., 17, 1192-1205; July, 1929.
6 Kenrick and Jen. Pnoc. I. R. E., 17, 2034-2052; November, 1929.
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points, and quasi -consistent cyclic variations in the patterns are
sometimes noted, but such observations are not available in sufficient
numbers to render positive quantitative conclusions in regard to these
phenomena justified at present.

III. INTERPRETATION OF OBSERVED RESULTS

The observed phenomena reported above seem fairly consistent
with the accepted Kennelly -Heaviside layer theory, and were at-
tributed to phase -interference phenomena and to rotations of the
plane of polarization of the signal in transmission through the layer
(in accordance with the Nichols and Schelleng theory).

In order to establish more definitely and quantitatively the factors
contributing to the large changes of signal intensity observable on the
set-up at Newton Centre employing reception on an antenna, a set-up
was designed and installed at Tufts College at Medford, Mass., which
would allow simultaneous (or nearly simultaneous) observations to
be made of 'Wei signal intensity as observed on an antenna and on a
loop variously oriented with respect to the transmitting station.
Observations are now being carried on employing this equipment in
place of that located at Newton Centre. A diagram of the recording
apparatus is shown in Fig. 6.

In addition to recording the strength of signals as received by an
antenna, a rotating loop was utilized. This loop does not rotate with
a uniform velocity, but remains fixed in position for a period of five
minutes, and is then swung into a new position in an interval of a few
seconds. As it is at present operated, the loop is rotated through an
angle of 45 deg. every five minutes, which gives four significant posi-
tions for each half revolution. A relay control, operated by the loop
driving mechanism, controls two relays, one of which shifts the re-
ceiver input to the loop or antenna, while the other, operated simul-
taneously, controls the bias on the recorder and shifts the zero, so that
the antenna and loop observations may be recorded without confusion
by one recorder. This arrangement gives 21 minutes recording of
antenna signal strength, followed by 21 minutes of loop signal strength
in one of its positions; for example, the plane of the loop toward the
station. This sequence of events is carried on continuously.

Peculiar local conditions made it desirable to locate both loop and
antenna at a considerable distance from the receiver and recording
mechanism. On account of the relatively low frequency of the station
being recorded, no difficulty is experienced in trunking the antenna
and loop signals over a distance of approximately 500 ft.

Fig. 6 shows the essentials of the recording apparatus. The re-
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ceiving equipment appears rather elaborate in design, but it is to be re-
membered that for results to be of value the receiver must eliminate
all interference, must be highly selective because of the close spacing
of channels in this frequency range, and must be constant in gain,
linear in response, and flexible for testing purposes. The physical
appearance of the assembly is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Front view of recorder amplifier.

Selectivity is obtained primarily by the use of a band-pass filter of
only 200 cycles band width, located between the last two low -frequency
amplifiers. This also serves to eliminate to a satisfactory degree both
static and local interference.

Constant gain of the amplifier is obtained by using high-grade
tubes, maintained at constant potentials. Oscillator stability is im-
portant, and is obtained by using a type of circuit which maintains
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constant frequency to within a few cycles for reasonable ranges of
temperature and tube potentials.

The incoming signal is stepped down to a frequency of 400 cycles,
which is the mean frequency of the band-pass filter, and permits ap-
proximately 75 cycles variation in either direction without changing
the amplification of the set more than 5 per cent.

Rectification is obtained by means of a copper oxide rectifier,
which experience has shown to be very stable and practically linear
in the circuit shown.
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Fig. 9-Mean loop reception. Note polarization during night.
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The recorder circuit is shown in detail; this equipment is checked
periodically and the calibrator circuit is also shown. A typical actual
record obtained by the use of this recorder is shown in Fig. 8.

It will be noted that the daytime values of field as observed on the
loop constitute a normal lemniscate diagram, indicating a normal
vertical polarization of the electric vector in the received signal. At
the sunrise and sunset periods, however, corresponding to periods of
marked change in field, (and frequently during the entire night period)
the "nul" bearings disappear, and the intensity of the received signal
frequently becomes greater in this position than in the maximum.
These phenomena are well exhibited by the mean curves shown in
Fig. 9, while a not infrequent case is shown in Fig. 10, where the "nul"
reading exceeds the reading in the daytime maximum position.

In order to interpret the above phenomena in terms of the angles
of polarization in the received electric vector, it is necessary to review
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the relation between the state of polarization of an electromagnetic
wave and the response in antennas oriented at various angles to the
direction of propagation. This theory has already been developed, but
it will be briefly derived and discussed here.

Review of Loop Reception Theory.'
In examining the response of a loop to an electromagnetic wave, we

have merely to note that the resulting induced e.m.f. is directly pro-
portional to the time rate of change of magnetic flux thru the loop
and hence proportional to the resultant H of the wave normal to the

to

z

Fig. 10.

Direction or
PrOpagatIon

loop area (since the loop area is in general constant and the time
variation of H sinusoidal).

In the following analysis we shall investigate the response of a
loop oriented so that its area is

(1) normal to the magnetic vector of the ground wave (which we
shall term the loop maximum position),

(2) parallel to the magnetic vector of the ground wave (which
we term the loop "nul" position),

(3) at 45 deg. with these positions (2 such positions termed 45 -
deg. lead and 45 -deg. lag positions).

We shall consider a wave composed of a normally polarized
((ground wave" component and a single elliptically polarized down -
coming wave.

Let us consider a wave system propogating along the y axis as
shown in Fig. 10.

We assume normally polarized ground wave components Bo and
Ho and an elliptically polarized downcoming wave in which we let

B1 and H1= normally polarized electric and magnetic vectors of
the downcoming wave,

Appleton and Ratcliffe, Proc. Royal Soc., 115, 291-317, 1927.
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E0 and Ho= electric and magnetic vectors in the ground wave
(normally polarized, i.e., vertical electric vector),

E2 and H2 = electric and magnetic, vector perpendicular to Eland
H1 (abnormally polarized components),

01= phase angle of the electric vector of the normally polarized
downcoming wave with respect to the electric vector of the
ground wave,

(92 = phase angle of the electric vector of the abnormally polar-
ized downcoming wave with respect to the electric vector
of the ground wave,

a = angle of incidence of the downcoming wave, w = 271-f.
Maxwell's equations applied to the case shown in Fig. 8 give

Ez=0 H z= Ho sin cot -1-2H1 sin (cot+ (91)
Ey =0 Hy=2H2 cos a sin (cot+ (92)
Ez= Eo cos (.0/4-2E1 sin a cos (wt -I-691) H2=0 (1)

For the loop in the "max" position, the response is proportional to
dHz/dt. Now if we note that the magnitudes of the H components
are (except for trivial constants) equal to the corresponding E com-
ponents i.e., IH1 1E11, 1H01 1E0 etc., and further that like
components due to the various waves must be added with due regard
to differences in time phase we have for the voltage in the loop (utiliz-
ing equations 1)

E-;,ax,--Eo2+4E12+4E0E1 cos di (2)

Likewise, for the loop in the. "nul" position, the response is pro-
portional to dlly/dt which in turn is proportional to

EL1-4(E2)2 cost a (3)
For the loop in the 45 -deg. positions the response is an appropriate

combination of (2) and (3), i.e.,
Ehdeg.^-1- [(E0 -1-2E1 cos 01±2E2 cos a cos 02)2

+ (2E1 sin 0 + 2E2 cos a sin (92)1 (4)

We may also write for the antenna reception (proportional to E2)
Eant^'Eo2+4E12 sine a -1-4E0E1 sin a cos (9 (5)

Interpretation of Results Using Loop Theory.
Equations (2) to (5) give us a number of useful equations with

which to interpret antenna and loop observations such as those de-
scribed above. Unfortunately, however, the number of variables
involved are so large that a complete quantitative determination can
only be made on the basis of somewhat precarious assumptions. The
authors prefer not to engage at the present time in computations
necessitating the use of such assumptions, but a brief outline of
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possible approximations and of their validity and consequences is

perhaps not without interest.
First of all it is important to note that, provided the ground wave

remains constant (certainly this is far less reproachable than most of

the necessary assumptions) and if the subscript 11 denotes intensity

at the time 11 and the subscript 12 the intensity at the time 12 then for

the antenna
(EL,t)i, =E02+4(E12)/1 (sin2 a) -F4EVEI)t, (sin a) I, (COS (91)11 (5)

and likewise
(Elm) £2 = E02 +4 (E12) £2 (sin2 a) e2 -4-4E o(E 1)12 (sin a) 12 (cos (9012 (6)

Now if we let (5 (Mint) (Mint) ti (EInt) 12 and if we further assume

that 1, and 12 are chosen sufficiently near together and at such times

that E1 and sin a vary negligibly compared with rapidly varying

cos 01 we have
15(EL) = 4E0E1 sin a [(cos 00 ti - (Cos (90t2] (7)

A similar argument applied to (4) gives

O(EIL) = 4E0E1((cos (91) e, - (cos 0012) (8)

Dividing (7) by (8) gives
6(E2ant)

(Ei:,)
The difficulty with this method lies, however, in the necessary

assumption that E, and a remain constant during periods of rapid

change, investigations on high frequencies of layer heights and selec-
tive path fading indicates these assumptions may be indeed question-
able (particularly at sunrise and sunset). Thus, it will be noted that
rotations, as well as changes in attenuation may cause rapid changes
in E, while layer -height changes will effect sin a as well as (91 although

the change in (91 would in general (probably) be the more important.
In Appleton's experiments he was able to vary (91 rapidly by intro-
ducing small changes in transmitted frequency, but computations of
the necessary frequency changes in the very low frequency region
(i.e., near 18 kc) are not promising due to the large frequency changes
necessary and the consequent serious interference involved to say
nothing of apparatus difficulties. Pulser methods also do not appear
promising since the length of the pulses necessary to produce suitable
resolution is short compared with the time of one cycle of normal
frequency.

-sin a. (9)

Approximations for Small Sky Waves.
For EI <E0 and E2<<E0 it is possible (to an approximate equivalent
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to neglecting higher order terms in E1/E0 and E2/E0) to neglect the
time quadrature components in (2) to (5) and write approximately

Emit =E0 -1-2E1 sin a cos (91 (10)
Emax= Eo-F2Lei cos 4(91 (11)
Eno = 2E2 cos a (12)

1
01+ (13)Emdeg =7-2 (E0 -1-2E1 cos 2E2 cos a cos (92)

It is evident that under these conditions, if a method of increments
similar to that already described is employed, it is possible to solve
for sin a on a similar set of assumptions as to the variability of sin a
and E1, i.e.,

AEant,
= sin a

Em ax
(14)

Furthermore, if the ground wave is known, the values of E1 cos 01,
E2 and cos 02, as well as a may be computed.

However, in long -wave observations, it is by no means safe to
assume that sky waves are small compared to the ground wave, and,
inasmuch as even day values change by factors of 2 or 3 to 1 between
normal and disturbed days, sky waves of considerable magnitude seem
to exist in the daytime and no method of finding the true value of the
ground wave is hence apparent.

Summary of Theory.
From the above analysis we see that while it is possible to deduce

the electric and magnetic vectors in the downcoming wave from low -
frequency field strength data computations along the lines indicated,
the assumptions required to render the problem determinant are so
questionable as to discourage attempts at such an interpretation at
the present state of the observations, particularly as the transmission
path is too long to render determinations of a accurate. It is pre-
ferred, therefore, to point out that the maximum and nul loop inten-
sity curves show the values of

VE02+4E12+4E0E1 cos 01

and 2E2 cos a without attempting to segregate further these factors.
In any case, however, we may conclude that the low antenna values
observable (together with the much higher loop nul values observ-
able at the same time) show that in the normal night field E1 is at
least comparable to one-half E0 and that E2 may be at least as great
and probably frequently much greater than E1. It remains for fur-
ther observations (probably of still other types) to furnish sufficient
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data to render the problem completely determinant, particularly
when it is recalled that probably a number of reflections are of im-
portance in determining the resultant field. It will be noted, however,
that strong evidence is furnished by the loop observations for large
rotations of the plane of polarization in the down coming wave during
the night (and particularly at sunrise and sunset) and the evidence
also indicates a much more moderate change in amplitude of the
resultant electric vector than might he inferred from antenna obser-
vations alone.

+-..ite>-.<eas-<
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CERTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING THE GAIN
OF DIRECTIVE ANTENNAS*

BY

G. C. SOUTHWORTH
(Department of Development and Research, American Telephone and

Telegraph Company, New York City)

Summary-This paper analyzes the performance of antenna arrays as in-
fluenced by certain variables within the control of the designing engineer. It starts
with an extremely simple analysis of the interfering effects produced by two sources
of waves of the same amplitude. This is followed by a short discussion of a paper
by Ronald Foster, which considers two antennas and also 16 antennas when arranged
in linear array. Two antennas separated in space by Yi wavelength and in phase by
14 period give sensibly more radiation in one direction than in the opposite. This,
for convenience, has been called a unidirectional couplet. A number of these couplets
may be arranged in linear array, thereby giving an extremely useful directive system.
Diagrams are shown for such arrays as affected by the number and spacings of the
individual couplets. The gains from such arrays are calculated and data are given
showing fair agreement between calculation and observation.

Directional diagrams for arrays of coaxial antennas indicate that somewhat
less gain may be expected from this form than when the elements are spaced laterally.
Combinations of these two types of arrays give marked directional properties in both
their horizontal and vertical planes of reference. This principle has been used rather
generally in short-wave communication. This paper also discusses effects resulting
from combining two or more arrays. In one case the space between two arrays tends
to emphasize spurious lobes. The directional diagram of such a combination may be
rotated within limits by changing the phasing between adjacent arrays or sections
of an array. In all of the above cases the influence of the earth is ignored.

A mathematical appendix gives general equations for calculating directional
diagrams of linear arrays. Special cases of these equations apply to the figures
included in the main part of the text. General equations are also given for calculating
the gains of arrays. Similar equations permit the areas of diagrams to be calculated.
An extended bibliography on antenna arrays is appended.

INTRODUCTION

THROUGHOUT the development of radio communication the
engineer has aspired to a directive system whereby radiation
might be projected from one point to another with a maximum

of efficiency and a minimum of interference with adjacent stations.
Also, he has aimed at similar directivity at the receiver to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio and otherwise discriminate against un-

* Dewey decimal classification: R125.6. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, April 19, 1930. Presented before Fifth Annual Convention of the
Institute, August 19, 1930.
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i desirable signals. It was recognized at a very early date that directive
f radio based on wave interference was feasible provided sufficiently

short waves could be utilized, and as a result many interesting sug-
j gestions to this end were made. However, as is well known, the early

development of the radio spectrum proceeded in the direction of long
waves rather than short waves, thereby deferring many of the applica-
tions of these suggestions.

The principle of wave interference on which most short-wave
systems of directive radio are based has probably been known for
several centuries. However, the first thorough treatment of this
subject was by Sir Thomas Young,' who, together with Fresnel,
securely established the wave theory of light in the early part of the
last century. Even Hooke and Huygens, who had offered the wave
theory over a century earlier, failed to recognize the full significance
of interference.

When Hertz started his celebrated experiments to verify Maxwell's
theory he was, of course, in full knowledge of these phenomena and
their explanation, and invoked their use in proving the existence of
electric waves. It is interesting that in some of his experiments he
made use of parabolic mirrors for both transmitting and receiving,
having directional characteristics very similar to those sometimes
used in present day radio practice. It is also of interest that he found
that parallel wires stretched over a frame were quite as effective as a
reflector as a continuous sheet of metal of similar dimensions, pro-
vided the wires were kept parallel to the lines of electric force of the
arriving wave. He apparently did not investigate the effect of varying
the spacing nor the length of the parallel wires, nor did his subsequent
experiments otherwise tend toward the present day antenna array
technique.

This paper treats in an elementary way certain aspects of the
antenna array problem, principally as regards the manner in which
calculated directivity is affected by the number and spacing of the
individual antennas which go to make up the array. The theory is
applicable only to those forms of directive antennas which may be
resolved into a series of individual sources. It does not apply to the

; so-called wave antenna. However, principles are included which have
for some time been in general use in combining two or more such
antennas.

Extensive study has been given to directive antenna systems for
use in transoceanic radiotelephony. Papers dealing with this general

1 Phil. Trans. of Royal Soc., 92, 12, 1802.
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subject have appeared from time to time.2 Further work is in prog-
ress. Papers by E. J. Sterba and also by E. E. Bruce and H. T. Friis of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories are in preparation which will include
certain calculated data similar to those contained in the present paper,
and also experimental results obtained from tests on actual antennas of
various sizes and proportions.

N

N

(a)

(b) -

Fig. 1-Interference pattern. Two equiphased sources spaced one-half
wavelength.

In the early part of the following discussion each antenna is con-
sidered as a spherical source of waves which radiates equal power in
all directions. Furthermore, it assumes that the current in each
individual source, in a given array, is the same and is not materially

2 R. M. Foster, "Directive diagrams of antenna arrays," Bell Sys. Tech.
Jour., 292, May, 1926. Austin Bailey, S. W. Dean, and W. T. Wintringham,
"Receiving system for long wave transatlantic radiotelephony, Paoc. I. R. E.,
16, 1694; December, 1928. J. C. Schelleng, "Some problems in short, wave
radiotelephone transmission," PROC. I. R. E., 18, 913; June, 1930.
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affected in either magnitude or phase by its proximity to other sources.
The fair approximation to which these calculated results are realized
in practice bespeaks the justification of these assumptions.

The various steps by which present day directional radio has been
developed are extremely interesting, but they are so involved in the
development of radio itself that their enumeration is considered out-
side the scope of this paper. However, bibliographies are cited below
covering some of their important phases.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2 --Interference pattern. Two sources separated in space by one-fourth

wavelength and in time by one-fourth period.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES

The interference patterns resulting from a number of individual
sources of waves, such as antennas, are dependent on both their
spacial arrangement and the magnitudes and relative phases of their
forces. This makes possible an almost unlimited number of com-
binations of which only a portion have thus far found use in com-
munication. This paper will restrict itself mainly to some cases which
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are already finding general application. As a suitable introduction
to this subject, a very simple case of wave interference is discussed in
the following paragraph.

Figs. la and 2a depict in a rough way the interference resulting
from two independent sources of spherical waves of the same ampli-
tude. In the first case they are spaced 1/2 wavelength but are assumed
to be oscillating in phase. In the second case the two sources are sepa-
rated in space by 1/4 wavelength and in phase by 1/4 period. Crests
and troughs are represented respectively by solid and dotted lines.
At points where either two crests or two troughs arrive simultaneously
the resultant wave is greatly enhanced, whereas at certain other points
crests and troughs arrive together, thereby neutralizing each other's
effects. At certain intermediate points these interfering effects are
only partially complete. Accompanying each figure is a directive
diagram (lb and 2b), plotted in polar coordinates, which shows the
effectiveness of the wave in each direction. The circle drawn outside
each diagram indicates the effect if the radiation had proceeded from
a single non -directional source similar to each of the above. The
ratio between the areas of the circle and the inscribed diagram gives
roughly the power improvement of such a device as manifested in the
intensity of the radiated wave. A more exact calculation of this
improvement requires an integration of the force components over a
unit sphere.

LINEAR ANTENNA ARRAYS

Most directive antenna systems now in general use for short
waves may be regarded as special applications of the linear array.
This type consists of two or more antennas all having currents of equal
amplitude, equispaced along the same straight line. The properties
of such arrays have been treated very generally by Foster,' whose
paper included several hundred directive diagrams, taken in a bi-
secting plane perpendicular to the axis of each antenna of the array,
and typical of the results which may be expected from two antennas
and from arrays consisting of 16 antennas. A portion of these diagrams
have been reproduced in Figs. 3 and 4 below. The same principles
are applicable to both transmission and reception.

In Fig. 3 are shown diagrams resulting from two antennas as the
separation is increased from 0 to 1 wavelength in steps of 1/8 wave-
length and the phase increased from 0 to 1/2 period in steps of 1/8
period. The line or axis of the array is assumed to be horizontal and
the specified phase difference is such that the current in the right -

2 Loc. cit.
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hand antenna is lagging for a transmitting system and leading for a
receiver. It will be noted that for phase differences of both 0 and 1/2
T the diagrams are symmetrical about both the horizontal and vertical
axes of the figure, whereas for other phases the figures are asymmetrical
about the vertical axis except for certain limiting cases. Of these
asymmetrical diagrams, that corresponding to phase and spacial sepa-
rations both of 1/4 (Fig. 3b) is of particular importance and forms
the basis of the so-called reflector effect. This particular combination
of two sources is referred to later as a unidirectional couplet.' In
passing it is also of interest to note that the diagram of the coil or
frame aerial as_ generally used is intermediate between Figs. 3c and
3d. Its diagram would not differ essentially from its neighbors, Figs.
3d, 3e, or 3f, except for scale. This scale may conveniently be regarded
as a measure of the impedance of the device, or possibly its efficiency,
but not necessarily a measure of its usefulness.

Fig. 4 shows similar diagrams resulting from 16 antennas for vari-
ous phase and space relations. As in Fig. 3, diagrams in the top and
bottom rows corresponding respectively to phases of 0 and 1/2 T are
symmetrical about both the horizontal and vertical axes. The dia-
grams in the top row are in general bidirectional, while the bottom row
has one bidirectional diagram corresponding to phase and space
differences both equal to 1/2. It is of interest that for the most part
cases where the phase and space separations are numerically equal
correspond to unidirectional diagrams. However, these diagrams are
only moderately sharp and thus far such arrays have not been used
extensively in practice.

Referring again to the diagrams in the top row corresponding to 16
antennas all driven in phase, we note that directivity becomes progres-
sively sharper as the spacing is increased until in the vicinity of 15/16 X
appendages develop which soon surpass in magnitude the desired lobes.
This effect is present in the commercial array, and limits, as we shall
later see, the gain that may be derived from a given number of elements.
The diagrams shown in Fig. 4 for 16 antennas are typical of others
where the number of antennas in linear array is fairly large.

THE LINEAR ARRAY AND REFLECTOR

One type of array now in commercial use consists of two parallel
linear arrays of equiphased elements where the two parallel arrays are
spaced 1/4 wavelength and differ in relative phase by 1/4 period. It is

3 In this, and in other cases in this paper, radiation is referred to as uni-
directional when sensibly more power is propagated in one direction than in
others.
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j.int to regard such a device either as two independent linear
,.ach having a directional characteristic as shown in the top
ig. 4, or as an array of couplets, each couplet of which has by
,eart-shaped characteristic. Both antennas of the couplet may
'rendently driven at their prescribed phase separation of 1/4
r one may derive its power from that radiated by the other, in

,,,se the proper phase relation is automatically approximated'
LI same practical result is obtained. In the latter case one is
try known as the driven antenna and the other the reflector.
,wpoint is perhaps only a convenience and may not be al-
( correct. An array of the above type transmits and receives
11, direction at right angles to its principal dimension. This
herefore, frequently known as a broadside array.

DIRECTIVE DIAGRAMS FROM ARRAYS AND REFLECTORS

t g. 5 is plotted a series of diagrams in a bisecting plane normal
:is of each antenna of the array for different broadside arrange -
Lich as are used commercially. They are systematically ar-
orizontally in the order of the number of couplets in the array,
,ically with the increased spacing between adjacent couplets.
ral different forms of such directive diagrams are possible,
lay be plotted in either polar or rectangular coordinates. In
a all diagrams are roughly of constant area and relative gains
rious antenna systems are expressed in terms of the principal
-ector. In the second form the length of the principal radius
remains constant and the relative gain is roughly inversely
onal to the area of the diagram. The second of these forms has
)pted in this paper largely because of the relative simplicity of
Won of the diagram and the facility with which properties of
,s may be determined.
re lower left-hand corner of Fig. 5 will be found a plan showing
ngement of the elements relative to the important direction of
ision. At its right is the general equation of these diagrams.
mula is also given as equation (14) of the appendix where the
:al theory of arrays is developed. Below each diagram is the
the area of the circumscribed unit circle to the area of the hori-
liagram. Here also will be found the ratio of the area of the

e problem of the reflecting antenna has been considered by Wilmotte
'etrie, Jour. I. E. E., 66, 949; Englund and Crawford, Pnoc. I. R. E.,
; August, 1928; and Palmer and Honeyball, Jour. I. E. E., 67, 1045.
i elusions indicate that the optimum separation between a single antenna
eflector to give maximum forward radiation is roughly X/3. However,
7E3 that when several antennas and reflectors are involved a separation
Orly X/4 is optimum.
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convenient to regard such a device either as two independent linear
arrays, each having a directional characteristic as shown in the top
row of Fig. 4, or as an array of couplets, each couplet of which has by

itselfi a heart -shaped characteristic. Both antennas of the couplet may
be independently driven at their prescribed phase separation of 1/4
period, or one may derive its power from that radiated by the other, in

I which case the proper phase relation is automatically approximated4
and the same practical result is obtained. In the latter case one is
frequently known as the driven antenna and the other the reflector.
This viewpoint is perhaps only a convenience and may not be al-
together correct. An array of the above type transmits and receives
best in a direction at right angles to its principal dimension. This
type is, therefore, frequently known as a broadside array.

DIRECTIVE DIAGRAMS FROM ARRAYS AND REFLECTORS

In Fig. 5 is plotted a series of diagrams in a bisecting plane normal
to the axis of each antenna of the array for different broadside arrange-
ments such as are used commercially. They are systematically ar-
ranged horizontally in the order of the number of couplets in the array,
and vertically with the increased spacing between adjacent couplets.

Several different forms of such directive diagrams are possible,
which may be plotted in either polar or rectangular coordinates. In
one form all diagrams are roughly of constant area and relative gains
from various antenna systems are expressed in terms of the principal
radius vector. In the second form the length of the principal radius
vector remains constant and the relative gain is roughly inversely
pro.)ortional to the area of the diagram. The second of these forms has

.,en adopted in this paper largely because of the relative simplicity of
1-,1v2 Privation of the diagram and the facility with which properties of
tnt ias may be determined.

he lower left-hand corner of Fig. 5 will be found a plan showing
he 'ngement of the elements relative to the important direction of
To ;Sion. At its right is the general equation of these diagrams.
;'h 1,. -mula is also given as equation (14) of the appendix where the
nalytical theory of arrays is developed. Below each diagram is the

.0 ti ,f the area of the circumscribed unit circle to the area of the hori-
,I diagram. Here also will be found the ratio of the area of the

' The problem of the reflecting antenna has been considered by Wilmotte
; nil SlcPetrie, Jour. I. E. E., 66, 949; Englund and Crawford, Pnoc. I. R. E.,

*7, 1277; August, 1928; and Palmer and Honeyball, Jour. I. E. E., 67, 1045.
" heir conclusions indicate that the optimum separation between a single antenna
nd its reflector to give maximum forward radiation is roughly X/3. However,
appears that when several antennas and reflectors are involved a separation

lore nearly X/4 is optimum.
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convenient to regard such a device either as two independent linear
arrays, each having a directional characteristic as shown in the top
row of Fig. 4, or as an array of couplets, each couplet of which has by

itself a heart -shaped characteristic. Both antennas of the couplet may
be independently driven at their prescribed phase separation of 1/4
period, or one may derive its power from that radiated by the other, in
which case the proper phase relation is automatically approximated4
and the same practical result is obtained. In the latter case one is
frequently known as the driven antenna and the other the reflector.
This viewpoint is perhaps only a convenience and may not be al-
together correct. An array of the above type transmits and receives
best in a direction at right angles to its principal dimension. This
type is, therefore, frequently known as a broadside array.

DIRECTIVE DIAGRAMS FROM ARRAYS AND REFLECTORS

In Fig. 5 is plotted a series of diagrams in a bisecting plane normal
to the axis of each antenna of the array for different broadside arrange-
ments such as are used commercially. They are systematically ar-
ranged horizontally in the order of the number of couplets in the array,
and vertically with the increased spacing between adjacent couplets.

Several different forms of such directive diagrams are possible,
which may be plotted in either polar or rectangular coordinates. In
one form all diagrams are roughly of constant area and relative gains
from various antenna systems are expressed in terms of the principal
radius vector. In the second form the length of the principal radius
vector remains constant and the relative gain is roughly inversely
pro.,ortional to the area of the diagram. The second of these forms has

,en adopted in this paper largely because of the relative simplicity of
Pr, ation of the diagram and the facility with which properties of

i,nt Jos may be determined.
he lower left-hand corner of Fig. 5 will be found a plan showing

- he 'ngement of the elements relative to the important direction of
To ;sion. At its right is the general equation of these diagrams.
.'h I, .mula is also given as equation (14) of the appendix where the
nalytical theory of arrays is developed. Below each diagram is the

'a t] the area of the circumscribed unit circle to the area of the hori-
,n ,1 diagram. Here also will be found the ratio of the area of the

' The problem of the reflecting antenna has been considered by Wilmotte
nci SlcPetrie, Jour. I. E. E., 66, 949; Englund and Crawford, Pnoc. I. R. E.,
7, 1277; August, 1928; and Palmer and Honeyball, Jour. I. E. E., 67, 1045.

' heir conclusions indicate that the optimum separation between a single antenna
nd its reflector to give maximum forward radiation is roughly X/3. However,
appears that when several antennas and reflectors are involved a separation

lore nearly X/4 is optimum.
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subordinate loops to the area of the main loop. The total area may be

measured approximately with a planimeter or calculated more accu-
rately by equation (32) in the mathematical appendix. In making up

Fig. 5 each diagram was accurately plotted on standard polar coordin-

ate paper from perhaps a hundred calculated points. This was then

reduced photographically and the several diagrams were assembled.'

Inspection of the diagrams shows that increasing the number of

couplets increases in all cases the sharpness of the main loop and

hence the gain of the array, However, increasing the separation be-
-
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Fig. 6-Antenna arrays. Calculated power ratios vs number of couplets.

tween couplets increases the gain only up to a certain point, after

which the formation of parasitic lobes decreases the effectiveness of the

array. The trend of these gains may be illustrated more effectively in

graphical form.
In Fig. 6 calculated gain ratio is plotted against number of couplets

giving one graph for each separation considered. These ratios are not

based on the data given in Fig. 5, but were obtained from the integra-

tion of the equation of the directional diagram over an arbitrary

sphere by use of equation (27) below. It may be noted that for many

conditions the difference between these methods of calculating gain is

only moderate. These power ratios are for the most part linear,

5 The diagrams used in this paper were calculated by a group of the De-
partment of Development and Research of the American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company, under the direction of Miss E. M. Baldwin. Most of the
material was checked by Mrs. Isabel Bemis, who assembled it in its present form

and prepared the attached bibliography.
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i indicating that such gains are proportional to the length of the array.
' This is in keeping with the view that a receiving antenna can intercept

wave power more or less in proportion to its dimensions. It is also
interesting to note that the slope of the curve of X/2 is approximately
twice that for X/4, so that 16 couplets spaced 1/4 wavelength give
approximately the same gain as eight couplets spaced 1/2 wavelength.
This again shows that the length of the array is the most important
criterion in determining its gain. In Fig. 7 the same data have been
plotted in decibels.
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Fig. 7-Antenna arrays. Calculated gains vs number of couplets.

In Fig. 8 gains expressed in decibels are plotted against the separa-
tion between elements. This shows more definitely the trend of the
antenna gain to a maximum, after which spurious lobes become of
importance. Fig. 8 suggests that the spacing, giving optimum gain,
would be the desideratum in antenna design. However, this is not
necessarily the case, as we shall presently see. It has already been
pointed out that the over-all length of array, rather than the spacing
or the number of conductors per unit length, constitutes the most
important factor in determining the gain. Furthermore, minimum area
diagrams are frequently attended by fairly large spurious lobes which
are undesirable particularly on receiving antennas. Also the cost of an
antenna system of a given height is more or less proportional to its
length, and in many cases is not materially affected by the number of
conductors present. These considerations, together with the fact that
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proper phases may often be most readily accomplished with intervals of

either 1/4 wavelength or 1/2 wavelength, have led to a rather general
adoption of these closer spacings.

In Fig. 9, approximate gain ratios from arrays of various lengths
have been plotted. These are most applicable for separations in the
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Fig. 8-Antenna arrays. Calculated gains vs lateral spacing between couplets.
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Fig. 9-Approximate gains to be expected from arrays of couplets for spacings
of approximately X, 4 and X, 2.

vicinity of 1/4 and 1/2 wavelength. Fig. 10 shows the same data
plotted in decibels. Within these limits, it appears that the gain ratio
may be expressed by the simple formula G = KL, where L is the array
length in wavelengths and K is approximately 5.6 The result expressed
in decibels is G' =10 log.(KL).
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MEASURED ANTENNA GAINS

The degree to which the gains calculated above are approximated in
.)ractice is indicated by the data given in the diagrams of Figs. 11 and
.2 and in Table I.
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Fig. 10-Approximate gains to be expected from arrays of couplets for
spacings of approximately X/4 and X/2.

120° 90° N' 70' 60° 50° 40°

180°

0,4

30' 70'

46 0.8 1.0

Fig. 11-Calculated directional diagram. Twentyfour couplets spaced one-
fourth wavelength. Circles indicate experimental points.

Fig. 11 shows a calculated diagram corresponding to certain
receiving arrays used in the transatlantic telephone service between
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America and England. Several points are plotted on this diagram
which correspond to the relative strengths of signals received at vari-

ous angles. These points were obtained by observing the relative
received signal voltage, measured on a standard field -strength measur-
ing set connected to the array as an electric oscillator of constant
amplitude was carried around the array at a distance of perhaps 20
wavelengths. The plotted data correspond to the case where the
reflector was "floating." Although this arrangement most nearly
corresponds to the conditions assumed in the calculated curve, it is not
necessarily the most desirable adjustment to minimize noise arriving
from the rear. This diagram corresponds to the antennas designated
as 1 -A,2 -A, and 3-A in Table I. These antennas consist effectively of 24

vertical couplets spaced horizontally at intervals of 1/4 wavelength.

TABLE I

Array
Desig-
nation

Nominal
Operating
Frequency
Megacycles

Number
Couplets

Spacing

Measured
Gain Over

SimilarS
Single

Element
db

Calculated
Gain
db

Differ-
enoe
db

1-A 18 24 X/4 15.3 15.0 +0.3
2-A 18 24 X/4 15.2 15.0 +0.2
3-A 18 24 A/4 15.0 15.0 0.0
1-B 12 24 X/4 15.6 15.0 +0.6
2-B 12 24 X/4 14.5 15.0 -0.5
3-B 15 24 X/4 13.6 15.0 -1.4
4-B 15 24 X/4 16.6 15.0 +1.6
2-C 10 24 X/4 16.3 15.0 +1.3
3-C 10 24 X/4 15.5 15.0 +0.5

1-C 9 18 X/4 13.6 13.8 -0.2
D 14 9 X/2 13.0 13.7 -0.7

* This antenna actually consisted of two arrays of four couplets each spaced
laterally by one wavelength. The resultant diagram of such an array is for all
practical purposes the same as that produced by a continuous array of nine
couplets.

In this table are given further data on the strength of signals
received on arrays, as compared with those received simultaneously on

a single element of similar structure and height above earth. The

different antennas represented involve varying conditions of wave-
length, height above earth, adjacent terrain, and types of support.
These details are not believed to be of sufficient importance for dis-
cussion here. Two different array lengths are represented. The rela-
tive gains were substantially the same when observed on a local source

of waves and when the signal came from a distant station. The last
array represented in Table I was one used for transmitting. To effect

the test, equal power was transmitted alternately from the array and
from a single element while comparative measurements of electric
field strength were made at a distance of approximately 3500 miles.
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1

iiThe datum given is the mean of perhaps 100 observations extending
hover a total of eight hours on three different days. Two errors are
:'involved in the data of Table I. One is due to the doubtful magnitude
of a correction necessary to account for the various heights at which
the arrays were located above the earth and the second is the error of
measurement of gain as compared with the reference antenna. These
errors are approximately equal and together amount to ± 1 db.

In order to test further the agreement between measured gains and
those calculated from the simple assumptions above, a receiving array
was assembled step by step and corresponding measurements made.

6

$
-

.
t

D

O

B

6 4

1

0

2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24. 26 ZB 3

Number of Couplets

Fig. 12-Relation of measured to calculated gain of receiving antenna array
at 14,350 kc.

Certain precautions,, such as to maintain impedance matches at points
( of coupling, were observed. The resulting data were plotted as points

in Fig. 12. A smooth curve represents the corresponding calculated
data. It will be observed that the measured values are consistently
higher than those calculated at the lower end of the curve, and in this
region the agreement can hardly be regarded as satisfactory. However,
limited time prevented a thorough study of the errors of measurement.
Consequently these limited data may not be regarded as any adequate
test of the theory.

COMBINATIONS OF ARRAYS

It may be shown that two or more similar directive systems may
be combined to give a total directive effect, represented by the product
of the individual effect, multiplied by the group effect. This principle
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is partially covered by equation (35) of the mathematical appendix.
Two cases are of special interest. First, it is sometimes desirable to
divide an array into two or more bays, in order to make room for a
supporting structure. This, of course, gives rise to a definite discon-
tinuity in the over-all array.

Fig. 13 shows a series of diagrams resulting from a typical case
of two such arrays, each having a length of 2-1/2 wavelengths but
separated variously from 0 to 2 wavelengths in steps as noted. These
diagrams, of course, do not take into consideration the reaction re- i

sulting from proximity to an antenna mast, located in such an opening.
The most important result is to emphasize the spurious lobes, as the
spacing between arrays is- increased.

A second effect of grouping which is of considerable interest is that
of varying the direction of transmission by altering the respective
phases between two or more arrays or between sections of the same
array. In Fig. 14 a series of diagrams is shown for a typical case of
two 3-1/2 wavelength arrays, spaced one wavelength. All elements in
the same array are driven in phase, but the two arrays differ in phase
by various amounts, as noted. It will be observed that the possible
rotational effect is very limited. The general equation for this diagram
is given by formula (36) of the mathematical appendix.

This effect was investigated further by assuming a continuous array
7-1/2 wavelengths long, made up of 16 couplets spaced at intervals
of 1/2 wavelength. The results are depicted in Fig. 15. The top row
assumes that the al ray is divided into two sections of eight couplets
each. This gives similar but not exactly the same results as those of
Fig. 14. The array, however, might have been divided into other sec-
tions for purposes of phasing. The various possible combinations are
tabulated below :

Number of
Sections

Number of Couplets
per Section

2 8
4 4
8 2

16 1

Diagrams in rows two, three, and four show that, as the array
continues to be divided into smaller sections, the direction of trans-
mission is capable of greater variation without sensible loss of sharp-
ness. If the array be divided into two sections this range is limited
to perhaps 3 deg. as in the case depicted in Fig. 14. Although this i
very moderate, it is extremely useful in correcting for any errors in
the orientation of the supporting structure or possibly correcting for
deviation of the projected radiation caused by peculiarities of the ad-
jacent terrain.
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is partially covered by equation (35) of the mathematical appendix.
Two cases are of special interest. First, it is sometimes desirable to
divide an array into two or more bays, in order to make room for a
supporting structure. This, of course, gives rise to a definite discon-
tinuity in the over-all array.

Fig. 13 shows a series of diagrams resulting from a typical case
of two such arrays, each having a length of 2-1/2 wavelengths but
separated variously from 0 to 2 wavelengths in steps as noted. These
diagrams, of course, do not take into consideration the reaction re-
sulting from proximity to an antenna mast, located in such an opening.
The most important result is to emphasize the spurious lobes, as the
spacing between arrays is increased.

A second effect of grouping which is of considerable interest is that
of varying the direction of transmission by altering the respective
phases between two or more arrays or between sections of the same
array. In Fig. 14 a series of diagrams is shown for a typical case of
two 3-1 2 wavelength arrays, spaced one wavelength. All elements in
the same array are driven in phase. but the two arrays differ in phase
by various amounts, as noted. It will be observed that. the possible
rotational effect is very limited. The general equation for this diagram
is given by formula (36) of the mathematical appendix.

This effect was investigated further by assuming a continuous array
7-1 2 wavelengths long, made up of 16 couplets spaced at intervals
of 1 2 wavelength. The results are depicted in Fig. 15. The top row
assumes that the at ray is divided into two sections of eight couplets
each. This gives similar but not exactly the same results as those of
Fig. 14. The array, however, might have been divided into other sec-
tions for purposes of phasing. The various possible combinations are
tabulated below:

Number of Number ..f ('.uplets
Sections per :eetin

2
4 4

1i;

Diagrams in rows two, three, and four show that, as the array
continues to be divided into smaller sections, the direction of trans-
mission is capable of greater variation without sensible loss of sharp-
ness. If the array be divided into two sections this range is limited
to perhaps 3 deg. as in the case depicted in Fig. 14. Although this i
very moderate, it is extremely useful in correcting for any errors in
the orientation of the supporting structure or possibly correcting for
deviation of the projected radiation caused by peculiarities of the ad-
jacent terrain.
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If the array is divided into four sections the rotation may extend
over a range of perhaps 9 deg., while for eight sections it may be 15 deg.

',The final case of 16 sections of one couplet each permits of considerable
flexibility such as would be useful in operating with several distant
stations in the same general direction. It should be pointed out, how-

ever, that the problem of making 16 phase adjustments each time a
station wishes to change its direction of transmission is of considerable
magnitude. For the particular case illustrated above it appears that
the maximum rotation of the projected radiation is more or less pro-
portional to the number of sections into which the array is divided.
It may readily be seen from the two top rows of diagrams in Fig. 15

' that continued addition of phasing amounts effectively to negative
rotation. This may also be seen from an analysis of the equation of the
diagram.

FIELDS OF LINEAR ARRAYS

The successful use of an array of couplets to give unidirectivity
suggests that the use of more than two parallel linear arrays might
further be employed to advantage.6 Obviously many such combina-
tions are possible, but one of some interest has been investigated
below. As a concrete example of this variation of gain with arrange-
ment of arrays, a series of diagrams for 36 elements has been plotted
in Fig. 16. The condition of spacing and phase intervals between
columns of each of 1/4X has been chosen. The horizontal character-
istic is given for separations between rows of both 1/2 and 1/4 wave-

: length. The vertical characteristic common to these two separations
is also shown. The equation of the diagram is given in formula (17)
of the mathematical appendix below.

It will be observed from Fig. 16 that the horizontal directivity is
for the most part only moderate, but approaches a maximum for the
condition where a long broadside array prevails, whereas the vertical
directivity is increased by increasing the number of columns in the
field. A substantial loop will be found near the rear of diagrams corre-
sponding to an odd number of columns. It is of further interest that,
as far as horizontal directivity alone is concerned, the optimum may
be derived either from a single array of 36 elements or from 18 couplets.
Considerations of both minimum interference and total gain, however,
make the latter preferable. These conclusions may also be reached by
more direct analysis.'

U. S. Patent 1,643,323, JohnStone Stone, September 27, 1927.
7 Wilmotte, "General considerations of the directivity of beam systems

Jour. I. E. E., 66, 955.
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STACKED ANTENNAS

Thus far the discussion has centered mainly around directivity
produced by placing vertical antennas in horizontal array. Added ,

gain may be had also by incorporating directivity in a vertical plane.'
This is frequently accomplished by arranging individual antennas one
above another with their axes collinear, and is sometimes known
as stacking. The fundamental principles of analysis are the same as
those already utilized. However, an approximate correction must be
allowed to account for.the fact that the radiation from a linear oscilla-
tor increases from zero along the axis to a maximum in a plane per-
pendicular to the axis. The directional characteristic in planes passed
through and parallel to such a radiator is approximated by two
tangent circles.

Fig. 17 shows a series of directional diagrams indicating the re-
sults of stacking unidirectional couplets. The diagrams shown refer
to the plane passed through the axes of the two linear oscillators com-
prising the couplet. On each diagram is a unit circle corresponding to
a single point source. Inscribed are the two tangent circles, represent-
ing the vertical directional characteristic of a single linear source.
Inside one of the tangent circles is the final directional diagram of the
stacked array. The ratio of the area of the tangent circles to that of
the characteristic diagram is given
regarded as a rough measure of the relative gain. These diagrams are
arranged horizontally in order of increasing -number of couplets and
vertically in order of separation. It frequently happens in practice
that each radiator is approximately 1/2 wavelength long so it is con-
venient to utilize a vertical spacing interval also of 1/2 wavelength.
Consequently the second row of diagrams is probably of greatest
practical interest. In calculating these diagrams earth effects have

 been ignored.
In Figs. 18 and 19, the gain in decibels to be expected from stacking

couplets has been plotted against number of couplets and fractional
wavelength spacing. These values, like those for Figs. 7 and 8 above,
were calculated by integrating the equation of diagram over a sphere
of arbitrary radius. This was accomplished by use of equation (30)
below. On account of the limited data at hand, Figs. 18 and 19
should be regarded only as a convenient method of illustrating the
trend of the variables. These indicate that somewhat lower corre-
sponding improvements result from stacking than from increasing the
length of an array.

5 U. S. Patent 1,683,739, John Stone Stone, September 11, 1928.
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ARRAYS INCORPORATING BOTH HORIZONTAL AND
VERTICAL DIRECTIVITY

The gains of arrays combining both horizontal and vertical direc-
tivity may not be simply calculated by adding the gains (expressed
in decibels) corresponding to elements arranged respectively along the
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two principal coordinate axes. However, they may be calculated
except for earth effects by means of equation (26) below. Some cal-
culations of this kind have been made and the data are tabulated below.
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ARRAYS INCORPORATING BOTH HORIZONTAL AND

VERTICAL DIRECTIVITY

The gains of arrays combining both horizontal and vertical direc-
tivity may not be simply calculated by adding the gains (expressed
in decibels) corresponding to elements arranged respectively along the
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two principal coordinate axes. However, they may be calculated
except for earth effects by means of equation (26) below. Some cal-
culations of this kind have been made and the data are tabulated below.
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They assume a total of 36 couplets which are arranged variously as
noted. In the first case all 36 couplets are arranged as a simple
horizontal array. The second case assumes that they are arranged in a
broad 3ide rectangle two elements high and 18 elements wide. This
combination may be regarded as two arrays of 18 couplets arranged one

TABLE II
Number of Couplets Number of Couplets Gain over Single

Along Horizontal Along Vertical Half -Wave Element
Axis Axis Decibels

N
17 G

36 1 19.7
18 2 19.0
12 3 18.9
9 4 18.8
6 6 18.7
4 9 18.6

1 36 17.5

above the other. The third case similarly assumes three arrays of
12 couplets each. A separation between couplets of 1/2 wavelength
has been assumed throughout. The most economical arrangement of
such an array depends not only on the relative costs of real estate
and towers, but also on feed -line losses and effects due to the proximity
of the earth. The latter have specifically been omitted in this dis-
cussion.

.5

11.4. 20-Approximate tnree-dimei sional diagram. Linear antenna array
with reflector. Aperture two wavelengths by eight wavelengths.

Fig. 20 shows roughly the calculated directional characteristics of
a typical stacked array incorporating both horizontal and vertical
directivity. The planes passed through the diagram serve only as
convenient references to assist in visualizing the horizontal and vertical
diagrams. Earth effects, of course, have ,been ignored.
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Appendix
A general case of linear arrays, which includes those used exten-

sively in short-wave radio work, consists of a number of sources equi-
spaced and equiphased along each of the three principal coordinate
axes such that the space between sources is made up of rectangular
parallelopipeds with the individual sources -located at each corner.

itn
a c d e n

C

B

D 1.

E ,1- -o--1,--o---- X4--

F .  /  E  i
\A . Ilf /0

/
Ey . .

 Do  
 co  

 45  B 

Y

Fig. 21-General case of linear antenna arrays.

This may he regarded as N parallel planes each made up of N paralell
columns where each column is made up of n individual radiating ele-
ments. The arrangement is made more evident by Fig. 21. The
usual conventions for representing three-dimensional space have been

 fi
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adopted. We may designate the spacing between elements along the
x, y, and z axes, respectively,byaX, AX, and ax and their corresponding
phase displacements between adjacent elements along the three princi-
pal axes by bT, BT and 13T.

The distance from any point in space to a particular radiator is

RnNT) = R - ( N - cos 9 - (\T - 1)AX cos 0 sin 0
(1)

- (ii - 1)aX sin 0 sin 0.

Similarly the time phase of any particular element relative to the
origin is

OT.Nq = [(n - 1)b (N - 1)B + (N-1)0]7'. (2)

The instantaneous value of the electric field at any remote point P
due to one of these sources is given by

2r
En, = A cos

X
-(ct - Rn,) an, = A cos it', (3)

where n' = nN
The resultant interfering effect at a point P due to ii' such sources

all of equal amplitude is given by

E2 = n' E 02 + 2E02 [cos - L2) + cos - 03) + cos (t' - tk4) . . . . etc.

+ cos ('2 - b) + cos (02 - 04) + cos ('2 - #5) + .... etc
+ cos (4/3 - 4/4) + cos (lb - Os) + etc.

+ cos (0._1 - Ow),. (4)

The summation above gives rise to three series as follows:

Sz = (n - 1) cos 2;, (a sin 0 -sin 0 + b) (ii - 2) cos 2 -27r(a sin 0

 sin 0 + b) (n - 3) cos 3 21-r(a sin 0- sin cb b) . . . .

+ cos (n - 1)  2r(a sin 0. sin 0 b) (5)

S = (N - 1) cos 2Tr(A sin 0 cos 0 B) (N - 2) cos 2.2x(_1 sin 0

 cos 0 B) (N - 3) cos 3  2r(A sin 0 cos ck. B) . . . .

 cos (N - 1)  27T(A sin 0  cos 0 B) (6)

Sr. = (N - 1) cos 2r((4 cos 0 + 413) (N - 2) cos 2 -27r(a cos 0 + 0)

-F(N - 3) cos 3  2r(eff cos 0 + q3) . . . . + cos ( N - 1)27
(off cos 0 q3) (7)
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such that

E2 = E020 2(N 2Sv)( N + 2S:)

Each series is of the type

= (n - 1) cos .r (n - 2) cos 2.r

+ (n - 3) cos 3.r + + cos (n - 1).r

which is readily summed giving

SO

11.1.

sin- -
(cos n.r - 1) 2

71 ± 2i = = ______ _
(cos .r - 1) x

sin-, --9

sin n71 -(a cos ch  sin 0 -F b)
E = so

sin -a- (a cos ch sin 0 +

sin .V7r(.-1 sin 0 sin 0 + 11) sin Nr(acos 0 -pB)

sin 7r(..1 sin 0 - sin 0 + 13) sin, (a cos 0 +43)

(s)

(9)

(10)

Reducing to common voltage level and including a term sin 0 to cover
the case of radiation from linear oscillators we have for the equation
of the directional diagram

sin n r, (a cos 0 -sin 0 b)
r =

n sin r(a cos ck  sin 0 +

sin 'Vi (A sin 0 -sin 0 + M sin Nz- WI cos 0 + )
sin 0 (12)

sin r(..1 sin 95. sin 0 + 13) Nsin r(acos 0+ 413)

It will be recognized that. this equation is made up of four factors.
The first three account for the effects of the disposition of elements
along the x, y, and z axes, respectively, while the fourth, of course,
accounts for the direction of radiation from a linear oscillator. This
is an equation giving magnitudes only. In plotting polar diagrams from
this equation negative signs have no physical significance, and are
plotted in a positive sense.

An examination of this equation shows that there are many possi-
bilities which allow radiation in preferred directions, and at the same
time limit it in others. Some of these are discussed below.
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SPECIAL CASES

If we assume n = 2, a =1, b = -I and B = B = 0
sin (NrA sin 0 -sin 0) sin ( Nrcif cos 0)

r =
N sin (rA sin 0 -sin 0) N sin (ra cos 0)

 cos
4
-(cos 0 -sin 0 - 1) -sin O.

(13)

This corresponds to the practical case of transmission along the
x axis from an antenna curtain and reflector made up of N vertical
columns of N elements each.

The equation for the diagram in the (X 1") plane may be had by
placing 0 = r :2 giving

sin (N rA sin 0)
r = cos -(cos 4 - 1) (14)

sin (rA sin 0) 4

which is the equation of the diagrams in Fig. 5 above. The corre-
sponding equation for the principal vertical section may be had by
placing 0 =0 and 0 =r giving

sin ( Nreil cos 0)
r = cos -(sin 0 - 1) sin 0

N sin (ra cos 0) 4

sin ( Nreif cos 0)
r = cos -(sin 0 + 1) sin 0

N sin Ora cos 0) 4

which is the equation for the diagrams of Fig. 17.
The diagram of a single linear array of point sources is specified

by the first term of equation (12) where 0= r 2 or

sin nr(a cos 0 b)
r - (16)

n sin r(a cos ck b)

The diagrams of Figs. 3 and 4 above may be calculated from equation
(16) by placing n =2 and n = 16, respectively. This also agrees with
Foster's equation (1), page 307.2

The diagram of a field of coplanar linear arrays such as depicted
in Fig. 16 above follows from equation (12) by placing N= 1, a =,
b= -1 and B=0.

If the diagram is to be restricted to the (Xi") plane, 0=r/2 and

sin (il-(cos ¢ - 1))
sin (NrA sin 0) 4r -
N sin (rA sin 0)

(17)

n sin (--(cos - 1))
4

and

Loc. cit.

(15)
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CALCULATED GAINS FROM ARRAYS

The flow of power through each unit area due to an advancing
electric wave is given by the Poynting vector as

s =-ExiI
47

(18)

where E and H are vectors representing respectively, the electric and
magnetic components of the advancing wave.

For free space 1E 1= 111 I so

s = -E2.
47r

(19)

Now the total power radiated through a sphere enclosing an array
of sources is

r2r

PI = f Sda = - E12 sin dcpc/O. (20)
47 fo J o

A second system would give

P2 =
2r

E22 sin dctriO. (21)
47r J o

The radiated powers of these two systems might be so adjusted
at the source as to give equal fields at any point along a preferred
direction. A ratio of these powers, therefore, would be a convenient
measure of the relative directional properties of the two arrays. This
"test ratio" may conveniently be -set up in terms of the equations of

the diagrams derived above. In which case
r

r12 sin 0 c 1 ck 10
io

T = (22)
2 r

r22 sin 0 (10(10
0 o

If we assume all comparisons are to be made with respect to a single
linear oscillator the denominator reduces to 87r/3, so

T = -3
r 2r

1.12 sin 0 (100. (23)
871 -Jo Jo

This ratio may conveniently be expressed in decibels. In which
case G =10 logo 1/T is sometimes called the gain of an array.

If we are interested in the solid array shown in Fig. 21, where
nN- N linear oscillators, each having respective space and phase
separations of aX, bT ; AX, BT; and ax, BT, are arranged progressively
along the three principal coordinate axes, this becomes
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3 27r sine [nlr(a cos 0 sin 0 + b)]
T =--

s
f fr n2 sin2[7r(a cos .0 sin 0 b)]

0 o

sin2 [Arr(A sin 0 sin 0 B)]

N2 sin2 [r(A sin 0 sin 0 + B)]

sin2[N7r(e.4 cos 0 qi3)]

N2 sin2 [r (e.A cos 0 +B) ]

 sin30 d0d0.

This integration has been carried out by R. M. Foster who has very
kindly placed the results at the writer's disposal. Only the final
result is given herewith:

1 3
T^

nN N n2N N

3

nN2 N

3

nN N2

6

n2N2 N

6

,nN2N2

6

n2N N2

12
+ n2N2 N2

n-1
E(n - k)- cos (27rkb)  Q(27rka, 0)
k=1

N-1
E (AT - K)  cos (27I -KB)  Q(27r.KA, 0)

K=.1

77-1

E( N - IC)  cos (27i-103) Q(0, 2711(a)

k-=1

E(n - k)(N - K)- cos (27I -KB)

(24)

 cos.(27rkb) Q(27r-Vk2a? + K2A2, 0)
N-1
E E(N - K)(N -io  cos (27rKB)
K=1

n-1

K=1

 cos (2'710)  Q(27rKA, 271-1(a)

E(n - k)(N -io - cos (27rkb)
K=1

cos (27r1(43)  Q(27rka, 274(0..11)

n-1 N-1 17-1

E E E(n - k)(N - K)(N -
k=1 K=1 K=1

- cos (27rkb) cos (27 -KB) cos (27r. B)

 Q(27rVk2a2 + K2A2, 27r1(a) (25)

Where the function

x2 x2 - 2y2
(2(x,

(X2
= sin (N/x2+ y2) + cos (V/ x2 + y2)

(x2 + y2)3/2
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) (Cont.) x2 -22
sin (\/x2 + y2) (25a)

(x2 ± y2)512

In particular

sin x cos x sin x
Q(x, 0) = (25b)

x X2 X3

and
2 cos x 2 sin x

Q(0, x) = (25c)
a:2 X3

SPECIAL CASES

(1) If we assume n = 2, a = 4, b = -/ and B= q3= 0, the test ratio
is given by

1 3 N-1
T1 = E(N - K) Q(2rKA, 0)

2N N 2N2 J'

3 n-1

2N N2
E(N - (2(0, 27r/C()

3 N-1 n-1
N - K)(

N2N2 K=1 IC=1

 Q (27KCA 271/Ca ) (26)

This, like equation (13), corresponds to the practical case of
transmission from an antenna curtain and reflector each made up
of N vertical columns of N elements, all driven in the same phase;

(2) If we assume that no stacking is involved, then N=1 and we
have for the test ratio for N couPlets

1 3 N-1

T2 = +
E(N - K)-Q(27rKA, 0)

2N 2N2 K

= E (N K)
2irKA

(27)
1 3 N-1

2N 2N2 K=1 2irKA

cos 2-rKA sin 27rK A

(2irKA)2 (2irKA)3

This equation was used in the calculation of the data given in
Figs. 6, 7, and 8.

(3) If we wish to apply equation (25) to the case of a single array
of N linear oscillators driven in phase we have n = N=1 and B = 0, so
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1 3 N-1T3 = - - - K) Q(27i-KA, 0)
N N2

(28)

which differs from equation (27) by a factor of two. This indicates
that an array of N equiphased linear couplets gives twice the field in
the preferred direction as received from N equiphased linear elements
radiating the same power.

(4) Applying equation (25) to the extremely simple case of one
couplet, n=2, a= I, b = -I and N= N=1 and

T.1 = 2. (29)

(5) We may calculate the test ratio for a single stack of linear
couplets (earth effects not considered) by placing N =1, n = 2, a =1,
b= -1, and 13= 0 and get

1 3 n-1
T5 = E(N Q(0, 27r1011)

2J\ 2N2 K=1

1 3 1-1
(N-K )L

r cos (27rIOA) sin (2<a
(30)

2 N N2 (2rICa) (2 riCzif ) 3

This equation was used in calculating the data given in Figs 18 and 19.
(6) The test ratio for the case of the rectangular array of nN

elements discussed in connection with Fig. 16 may be calculated by
placing N. 1, a =1, b= -1 and B=0. In which case

1 3 N-1
T6 = E (N - K) Q(27I-KA, 0)

nN nN2 K=1

3 ..-1 (kr)

2

r±
2

E(n - k)  cos Q , 0
Nn k=1 '

6 N-1 n-i kr± ____ E (n - k)(N - K)- cos (--)
n2N2 K.=i k=1 2

/ k2
 Q(271-4/

16
K 2A 2, 0).

(31)

AREAS OF DIRECTIONAL DIAGRAMS

In general, the areas of directional diagrams may be calculated
from their equations by the usual integration methods. The special
case of N couplets in horizontal array, such as used rather generally
in practice and shown in Fig. 5 above, is of sufficient importance to be
given here, The area of the diagram in the (Xi') plane is
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N N - 1

S = - E(N - K) J0(2rKA)  cos 2rKB1. (32)
N2 2 li=1

This equation was used in calculating theKlata given in Fig. 5.
The area of diagrams in the horizontal plane due to a single array

if N oscillators is givenby the equation:

.ti =[E(N - K) ./0(2rKA )  cos 27K/31 . (33)
A2

2 N
- 1

This differs from equation (:32) by a factor of two and indicates that
vgardless of whether the gain is reckoned by an integration over a
mit. sphere or in terms of the area of the horizontal diagram the effect.
)f the reflector is to double the radiated field in the preferred direction.

Placing N =1 in equation (:32)
= (34)

This is analogous to equation (2t)) above.

ARRAYS OF ARRAYS

Each element of a generalized linear array, such as shown in Fig. 2
may be replaced by a generalized array, thereby producing an array
of arrays.9 It may be shown that the resultant is given by an array
factor, representing the characteristics of individual arrays, times

' other factors representing the relative position of the individual arrays
in the array of arrays. A derivation analogous to that beginning on
page 22 results in the equation

sin n'r(a' sin 0 b')
I? = r

ii' sin r(a' sin 0 b')
sin X'r(A ' sin 0 B') sin N'T(vii sin 0 + (.13')

(35)
X' sin r(A' sin 0 B') N' sin r(e.ii' sin 0 + LB')

 where a'X, A'X and A'x are the coordinate spacings between arrays and
b'T, B'T, and (131T are the corresponding phase intervals, and r repre-

i sents the characteristics of one of the individual arrays. If each array
is of the type shown in Fig. 5, r is given by equation (14) above.

 Placing n' = N' =1 and N'= 2
also n =2 and .B=0, the above equation reduces to

00 sin 'r(A' sin 0 B') sin Nr(A sin 0)
! R - cos -(1 - cos 0) (36)

N' sin r(A' sin 0 B') N sin r(A sin 0) 4

which is that made use of in calculating the diagrams in Figs. 14 and 15.

* R. M. Foster, "Directive diagrams of antenna arrays," Bell Sys. Tech.
Jour., 5, 307; 1926.

9 Bailey, Dean, and Wintringham, PROC. I. R. E., 16, 1694; December, 1928.
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RADIO ELECTRIC CLOCK SYSTEM*

BY

H. C. ROTERS AND H. L. PAULDING
(Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.)

Summary-This paper describes briefly a clock system which employs radio

tl.e signals from a government station to correct automatically an electric clock sys-

ta.
As interference is the usual limitation of a system of this sort, special emphasis

h; been placed upon the pulse amplifier, by means of which pulses of a periodic
ccracter are amplified with an extremely high selectivity against interference. The
rahematical theory of this amplifier is developed in detail, and response curves for

seral stages are drawn.

INTRODUCTION

i 1 HIS PAPER is intended to present the main features of a clock
system which employs radio time signals for automatic correc-
tion. While the problems are essentially of a special character

tiany of them may be of general interest.
The broad ideas and many of the elements of the system have been

Le work of T. S. Casner, Chief Engineer of the Radio Electric Clock

brporation; the radio -receiving arrangement is due to L. A. Hazel-
lae, formerly Professor of Electrical Engineering at Stevens Institute
A Technology, while the writers have been associated in its develop-

, -ent.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

' The elements of the system consist of a master clock, secondary
ocks, a radio receiver, and a magnetic selector. The operation is as
glows: Approximately at 11:55 A.M. each day the master clock
oses a contact which turns on the filament circuit of the receiver,
utting it into readiness to receive the time signals. At 11:55 A. M.
ie Government Station NAA commences to send time signals. These
finals are sent on a radio -frequency carrier of 112 kc, modulated at

.00 cycles, and consists of pulses of 0.35 -sec. length once per sec.
;'he 29th pulse and the last 5 pulses of each minute are omitted until
die last minute of the hour, when the 29th and the last 10 .pulses are
Emitted. The signals end at 12 M. with a pulse of one second duration.

The function of the radio receiver is to amplify the incoming radio-
! cequency waves, detect them to produce one -second pulses (direct-

* Dewey decimal classification: 8500. Orieinal manuscript received by
he Institute, May 21, 1930. Presented before Fifth Annual Convention of the
nstitute, August 19, 1930.
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current), and then amplify these pulses td a magnitude suitable for
operating the magnetic selector.

The selector is a magnetic device which is so constructed as to
bring into alignment two contact pieces during the 5th second of the
silent interval at the end of each minute. Thus, normally, the selector
contact will be aligned during the 60th second of each of the first four
minutes of signal broadcast. At the beginning of the first second of the
new minute, another pulse will come through, which will cause the
selector to push the two aligned contact pieces together, thereby
closing a circuit which actuates a magnet, setting the master clock to
the exact second. In general the error of the master clock seldom' ex-
ceeds a few seconds. The maximum possible correction is + 25 seconds.

The secondary clocks are of a magnetic type and are actuated from
the master clock once each minute. As they do not form an essential
part of the radio system they will be omitted from further discussion.

THE RADIO RECEIVER

General Features
The radio receiver presents many novel features due mostly to the

severe requirements which must be met in order to insure successful
operation. These are listed below as follows:

1. Receiver must have high selectivity against other signals and
especially static.

2. Receiver must be capable of being operated perhaps several
hundred feet from the antenna.

3. Receiver must be capable of operating on ordinary commercial
power circuits.

4. Receiver and associated selecting apparatus must be compact.
5. Receiver should include a source of signals for test purposes.

Requirement (1) is probably the most difficult of the five, from the

technical standpoint. Its fulfillment must be inherent in the nature
of the apparatus if it is to be at all successful.

Interference in the nature of code and static will superimpose irreg-
gular pulses upon the Arlington pulses, which will result in irregular
action of the selector and may prevent the time correction from being
made if the interfering signals persist in the silent interval.

The most natural solution of this problem apparently would be to '

employ a sharply tuned radio -frequency amplifier which would give
good selection at the wave frequency. Upon detection this amplifier
would yield the 500 -cycle modulation of the Arlington signal which
could be passed through an audio amplifier tuned to 500 cycles. This
amplifier would be followed by a second detector producing pulses (i.e.,.
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envelope of the 500 -cycle wave trains) suitable for operating the

Sfector. An alternative solution would be the employment of hetero-

dne reception, with audio-frequency tuning to the beat note.
I' The disadvantage of such solutions is that static and other inter -

hence, after detection, leave components whose frequencies lie within

kelatively wide audio band. The effectiveness of these components
Al be determined by the width of the resonance band of the audio

iuplifier, which usually is broad.
I In the system to be described the received signal is first amplified

b the wave frequency in a sharply tuned amplifier, then detected, and

.ally amplified in a special amplifier effective for the pulse frequency

ay. The width of the resonance band of the pulse amplifier, (Fig. 11),

irelatively narrow compared with that feasible in an audio amplifier.
rae result is the highest attainable selectivity against static with a
cnsiderable simplification in apparatus. The pulse -frequency ampli-
Ix is probably the most novel part of the receiver and represents a
:ovice, suitable not only for amplifying Arlington pulses, but all man -

IT of pulses which are used in telegraphy and automatic control
ovices.'

' The remaining four requirements enumerated above represent de-
..xable features intimately associated with commercial application.

In a great many cases where the system is installed in a large office

I wilding, it is imperative that the receiver be placed a considerable dis-

, bnce from the antenna. In such cases the antenna is terminated in a
oecially tuned circuit called the "antenna tuner." From the antenna
mer the radio -frequency signals are transmitted to the receiver

trough an ordinary two -wire armored cable or metal conduit. The
lintenna tuner serves also to adjust the impedance of the antenna cir-
uit to that of the armored -cable transmission line. Likewise, an
npedance-adjusting device is provided to connect the cable to the
eceiver.

Items (3), (4), and (5) are so closely associated with the mechanical
onstruction that they will be discussed in the next section dealing

frith that subject.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

A general idea of the arrangement and function of the various pieces
,f apparatus can he obtained .from Fig. 1. The antenna tuner serves to
.une the antenna circuit, and is connected to the antenna lead-in
lirectly where it enters the building. From the antenna tuner the

For a more complete discussion of this subject, see U. S. Letters Patent
No. 1,656,888 issued to L. A. Hazeltine.
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signals are transmitted over a shielded two -wire line to the radio
receiver. Here the signals are converted to direct -current pulses,
which are carried over a two -wire line to the selector in the master
clock. The selector controls an electromagnet which sets the master
clock at the proper time. Power for operating the receiver is obtained
either from batteries or the power boxes shown.

The radio receiver is of the neutrodyne type having two stages of
radio -frequency amplification, a detector, two stages of reflexed pulse -
frequency amplification, and one ordinary stage of pulse -frequency
amplification. The saving due to reflexing is not only the cost and
space required by the tubes but also the radio -frequency filter appara-
tus which otherwise would be necessary. The circuit diagram, shown
in Fig. 2, shows the complete wiring scheme.

cANTENNA TUNER

TRANSMISSION LINE

vRADIO RECEIVER

24v 90v

POWER BOX

120 volts d c.

RECTIFIER

1120 voIts a. c

SELECTOR

LMASTER CLOCK

Fig. 1

Advantage is taken of the output tube, shown in can 4 of Fig. 2,
to serve also as a signal generator for test purposes. It is, therefore,
provided with a tuned circuit so that it can oscillate at a frequency of
112 kc per sec. when desired. Each radio -frequency unit is thoroughly
shielded by enclosing it in a can made of 1/32 in. copper screwed down
to a 3/32 in. copper base plate.

1The tube filaments and the filament chokes provided for each tube
are connected in series. This forms a low -current filament circuit
suitable for operation from an a -c circuit through a rectifier. It also
provides a convenient means of obtaining various bias voltages. The
base plate is divided into two parts; one forming the common terminal
of the first and second tube filaments, and the other the common ter-
minal of the third and fourth tube filaments. Instead of mounting
these two base plates next to each other, so that all four units would be
side by side, the third and fourth units are turned upside down and
mounted under the second and first units respectively. This arrange-
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ment greatly shortens the wiring between the various units and cs
sequently decreases the chance of the stray pickup. The resulti
receiver shown in Fig. 3 is very small, being only 11 in. wide, 11
high, and 9 in. deep.

Fig. 3

fC cC

I

5 6

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

The tuning units In this receiver are not of
The desire for efficiency at the comparatively
the pancake type of coil. (See Figs. 5 and 6.)
litzendraht to cut down eddy -current losses.

the conventional type
low frequency leads tq

They are wound with
The layers are spaced
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nn each other with thick paper to decrease the dielectric and eddy -

Trent losses. To decrease eddy -current losses in the shields, care has

en taken to mount the coils as far from them as possible. To prevent

my coupling the chokes and tuning coils in any one unit are mounted
right angles. Figs. 5 and 6 show the interior of the first two units.
le tuning condensers, (Figs. 4, 5, and 6), are composed of three
uminum plates so fixed with respect to each other that the capaci-
nce between the inner one and the outer pair is just a little less than

at required for tuning.
Referring to Fig. 4: Flexible plate A operated against plate C by

rew B forms a padding condenser which provides a fine tuning adjust -

Fig. 6

aent. The other end of plate A and small plate D provides a variable
eutralizing condenser. The adjusting screws for tuning and neutraliz-
ng are operated by means of a bakelite wrench E which is inserted in
hole in each shield. (See Fig. 3).

The input coil 7, shownin Fig. 2, serves to couple the first tuned
ircuit to the transmission line. It is mounted on an arm so that the
oupling between it and its secondary coil 9, may be varied from a
naximum value to zero. When in this latter position, no audible signal
hould come through the phones either from the antenna or from the
est oscillator. This provides a means of determining the presence of

tray pickup in the receiver.
The two daily five-minute periods during which Arlington sends

ime signals are quite insufficient for testing purposes. This difficulty
tas been overcome as explained before bymaking the output tube of the
)ulse amplifier both an oscillator and an amplifier. By turning a small
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switch, 52, (Figs. 2 and 6), the operator can make the tube produce
self -modulated signal at Arlington's wavelength which will start
pulse through the radio -frequency end. Before the pulse reaches ti
last tube of the receiver from which it originated, this tube may 1
switched back to its amplifier circuit, and it will thus amplify at pub
frequency the modulated radio -frequency pulse which it produced
The pulse so produced will actuate the selector in the normal manne
By slowly oscillating the switch controlling the last tube the operate
can simulate the normal Arlington signal, thereby checking the tunin
of the radio -frequency end of the receiver and also the selector mecl
anism.

Fig. 7

The receiver has been designed to operate directly from a 24 -vole
"A" battery and a 90 -volt "B" battery. These same voltages can be obi
tained from a 120 -volt direct- or alternating -current power line byusini
a suitable power box.

The power box for use on a 120 -volt direct -current line, as shown
in Fig. 7. consists of a filter system, followed by a group of resistances
to provide the proper voltages for the receiver. The filter consists of
an iron -core choke having two low resistance windings, one in each side
of the line, followed by a condenser across the line. The negative side
of the line is grounded through a condenser. The purpose of this filter
is to prevent radio -frequency and audio -frequency disturbances from
entering the receiver through the power lines. A part of the series re;
sistance that reduces the supply to 24 volts for the filaments is a Mazda
lamp. This provides a visual means of determining whether or not the
set is turned on.

2 As will be explained later, the pulse suffers a time delay in passing through
the pulse amplifier which makes this possible.
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e The power box is adapted to an alternating -current supply by in -

al terposing a dry rectifier of the copper oxide type. The rectified output
 fr goes to a regular direct -current power box, to which has been added
1 another stage of filtering. This is indicated in the schematic drawing
il of Fig. 1. There is a considerable ripple in the output wave. Although

it can be heard clearly in the phones in the detector circuit, it has very
. v little effect on the output pulse. The reason for this can be seen by
:V 1 referring to Fig. 11, which shows that the gain of the pulse amplifier
4 at 60 cycles is negative.
f4 RADIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

The characteristic requirement of this amplifier is that it must tune
sharply to a .single frequency. This requirement arises primarily not
so much from the desire to eliminate possible interfering stations as
from the desire to cut down the received energy of static interference.
As static has components of all frequencies, the received energy due to
static is almost proportional to the width of the resonance band. This

;, is the primary reason for requiring extreme selectivity.
The selectivityof a circuit is determined by its natural powerfactor.

Considering only the tuned circuit, its power factor can be considered
equal to that of the coil plus that of the condenser and grid conductance
of the following tube. The power factor of a coil at a given frequency is
a function of its bulk, which in turn is usually determined by either
space or cost limitations. Thus, for high selectivity, the additional
power factor due to the insulating supports and grid conductance,

t, which is equal to glcoC should be kept down to a small part of the coil

!. power factor. As g is a constant wC should be large.
As high amplification and selectivity both demand opposite things

I a: compromise must be made with the net result that it is impractical
T. to use maximum possible amplification per stage.3

e
The actual amplification per stage, however, is about thirty, a

c figure about three times as high as the average broadcast receiver using
i; 201-A tubes. The reason for this is simply the lower frequency which
li allows a greater step-up ratio in the radio -frequency transformer.

(
In order to avoid energy feedback between stages due to the high

e gain, the individual stages are carefully neutralized and shielded. In
the radio -frequency amplifier stages neutralization is effected in the

ii ordinary manner, using the condensers 20 and 21 (shown in Fig. 2)
connected from the grid of their respective tubes to a tap on the second-
ary of the radio -frequency transformers connected in their plate cir-
cuits. In the detector, however, instead of neutralizing the regenera-

3 L. A. Hazeltine, "Discussion on the shielded neutrodyne receiver by
Dreyer and Manson." PROC. I. R. E., 14, 395; June, 1926.
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tive effect of the tube grid -plate capacity, it becomes necessary to
neutralize the anti -regenerative effect, due to the detector plate circuit
having a capacitive reactance. This anti -regenerative effect is very
undesirable as it decreases the selectivity. It is eliminated by grid
circuit neutralization, using the condenser 46 connected from the de-
tector plate to the primary of the detector radio -frequency trans-
former. As it is inconvenient to vary condenser 46, this condenser is
made fixed, of a size slightly larger than necessary, and a variable con-
denser 22 is shunted around the tube grid -plate capacity. By ad-
justing condenser 22, the detector circuit may be neutralized or, if it
is desirable, made slightly regenerative.

Another aid in preventing energy feed back, which is somewhat
novel, is the reflexed pulse amplifier, which provides a filter consisting
of a 4-pf condenser and a 50,000 -ohm resistor in the plate circuit of
each radio -frequency tube. This filter combination is effective in re-
turning the radio -frequency plate current directly to its filament after
it has passed through the primary of the radio -frequency transformer.

Plate detection is used in the detector circuit, to avoid the high grid
conductance that would occur with a positive grid necessary when us-
ing grid detection. For this purpose a 2-megohm resistance is connect-
ed in series in the detector plate circuit, which reduces the effective
voltage on the detector plate to a value low enough to give good recti-
fication with the 4:1 -volt bias used.

In order to obtain audible signals (the 500 -cycle modulation of
Arlington,) which are desirable for tuning purposes, a head set must
be connected in the detector circuit. For this purpose a step-down
transformer, 51, shown in Fig. 2, must be used in series with the
detector plate circuit to adjust the impedance of the ordinary head
set to the high impedance of the detector circuit.

ANTENNA TUNER

The antenna tuner as shown in Fig. S is simply a device which tunes
the antenna circuit and thus contributes to the over-all selectivity of
the receiver. It is made as a separate shielded unit so that it may be
placed at the termination of the antenna in the building away from
the receiver if necessary.

When the antenna tuner and receiver are separated it is necessary
to connect them by a wire line of some kind that will pick up as little
noise as possible. The most satisfactory line which has been used for
this purpose is a BX armored cable or iron conduit, such as is ordinarily
used for lighting circuits.

Such a line will naturally have a low characteristic impedance,
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owing to its relatively low inductance and high capacitance. Maximum
energy transfer along such a circuit occurs when it works out of and
into its characteristic impedance, which calls for a considerable step-
down of voltage at the sending end, and a corresponding voltage step-
up at the other end.

The actual voltage ratio in the antenna tuner or the radio -fre-
quency transformer of the first stage at maximum coupling is approxi-
mately 80 to 1, which gives an impedance ratio of 6400 to 1. Loosening
the coupling at either end provides a means for adjusting the intensity
of the signal to that required for operating the selector with only a
small margin, thereby minimizing interference.

_ce4n1enno

Transmission line

headset

primary
of r.t.
transformer

,detector
plate circuit

Fig. 8

A particularly interesting feature of the transmission line is that it
can be used for audio frequencies as well as radio frequencies. This is
particularly useful when tuning the antenna tuner as it allows the
operator to hear the signals even though the receiver is not situated
at the antenna. As is illustrated in Fig. 8, this is accomplished by con-
necting the audio -frequency transformer of the detector -plate circuit
in series with the transmission line at the receiver end, and a telephone
head set in series with it at the antenna -tuner end. Both the audio -
transformer secondary and the head set are shunted by a 0.1-Af con-
denser to offer a low impedance path for the radio -frequency antenna
current.

THE PULSE FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

As was mentioned earlier, the pulse -frequency amplifier is specially
designed to amplify only a narrow hand of frequencies; in this parti-
cular case the frequency for maximum amplification is about one cycle
per second. Thus all noise frequencies and static pulses having a funda-
mental frequency very different from one cycle per second will be
highly attenuated.

What has just been said applies to that method of analysis which
considers the periodic rectangular pulse as made up of a harmonic
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series. A more accurate idea of the response of the amplifier can be
obtained if the analysis is based on the transient response to a suddenly
applied voltage. Both methods will be discussed.

The following circuit diagram, Fig. 9, is that for a three -stage pulse
amplifier and the output tube. Battery wires, etc., are not shown.

A simplified circuit for one stage is shown in Fig. 10.
E01 is the equivalent pulse voltage which may be considered to be

placed upon the grid of the detector. It will produce a voltage gEgi
in the detector plate circuit. The simplified circuit of Fig. 10 replaces
the vacuum tube by a generator of pEgi volts in series with a constant
plate conductance of g2,

In this circuit, g is the conductance of the coupling resistance; C is
the capacitance of the shunt condenser which cuts off the higher fre-
quencies; C1 that of the grid coupling condenser and g' is the grid -leak

conductance.
Let us first find the steady-state voltage amplification per stage

for a sinusoidal impressed voltage; mEoi then represents the r.m.s.
value of the fundamental pulse component of the signal, or random
interference, considered to be impressed in the plate circuit of the de-
tector.

We may then write for the ratio of the voltage across the capaci-
tance to that impressed in the plate circuit

E,

1

1
g jc0C

1 1

jwCi
+

µE,1

g

1

1

1 1
g + jue -

3wCi

The ratio of output voltage Eg2 to E, will be

1

Eg2
=

E, 1 1-
jcoC g'

(1)

(2)

For the purpose in hand it is sufficiently accurate to treat the tube conduct-
ances as constant.
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If (1) and (2) are multiplied together and simplified, the amplifica-
tion per stage will be

E02
= lag,,

(jw)2C1C .iCL)(elg Cig rg gi(gr g)

jo.)(

Fig. 10

(3)

If we now group (3) into its real and imaginary parts, the magni-
tude of the amplification after simplification may be written

E02

E01 g'(a+g)
(,,i

(gr+g+gi[14]) 1+
g7,-Fg±g11-1--cd,

Mgr
1/2 (4)\2-

Letting gi(g+g,)/C1C=w02, where wo represents the frequency
giving maximum amplification, and substituting in (4) we have after
simplification

Eg2- =
E ul

Mg P

Now let

and

(giA-g+g11±-1ci

coo

w W0

gi,+g+g/[1-F-C

woC

\ 2--

x = loge- gp g gl 1 -I-
o

C11

P=
WoC

1/2
(5) .
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Where p represents the ratio of the effective conductance to admit-
tance of the circuit at the frequency of maximum amplification; sub-
stituting these into (5) we have

E,2 ILL -P

(g g F -c) {1 +
1/2

The amplification per stage in decibels will then be

20 logio

(6)

p 4 sinh2x

C
10 logio ( 1 + db. (7)

gP+ g +g1[1+C

For n stages the amplification will be

p (20n logo
12"

10n login 1 db. (8)
4 sinh2x

r  + g g'[ 1 +

I 2 6 /0
cycles per second (opprox.)

Fig. 11

The amplification characteristic of the three -stage amplifier as a
function of x =log,w/coo is shown plotted in Fig. 11. It is symmetrical
about x =0, as shown by (8). A scale of frequency in cycles per
second is also given.

Using the constants shown in diagram of Fig. 9 the maximum am-
plification at coo for three stages is approximately
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ktg 19
20n logic, = 44db

CO 0

(g gn) 1 / 2

= 6 radians per second
CIC

gp+g+g,Fi
L c, J

CO 0 C

=3

Whereas the actual constants for the detector stage and the two
following stages are quite different, they are so chosen that the values
of coo and p listed above are approximately the same for each stage,
which justifies calculating the amplification of the three as a unit.

The maximum amplification occurs at one cycle per sec. which is
the Arlington pulse frequency. Frequencies below one cycle per sec. are
rapidly attenuated; this is desirable as these frequencies represent
power -line fluctuations and similar disturbances which are common. On
a percentage basis frequencies above one cycle per sec. are also rapidly
attentuated, thus 2 cycles per sec. is amplified 95 per cent as much
as the maximum, 6 cycles per sec. about 55 per cent as much, while at
approximately 16 cycles per sec. the gain is zero. This small spread
of the amplification band is rather desirable as it allows the harmonics
of the rectangular pulse from Arlington to be amplified, which will
tend to make the output far more like the input wave then it otherwise
would be. At 60 cycles per sec. the gain will be very negative so that
no disturbance need be expected when using a 60 -cycle power supply
which is poorly filtered. This accounts for the fact that very little
filtering apparatus is necessary in the power -supply unit.

The clearest idea of the exact action of the amplifier can be ob-
tained from its transient characteristics. The simplest transient char-
acteristic to consider is the voltage response to a suddenly applied and
continuously maintained voltage. This particular problem lends itself
admirably to solution by means of operational calculus.5 If desired it
also can be solved by the more classical methods usually applied to dif-
ferential equations.

In terms of operational calculus this applied voltage may be written
as eg11 where the 1 signifies a unit voltage suddenly applied at time.
zero and maintained at unit value thereafter. To obtain the response
to the Arlington pulse which is maintained only for 0.35 sec. it is simply

5 See any of the textbooks now available, such as by V. Bush, "Opera-
tional Circuit Analysis," etc.

I.-
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necessary to superimpose on the response to call the response due to
egil applied at the time 0.35 sec.
The response due to col may be obtained by replacing (jw) in (3)

by the symbol p = d/dt and evaluating the resultant operational ex-
pression, as written below

eg2 =
CiCp2 + (Cig + Cg' C,g' Cigp)p g'(gp + g)

eol (9)

lain P. col (10)
C Co + Cg' + Cig' + Cigp, g'(gp + g)7,2 + P --1-

CiC CiC

If we let

2b =
Cig + Cg' + + g' g' + g + gn

=
CiC C1

and
gf((Jn g)

a =
CIC

then e02 may be written

g P
cot = (11)

C p2 + 2bp + a

If the determinantal equation is set equal to zero, that is

p2 + 2bp ± a = 0

it will yield two roots, as follows

Al = - b - (b2 - a)1i2

X2 b + (b2 - a)u2

Equation (11) may now be written

p
e02 (12)

C (p - X1)(P - X2)

It is convenient to break the operator of (12) into partial fractions
yielding

- Al 1 X2
cue

1
(31)

C X2 - p -A1 A2 -A1 p -A2/
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Evaluating the operational expression we obtain&

µy, 1

e02 = egi (ex,i - ex,91.
C X2 - Al

(14)

But X2 = 2(b2-a)"2 which we shall call h and for convenience we
shall call -µgpIC=f

then e02 = - cair(e0 - ex=01 (15)

which is the response of the first stage.
As X2 is smaller than Xi, the final result will be negative, which

makes it convenient to consider the initial minus sign as showing the
direction of the output pulse voltage e,2 for a positive input pulse (>0.

In considering the second stage, which may be assumed identical
with the first,' we may use (13) again, and obtain

X1 1 X2
eg3 - ±

1
(16)

C X2 -Alp - Al n2 - XI - X2

Substituting in the value of ei,2 from (15) we get

- Al 1
e 03

C X2 - Al p - Al
X2 1

X2 - XI - X2)
-

h
eur--X(ex.' - Ex2t)1 (17)

This expression may be simplified by changing the exponential volt-
ages back to their corresponding opertional form using the relationship

= 1

-X
which will give

e03 = -cal
h

C2
C
f)( 1

X2 - p - X1

X2 1 p )
1 (18)

X2 - XI p - X2I\p - xi p - x2.
1 1

6 The operator 1 which appears above when evaluated yields -(1 -V)1.
P-x

7 The constants of all stages, though different, give approximately the same
response because they are all chosen proportionately.
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If this operational expression is multiplied out and similar terms col-

lected, it is possible, by the use of one more operational formula,8 to
evaluate it and obtain

f 1-)+x, I

e
h

= - e01 + ?kit] Ex'l
C0 2 - X1) ( L X2 - X1

X1 ±X? X2t Ex 2t} 1 (19)
X2 - X1 I JJJ

again substituting X2 - X1 = h

and X1 + X2 = 2b

we obtain, finally

f 2b 2b
ea; -= e g1(

h
-) {(-

h
Xit) Ex'i (- X21) ex2t } 1 (20)

which shows the response of the second stage to be the reverse (as re-
gards sign) of the first stage which is the usual case in resistance -
coupled amplifiers

In a similar manner the response of the third stage e04 will be found
to be

e°4 =
3 j 2a 4b2 XI/

2

XIV-

h2
e°CFI) + (X2 2b)

li 2 j
2a + 4b2 X2t X22/2

+ -(X1 2b)
h2 2 _I

(21)

If the various stages are dissimilar, the above equations, which
are the forms for equal roots, will not apply.

A plot of e01,- eg7, co, and- c4 as functions of time is shown in
Fig. 12. These were calculated from (15), (20), and (21), using the
values given in Fig. 9 for the circuit constants. The curves, excepting
eo, are all drawn to have the same maximum height as a convenience
for comparison purposes.

For the reception of constant length pulses, such as Arlington sig-
nals, the three -stage amplifier is most desirable because the first lobe
of the pulse due to starting the wave will be negative, while the first
lobe of the pulse due to stopping the wave will be positive. Thus, by
properly choosing the ccn Itants, the second lobe of the pulse due to

8

1 = te;!1
(p -1X)2
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starting the signal may be made to add to the first lobe due to stopping
the signal. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 where the dotted curve shows
the resultant voltage effective on the grid of the output tube. If grid
detection is employed instead of mutual detection the voltage response
in all stages will be reversed.

Fig. 12

`
\e--resultont e3f,effective on output tube

pulse due to stop of signol

.

t , I

0.5 10'. rime- seconds 1.5

 - ........... ... -

pulse due to start of signal

Fig. 13

In actual operation the output tube has a high bias, 7.5 volts,
making the normal plate current which flows through the selector
magnet quite small, about 0.5 ma. Therefore, the effect of the negative
lobe due to starting the signal will be nil while the effect of the positive
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lobe will be greatly increased if the signal duration is just right. This
last feature gives another safeguard against interference. Extreme pos-
itive values, such as at t = 0.6 sec. will, when the signals are of normal
strength, cause the tube to overload with the result that the peak of
the wave will be flattened. This is particularly true in the case of the
output tube, which has the dotted voltage impressed on its grid. As
the normal negative grid bias of this tube, 7.5 volts, is considerably

Fig. 14

less than the positive signal voltage at t = 0.8 sec. the grid will draw
current and prevent a large positive grid voltage, producing a flattened
plate -current wave. By putting a high resistance in series with the
grid of the output tube the plate current of this tube can be further
limited over the normal limitation explained above. It is thus possible
to make the response of the amplifier. nearly the same from some
minimum value of signal voltage to any maximum value desired. This
feature is desirable as it makes the selector response, within limits,
independent of the signal strength.

It is interesting to note that this desirable combination of effects
will be produced only with three stages.
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THE SELECTOR

Even after the time signals are picked up and formed into powerful
current pulses by the radio receiver, the problem of correcting a clock
is by no means complete. A device that will accurately select the cor-
rect pulse to perform the correction is necessary. This device, called a
selector, Figs. 14 and 15, is designed to select the first pulse of each
minute that follows a five -second period of silence. It works as follows:
At about 11:55 A. M. the master clock closes a contact in series with
the filaments of the receiver and the 24 -volt tap of the power box. In

Fig. 15

this same circuit is magnet A, Fig. 14. When this is energized, its
armature engages pawls B and C with the teeth of wheel D. The selector
is now ready for the time signals.

The bipolar electromagnet is connected in the plate circuit of the
output tube, at S, Fig. 2. The first pulse delivered by the receiver
causes this magnet to attract its armature E which, in turn, lifts pawl
C by means of level F. This advances toothed wheel D up one tooth.
It is held in place by pawl B. When the pulse ceases, gravity acting on
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f a weight G returns the armature and its pawl to their initial positions.
This procedure is repeated once each second, until wheel D has been
advanced 16 teeth and can go no further due to the lack of more teeth.

The advancement of the last few teeth has caused a cam H on
I toothed wheel D to withdraw guide I which has been keeping pins J

and L from engaging with the teeth on segment K. Pin J is linked to
the clock pendulum which causes it to move up and down with a one -

second period. In so doing, it pushes segment K down one tooth where

it is held by pin L. The next signal pulse causes the magnet armature
to force bar M to the left, which disengages pin L from segment K, al-

[ lowing it to return to its initial position by gravity. This process is
repeated until the silent interval is reached. Since the selector magnet
is not now operating, pin J forces segment K down five teeth in this
silent interval. Projection N on segment K forces contact 0 to come op-
posite contact pins P on arm F. The first pulse of the next minute
causes contact piece P to touch 0, which closes the circuit through the
correcting mechanism. At the same time, pin L is knocked out so that
segment K returns to its initial position by gravity as does contact 0.

The correcting mechanism also opens the filament circuit. This re-
leases pawl B so that segment D can also return to its initial position
by gravity. The selector thus clears itself and is ready for operation
the next day.

It is almost impossible to set the master clock incorrectly. The
clock counts off the five seconds in the silent interval and aligns the
contact points so that the clock can be set by a pulse only between the

4.5 and 5.5 sec. of the silent interval. If static occurred during this one
second interval, the most a clock could be set in error is 0.5 sec. The
only other time a false correction could take place would be in the in-
terval between the turning on of the set and the first pulse. To de-
crease this possibility, the receiver is turned on at as nearly 11:55 A.M.

as possible or even a little later. In the case the receiver is turned on

a little earlier, the teeth on wheel D make it necessary to receive 15 pul-

ses before a silent interval of five seconds will operate the correcting
mechanism. It is practically impossible to receive 15 static pulses that
will operate the selector and then have a five-second silent interval
followed by another pulse.

The only time that static is harmful is when it occurs in the silent
interval. This causes pin L to be thrown out of contact with a tooth
on segment K thus spoiling the chances of correcting the master clock

during that silent interval. But since there are four chances to correct
every day, it very seldom happens that daily correction is not attained.
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A NEW FREQUENCY -STABILIZED OSCILLATOR SYSTEM*

By
Ross GUNN

(Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-A new vacuum -tube self -oscillating system having extraordi-
nary frequency stability is described which depends on the reentrant circulation
of oscillations through tuned filter or coupling units. The reentrant circulation
through the filter sections attenuates all but a single frequency in a manner analogous
to the attenuation produced by a filter system having an infinite number of sections.
The unattenuated component having a single frequency is amplified at each passage
through the system and constitutes the single frequency oscillation. The methods and
necessary precautions for attaining frequency stability are given. Frequency shifts
due to ordinary variations of plate potentials, filament current, or keying are found
to be of the order of one thousandth of one per cent. The extreme flexibility of the
circuits permit the construction of satisfactory radio transmitters operating from the
lowest frequencies up to 20,000 kc without the use of frequency -doubling stages. The
oscillator system has found wide application in commercial and naval aircraft radio
communication problems.

INTRODUCTION

nrHE ECONOMIC value and importance of constant -frequency
radio transmitters under the present congested condition of the
ether can hardly be overestimated. The limit to the number of

continuous -wave transmitters that can be placed within a given band
is determined primarily by the stability and constancy of the trans-
mitted frequency and by the purity of the emitted wave. It is hardly
necessary to point out the technical advantages that would result from
an oscillator system capable of producing a strictly constant frequency.
Such oscillators are not yet available but approximate constancy can
be attained. The writer can plainly foresee the time when successful
high -frequency channels will be separated by not more than 100 cycles
and the art must be developed to a point where such frequency inter-
vals are a commercial fact. Piezo-electric and magnetostrictive con-
stant -frequency oscillators have been the subject of much study in the
past few years, and while the idea of "saw ing a certain number of cycles
out of a quartz crystal or steel ingot" appeals to one's imagination, it
leaves a great deal to be desired from many points of view. Oscillators
of this type are inflexible and are limited in the frequency range over
which they will operate. As a result, modern radio transmitters are
greatly complicated by the use of multiple -crystal systems and many

* Dewey decimal classification: R133. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, May 1, 1930. Presented before Fifth Annual Convention of the
Institute, August 19, 1930.
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stages of frequency-multiplying units which add needless complication

to the technical problems involved. The inherent disadvantages of

piezo-electric and magnetostrictive oscillators led the writer to under-

; take the development of numerous self -oscillating circuits which are

found to be satisfactory constant-frequency oscillators for frequencies

up to 20,000 kc.
In 1923 the United States Army Air Service undertook a series of

experiments on radio control in which harmonic selectors were em-
ployed, and it fell to the writer to provide a suitable audio -frequency
modulating source for the control circuits whose frequency would
stay satisfactorily constant under the trying conditions that must be

encountered in portable aircraft equipment. Ordinary self -oscillating
circuits for audio frequencies were entirely out of the question, pri-
marily because of frequency shifts arising from variations in.the fila-

ment current or emission and from plate -battery fluctuations. Tuning

forks were tried but were entirely unreliable and unsatisfactory because

of temperature effects and because large accelerations of the aircraft

in certain directions tended to stop their vibration.
Various methods were adopted to compensate for frequency shifts in

an ordinary oscillator arising from the variation of the plate voltage
and filament emission but no truly satisfactory system could be de-

vised. It was recognized early in the work that some new fundamental
principle would be necessary if the problem were to be solved in a
simple manner. The necessity for such a principle led to a test of an
oscillator which was first described by the writer over six years ago,
but for reasons which will appear, the system was only of use as a con-
stant -frequency source in the audible -frequency range, and it remained
for later development to perfect it for use. at radio frequencies.

CAUSES OF FREQUENCY VARIATION

In any self -oscillating vacuum -tube circuit the accidental changes
in the generated frequency arise in general from two major causes.
The first, and perhaps the most troublesome, source of difficulty arises

from the fact that the generated frequency depends somewhat on the
internal tube impedance. If the mean value of this quantity changes
for any reason a change in frequency takes place. Changes in the in-
ternal impedance of a tube may arise from many sources of which we

may name the following as important:

(a) changes in plate potential
(b) changes in the mean grid potential

I Gunn, Jour. Opt. Soc. and Rev. Sci. Inst., pp. 545, April, 1924.
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(c) changes in filament potential
(d) changes in emission due to causes other than (c)
(e) changes in spacing of the tube elements
(f) keying of the circuit

The second major difficulty is largely mechanical, since it is evident
that changes in the mechanical arrangement of any part of the oscil-
lating circuit will change the effective capacities and inductances
which in turn will produce a change of frequency of the oscillator.
Perhaps the most important causes of these variations are:

(a) changes in temperature
(b) vibration or mechanical forces
(c) electric or magnetic forces

In the common vacuum -tube oscillating circuits employed u: to
the present time, moderate amounts of energy must be transferred
from the plate to the grid circuit for excitation purposes. It is found

FIG. 1

that the generated frequency produced in such circuits is a complicated
function of the internal impedance of the tube and that the law of the
variation depends (often critically) on so many factors that compensa-
tion by simple means is practically impossible. The circuit theory of
the common oscillators taking into account the effect of the tube
impedances cannot be worked out here, but in the new circuits, which
we shall consider presently, the grid coupling to the succeeding tubes is
so small that the excitation circuit can be neglected. The resulting
equivalent. circuit represented in Fig. 1 is simple, and the frequency
relations are readily obtained. In this circuit we shall consider only
one symmetrical half of the entire oscillator and take no account of
the special properties of the new circuit. In Fig. 1, let. r represent the
internal plate resistance of the tube which we shall assume has the
properties of an ordinary conductor, and let. L, C, and R represent
the inductance capacity and equivalent series resistance of the as-
sociated tuned circuit. The differential equation connecting the circuit.
constants and the resulting current. i for a free oscillation is

(Pi
(I? 1- - - = (1)
L Cr dt LC
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This linear equation is solved by the usual methods and it is found that

for values of L, R, and C encountered in radio work, the instantaneous
oscillating current is given by

i = /0 e -at sin wt (2)

where a is given by

R 1

a (3)
2L 2rC

and

1

w = 27rf = t-LC- 4 r, rC/
(4)

in this expression f is the frequency of the resulting oscillations. Equa-

tion (4) may be put in the form

co = coo/1/1
LC ( R 1

4 rC)

where wo is 211- times the frequency which would be generated were L

and C resistanceless inductances and capacities and were the shunt

resistance r absent. Since r represents the internal tube resistance
and since, as we have seen, this is a quantity that is subject to change

in any practical circuit, the circuit constants should be so chosen that

the effect on the frequency of the variations of r are a minimum. In-
spection of (5) shows that the effect on the frequency for a change in

r is a minimum when r is infinite or if

r=L--
RC

(5)

(6)

The internal resistance r of a vacuum tube is not equivalent to the

constant resistance we have assumed, since the tube resistance has

unilateral conducting properties and is a function of the instantaneous
plate potential, but to a crude approximation, (6) specifies the re-

lation that should exist between the various quantities. The mean

value of the internal plate resistance of a shield -grid tube can be

varied over a moderate range by adjustment of the filament and

shield potential which allows a moderately wide selection of the ratio

of L to C insofar as this particular requirement is concerned. In any

flexible oscillator the relation is not readily satisfied for all adjustments,
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but within the limits set by the following design considerations the
circuit constants should be so chosen that (6) is approximately ful-
filled.

Another factor is still more important in the design of the tuned
circuits; for it is clear that the more sharply tuned the elements of a
filter chain the more effective is the selective action of the filter. The
prime requisite of a simple tuned circuit for such use is that the
sharpness of resonance shall be a maximum. That is, the quantity

(7)

should be made as large as possible. In an earlier experimental in-
vestigation,2,3 relating to the design of high -frequency inductances it
turned out that this factor was nearly constant with ranges of L to C
varying by as much as two to one, for it was found that the equivalent
series resistance of the circuits changed just enough to maintain G
approximately constant. Thus considerable latitude is given in the
selection of the quantities and for certain adjustments it is relatively
easy to satisfy (6) and (7) simultaneously. These adjustments of the
electrical circuit to fit the tube aid materially in the production of
constant -frequency oscillations but the adjustments alone fail to give
the great stability which is readily attained by the method employed in
the new circuits and must be considered simply as a refinement
necessary only when extraordinary stability is required.

Frequency changes caused by changes in the mechanical posi-
tions of the associated conductor systems arise primarily from tem-
perature changes and vibration, although electrical and magnetic
forces do occasionally cause trouble. Vibrations of the tube elements
can cause difficulty, especially in aircraft, but with better and more
rigid tube construction this difficulty will Vanish. In a Navy aircraft
transmitter employing the circuit to be described, no frequency
modulation from vibration was encountered. Perhaps the most trouble-
some source of frequency shifts arising from mechanical causes
originates in thermal expansion and contraction of the parts. The
present series of experiments showed that changes in temperature of
the tuned circuits might or might not produce changes in frequency,
but in no case was the frequency shift of the new oscillator system
larger than twice that produced by the same change in temperature in a
Circuit employing a quartz crystal. Moreover, it was found that the

2 Gunn, Radio Broadcast, page 40, May, 1927.
3 Gunn, PROC. I. R. E., 15, 797; September, 1927.
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geometrical position and arrangement of the circuit elements were
important and, by judicious choice, the temperature shifts could be
kept to small values. The change in frequency is undoubtedly caused
by the expansion of the mechanical parts which changes the effective
spacing of the condenser plates, the individual turns of the inductance,
etc. It is easy to design special forms of the inductances and condensers
which have very small temperature coefficient but this is not necessary
for compensation is more readily effected. A simple method has been
employed to compensate for changes in frequency due to changes in
temperature. The compensating device is simply a small condenser
whose capacity is arranged to be a function of the temperature, and
consists of a fixed plate and a movable plate made of a stiff bimetallic
sheet. This is connected, most simply, across the main tuning con-
denser, and as the temperature of the device changes the spacing of
the plates changes in a manner appropriate to compensate for fre-
quency changes. It is evident that the fractional change of the total
capacity can be controlled by the separation of the plates, and that
the direction of the change can be reversed by simply turning over the
bimetallic plate. Until one gains some experience, the adjustment is
rather laborious but it is quite effective and it was found possible in

cases to keep the frequency constant to within 85 cycles in
15,000,000 when the temperature was changed 10 deg. C. Temperature
changes and expansion inside the tube have not been the subject of
much study but it seems clear that no particular difficulty will be en-
countered from this source unless for some special reason series tuning
is attempted.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF NEW CIRCUITS

The, fundamental idea underlying the new circuits may most
easily be understood by reference to Fig. 2, which shows the circuit
that the author described some years ago, and is suitable for low fre-
quencies well within the audible range. In this circuit LiCI and L2C2
are nearly identical tuned circuits which approximately set the fre-
quency of oscillation. The resultant frequency is also slightly depend-
ent on the resistance of the tuned circuits, on the internal tube plate
resistance and on the input coupling units to the succeeding tubes. The
circuits LiCI and L2C2 are sharply tuned and their parallel impedance is
high for the particular frequency to which they are tuned and is low for
all other frequencies. Now if a suitable change in potential be applied to
the grid of the first tube, the variation is amplified, its phase reversed,
and it is passed on to the second grid. The magnitude of the potential
passed on the the second grid will depend on the magnitude of the
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original change of potential and equally on the apparent impedance of
the tuned circuit L1C1 since this circuit is effectively across the grid
and filament of the second tube. Since the two tubes stand in identical
electrical relation to each other, the second tube will repeat the proc-
ess in precisely the same manner, and the initial pulse will be re-
turned to the first grid amplified or attenuated and approximately in
phase with it. When the returning pulse is larger than the initial one it
is evident that oscillations will set in, in both the circuits L1C1 and
L2C2 since these will be assumed to be tuned to identical frequencies.
The oscillations will be impressed on each grid successively and if the
interstage coupling is correct, those frequencies corresponding to a
high parallel impedance in the coupling units will be amplified and
pass through the system again and again and give rise to a steady
oscillation. On the other hand, those frequencies corresponding to a

a

II 4,

Flu. 2

lower parallel impedance in the coupling units will be less amplified
and in the process of passing through the tuned systems again and
again will be attenuated to such an extent that they will vanish from

the system. It is then easily seen that the reentrant circulation of
oscillations through such a system simulates with great accuracy the
selective effect of a filter system having a very great number of sec-
tions. Indeed, if oscillations are suppressed in the circuit of Fig. 2 by
reducing the plate potential or the interstage coupling, the system
makes an extraordinarily selective filter system. It is readily demon-
strated that the output from a filter of a great number of sections can
be made to approach a single frequency as closely as may be desired by

proper design and use of as many sections as required. This demonstra-

tion is hardly necessary since the average radio engineer is perfectly
familiar with the properties of such filter systems. The present
system differs, however, from a filter unit of a great number of sections
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in that oscillating energy may be introduced constantly at each sec-
tion. By proper adjustments and design of the coupling units, which
may in themselves be very complicated types of filter sections, the
system will oscillate freely at but one frequency and with difficulty, or
not at all, at all other frequencies. Actual test shows that this is the
case. The first oscillator that was built employing this principle
oscillated at 1000 cycles and showed a frequency shift of less than one
cycle when the plate potential was changed 50 per cent. Still greater fre-
quency stability can be obtained by increasing the number of sections
used, and extraordinary results have been secured by the use of four
stages or more.

APPLICATION TO RADIO FREQUENCIES

Initially the circuit failed to show great frequency stability at high
frequencies and development on this phase of the problem was tem-
porarily suspended. Later work made it clear that the difficulty with
the operation of the circuits at radio frequencies was not with the
fundamental idea of reentrant circulation of the oscillations but was
directly traceable to the fact that some of the control oscillation energy
was fed back locally through the plate-grid and other stray capacities

I and couplings and the circulation was not complete. Bridge and
balanced circuits were employed to correct these discrepancies and
satisfactory results were obtained at moderate frequencies. However,
the constant re -balancing and adjustment of the circuits which were
necessary when the frequency was changed, robbed the circuit of
perhaps its greatest asset complete flexibility. It has since been
found experimentally that any type of circuit that insures the complete
circulation of oscillations through the tuned coupling elements again
and again will make a satisfactory constant -frequency oscillator at
radio frequencies. In the super -frequency band certain circuits and
special adjustments become highly desirable. A universal circuit
suitable for operation on all but the extremely high frequencies is
shown in Fig. 3. In this arrangement screen -grid tubes are employed
and these have been found most convenient since no balancing
adjustment is necessary over nearly the entire frequency range. In
this circuit it has been found absolutely essential to shield most care-
fully the different parts of the system, for it has been found that a
slight coupling potential which reaches a grid from its own plate or
plate circuit defeats the entire plan of reentrant circulation of the
oscillations. In all the systems to be described the plate circuits are
shielded carefully from the control -grid circuits. This is most easily
accomplished by incorporating the tuned plate circuit, the coupling
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condenser, and the grid choke to the succeeding tube, in one shielded
compartment with the tube whose plate belongs to the tuned plate
circuit and in another compartment an identical system is set up which
works in conjunction with the first (see Figs. 8 and 9). By the careful
location of the grid connections between compartments and by careful
matching of the two halves, such an arrangement yields an oscillator of
extreme stability. On the other hand, if the system is carelessly
shielded it is found that energy is invariably led back from the
plate circuit of the tube to the grid circuit of the same tube through
stray couplings and slight variations produced in the frequency be-
come cumulative. The resulting oscillations are then very sensitive to
alterations in the plate and filament power supply.

Referring to Fig. 3 in detail, a pair of electron tubes are shown
connected in the oscillator system. Each tube stands in exactly the
same electrical relation to its mate and each tube has associated with it
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nearly identical circuits as shown. The circuit elements are represented
in the standard manner. The variable capacity, 6, and inductance, 5,
constitute a tuned circuit which determines the frequency of oscillation,
and must be so chosen that the product of L and C are substantially
the same in both circuits. These tuned coupling units are connected to
the amplifier -oscillator tubes by means of the coupling condensers, 8,
although this is not a necessary arrangement, and coupling may be
accomplished by the use of a suitable inductance coupled magnetically
to the plate inductance, 5, or by a combination of these methods.
When shield -grid tubes are employed the shield is carefully maintained
at ground or filament potential by the use of by-pass condensers, 10.
This circuit is especially suitable for use as a master oscillator or as a
heterodyne frequency meter, but when so used, it should be arranged
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to work into a shield -grid output tube whose control grid is coupled to
either tuned circuit of the master in the manner indicated in Fig. 8,
making sure that the plate and plate circuit of the amplifier are shielded
from all the master -oscillator circuits. The load is connected to the
plate circuit of this output tube and it has been found that changes of
any kind in the load produce negligibly small frequency shifts in the
master. An essentially similar arrangement .is shown in Fig. 4 which
makes use of the standard 3 -element tubes. With this type of tube it is
necessary to balance out the plate -grid back coupling and any stand-
ard method can be employed so long as the compensation is carefully
carried out. The circuit of Fig. 4 illustrates a typical system whereby
the back coupling is compensated by a potential derived from a few
overhanging turns and coupling condensers, 15. This circuit has not
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been found especially convenient for the higher radio frequencies. The
variable resistance, 9, is introduced to control the amount of energy
fed back to the original amplifier which in turn controls the oscillation
current. Perhaps a better manner of controlling the feed back is by a
variable tap on the plate coil in the manner indicated in the diagram.
It has been found most satisfactory to keep the plate coupling rather
large (especially in using shield -grid tubes) and the grid coupling to the
succeeding tube as low as possible. The desirability of using low grid
coupling arises from the reentrant circulation of the oscillations which
is of such a nature that certain frequencies are amplified and other
frequencies are attenuated, the amount depending on the apparent
impedance of the tuned circuits and the grid coupling. As the coupling
between filter units is reduced the attenuation for all frequencies is
increased and a critical point will be found where they all die out. A
slight additional coupling brings the level up to a point where only the
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one frequency for which the circuits are adjusted is amplified and all
others attenuated. This adjustment obviously is the one which gives
rise to the most stable oscillations. A circuit which is properly ad-
justed will not oscillate except at one point on the tuning condenser,
and the resonant point is as sharply defined on the condenser scale as
in a quartz -crystal oscillating circuit. For example, in a certain circuit
operating normally at 10,000 kc, oscillations had ceased completely
when one circuit had been detuned to such an extent that the fre-
quency shifted to 10,022 kc or to 9,977 kc.

PERFORMANCE

In order to determine what factors produced the greatest changes in
frequency a series of standardization tests were run on an oscillator of
the type shown in Fig. 3, and operating at 15,018 kc. These tests
showed that the circuit is extraordinarily stable and the frequency
stability of the oscillator compares favorably with a piezo-electric
crystal -controlled oscillator maintained at a constant temperature by

means of a thermostat. Rather complete tests have been conducted on
the effect of changes of plate and filament potential on the frequency,
and on the lilt produced by keying in different parts of the circuit.
Changes in plate potential of 10 per cent produced a change of fre-
quency change in
0.0003 per cent of the fundamental and is so small as to cause no diffi-

culty whatever in any normal radio circuit. A curve showing how the
frequency changes with the plate potential is given in Fig. 5. Perhaps
the greatest changes in frequency are produced in a vacuum -tube
oscillator by changes in the filament potential. With the present circuit
such changes are relatively small and amounted to but 400 cycles for a
change in filament potential of 8 per cent. A curve typical of the per-
formance in this respect is given in Fig. 5(b). Keying of the entire
circuit in the plate lead gave rise to no lilt that could be detected until
the frequency was pushed up to 20,000 kc, and even then the shift in
frequency due to keying was just noticeable. The foregoing data are
typical of the performance that may be expected from an oscillating
system similar to Fig. 3, when properly adjusted to the desired fre-
quency. It has been found that the operation of such an oscillator is
subject to a very small drift in frequency over long periods of time due '
to permanent changes in the filament emission unless the precaution-
ary adjustment specified by (6) is made. A curve showing how the
frequency changes with the circumambient temperature is given in

Fig. 5(c). In this particular run no attempt was made to compensate
for temperature changes, but over a narrow range of a degree or so the
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frequency changed but slightly and this region would ordinarily
have been .selected for operation. The shape of this curve depends
markedly on the particular arrangement of the parts, and Fig. 5(c) is
niven only as an illustration of what may be expected. When the
gircuits have been in adjustment the writer has never observed changes
is frequency with temperatures which amounted to more than 60
parts per million per degree. By compensation this can very easily be
reduced to about 10 parts per million per degree over a range of two or
three degrees. In special cases the change was as small as one-twentieth
of this value. The present circuits are therefore comparable in stability
to a piezo-electric oscillator in respect to temperature variations, for
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crystal oscillators show changes of about 22 parts per million per
degree.

It should be emphasized at this point that the above performance
data apply to a laboratory oscillator whose power supply for all parts of
the system was steady direct current. Moreover, as has been found in
other types of constant -frequency oscillators, it is essential that the
tubes be lightly loaded when great stability is required. Dr. A. Hoyt
Taylor of this laboratory has subjected the circuit to many tests in his
transmitting laboratory and has not found the circuit quite as stable as
the foregoing paragraph indicates. In his tests the tubes were worked
at their rated output, and alternating current was supplied to the fila-
ments. The effect of alternating current on the filaments was found
especially unfavorable since the internal impedance of the tube varied
over a considerable range at a frequency twice that of the heating
current. This variation can undoubtedly he cured by the use of special
non -inductive filaments but so far special tubes have not been made up.
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one frequency for which the circuits are adjusted is amplified and all
others attenuated. This adjustment obviously is the one which gives
rise to the most stable oscillations. A circuit which is properly ad-
justed will not oscillate except at one point on the tuning condenser,
and the resonant point is as sharply defined on the condenser scale as
in a quartz -crystal oscillating circuit. For example, in a certain circuit
operating normally at 10,000 kc, oscillations had ceased completely
when one circuit had been detuned to such an extent that the fre-
quency shifted to 10,022 kc or to 9,977 kc.

PERFORMANCE

In order to determine what factors produced the greatest changes in
frequency a series of standardization tests were run on an oscillator of
the type shown in Fig. 3, and operating at 15,018 kc. These tests
showed that the circuit is extraordinarily stable and the frequency
stability of the oscillator compares favorably with a piezo-electric
crystal -controlled oscillator maintained at a constant temperature by

means of a thermostat. Rather complete tests have been conducted on
the effect of changes of plate and filament potential on the frequency,
and on the lilt produced by keying in different parts of the circuit.
Changes in plate potential of 10 per cent produced a change of fre-
quency of but 45 cycles. This frequency amounts to but
0.0003 per cent of the fundamental and is so small as to cause no diffi-

culty whatever in any normal radio circuit. A curve showing how the
frequency changes with the plate potential is given in Fig. 5. Perhaps
the greatest changes in frequency are produced in a vacuum -tube
oscillator by changes in the filament potential. With the present circuit
such changes are relatively small and amounted to but 400 cycles for a
change in filament potential of 8 per cent. A curve typical of the per-
formance in this respect is given in Fig. 5(b). Keying of the entire
circuit in the plate lead gave rise to no lilt that could be detected until
the frequency was pushed up to 20,000 kc, and even then the shift in
frequency due to keying was just noticeable. The foregoing data are
typical of the performance that may be expected from an oscillating
system similar to Fig. 3, when properly adjusted to the desired fre-
quency. It has been found that the operation of such an oscillator is
subject to a very small drift in frequency over long periods of time due 
to permanent changes in the filament emission unless the precaution-
ary adjustment specified by (6) is made. A curve showing how the
frequency changes with the circumambient temperature is given in
Fig. 5(c). In this particular run no attempt was made to compensate
for temperature changes, but over a narrow range of a degree or so the
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frequency changed but slightly and this region would ordinarily
;.have been -selected for operation. The shape of this curve depends
':markedly on the particular arrangement of the parts, and Fig. 5(c) is
niven only as an illustration of what may be expected. When the

i gircuits have been in adjustment the writer has never observed changes
is frequency with temperatures which amounted to more than 60

.
parts per million per degree. By compensation this can very easily be
reduced to about 10 parts per million per degree over a range of two or

I three degrees. In special cases the change was as small as one-twentieth
of this value. The present circuits are therefore comparable in stability

) to a piezo-electric oscillator in respect to temperature variations, for
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crystal oscillators show changes of about 22 parts per million per
degree.

It should be emphasized at this point that the above performance
data apply to a laboratory oscillator whose power supply for all parts of
the system was steady direct current. Moreover, as has been found in
other types of constant -frequency oscillators, it is essential that the
tubes be lightly loaded when great stability is required. Dr. A. Hoyt
TaylorTaylor of this laboratory has subjected the circuit to many tests in his
transmitting laboratory and has not found the circuit quite as stable as
the foregoing paragraph indicates. In his tests the tubes were worked
at their rated output, and alternating current was supplied to the fila-
ments. The effect of alternating current on the filaments was found
especially unfavorable since the internal impedance of the tube varied
over a considerable range at a frequency twice that of the heating
current. This variation can undoubtedly be cured by the use of special
non -inductive filaments but so far special tubes have not been made up.
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In general, it is recommended that the circuit be worked lightly and
any power that is required be taken from a power amplifier associated
with .the master. When the master oscillator is keyed in preference to
the power amplifier, it is still more desirable to work the system
lightly, for thermal equilibrium is never attained under such operating
conditions.

SPECIAL CIRCUITS

Many variations of the fundamental circuits are possible without
departing from the basic principle of reentrant circulation which
property gives rise to great frequency stability. The circuit of Fig. 6 is a

+C 8
-B

+48

FIG. 6

convenient arrangement when a power amplifier, 21, is to be used in
connection with a small master -oscillator tube, 20. The circuit has not
been found quite so stable as the circuit of Fig. 3, since large changes in
the load on the power amplifier changes appreciably the effective
circuit constants of the tuned circuit L3C3 and the generated fre-
quency is slightly changed. The change in frequency is kept small by
designing the tuned circuits L1C1 and L2C2 so that these circuits are
very sharply tuned. These two circuits are depended on primarily to
stabilize the circuit by their filtering action, and the circuit L3C3
serves only as a broadly -tuned coupling unit to the load and to the
input circuit of the master tube.

A degree of stability may even be attained by the use of a single
tube. Such an oscillator shown in Fig. 7 is essentially a tuned -plate
tuned -grid oscillator circuit with a link coupling circuit L1cL2cC2 which
also serves as a tuned filter section. The three tuned circuits are all
adjusted to substantially the same frequency and oscillations circulate
continuously through the system. Complete circulation is insured by
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carefully reducing the plate-control-grid capacity coupling to an
absolute minimum. This is accomplished by the use of a screen -grid
tube and by placing a comb -like electrostatic shield made of copper
wires between the plate coupling coil and the inductance In, with a
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similar shield between the grid coupling coil and the inductance LI,
Any residual electrostatic coupling can be partially neutralized by
slight grid coupling back to a few overhanging turns of the plate coil L.
The circuit is not particularly recommended for ordinary use as it is
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very difficult to secure the stability which is readily attained with the
other multiple tube circuits here described.

An examination of the operation of the circuit given in Fig. 3 shows
that the potentials of the two control grids are about 180 deg. out of
phase when the two halves of the oscillator are nearly identical and the

1
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oscillating currents in each are the same. The oscillator then makes an
ideal master for a push-pull amplifier as the control grids of the two
amplifier tubes are simply coupled to the two plate circuits by any
suitable means and the correct phase relations are immediately estab-
lished. A word of caution may not be amiss in this connection. It is to
be noted that unless the circuits are laid out carefully the coupling to
the push-pull amplifiers may serve to couple the two oscillator units
and much of the frequency control may be lost due to the lack of com-
plete circulation. It has been found desirable to shield the grid circuits
of the two push-pull amplifiers from each other and by careful adjust-
ment make sure that the radio -frequency ground potential of the two
amplifier filaments is exactly the same as that of the oscillator fila-
ments. At the highest frequencies this may be difficult.

CONCLUSION

The circuits which have been described all make use of the re-
entrant circulation of oscillations in such a manner that oscillations of
a single frequency are produced. A study of actual oscillator perform-
ance has shown that the new circuits when properly adjusted are
capable of producing oscillations which are as stable as other oscillator
systems employing tuned mechanical systems. The new system has
the advantage of extreme flexibility and has been found to be valuable
in naval aircraft radio communication problems. It should find
broad application wherever a flexible and stable oscillator is required,
but its flexibility probably precludes its use as a primary standard
f frequency.

...>- >a« -a..
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INTERPOLATION METHODS FOR USE WITH HARMONIC
FREQUENCY STANDARDS

BY

J. K. CLAPP
(General Radio Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts.)

Summary-Interpolation methods for determining the value of an unknown
frequency in terms of harmonic standard frequencies are discussed under the follow-

ing classifications:
I. Direct beating methods, wherein the beat between known and unknown

 frequencies is utilized directly to operate frequency indicators or measuring devices.
II. Direct interpolation methods in which the fundamental frequency of an in-

terpolation oscillator is adjusted to zero beat in turn with the unknown frequency
and the adjacent known harmonic frequencies. The unknown frequency is then
found from the oscillator dial readings.

III. Harmonic interpolation methods which are an extension of the principles of
i (1I) permitting an interpolation oscillator of limited fundamental frequency range

to be employed in the measurement of frequencies lying both above and below this
range.

I V. 7'he principles of (III) point to a means for covering a wide range of un-
known frequencies through the use of a low -frequency narrow -range oscillator fitted
with harmonic producing circuits. A greatly opened -out interpolation scale may be

i obtained.
Some disadvantages and limitations of the various methods are considered, as

well as some advantages.

INTRODUCTION

ETHODS for deriving from a single -frequency standard oscil-
lator (such as a piezo-electric oscillator) a large number of
frequencies, related to the frequency of the standard by the

ratio of two integers, have previously been described' and are now
widely used. Circuits may be arranged for either frequency multipli-

) cation or division, or a combination of both, so that the harmonic
I frequencies derived from a single -frequency standard of frequency f,
t may be written as

* Dewey decimal classification: 8213. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, May 15, 1930. Presented before the Washington Meeting of the

April 25s 1930.
W. A. Marmon, "A high precision standard of frequency," Pnoc. T.R.E.;

17, 1103; .July, 1929. L. M. Hull and J. K. Clapp, "A convenient method fir
referring secondary frequency standards to a standard time interval," Pnoc.
I.R.E., 17, 252; February, 1929. D. W. Dye, "A self-contained harmonic wave -
meter," l'hil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 224, A, 279. Balth. van der Pol, "On relaxation
oscillations," Phil. Mag. 978, November, 1926. J. K. Clapp, "Universal fre-
quency standardization from a single frequency source," Jour. Opt. Soc. Am.
and Rev. Sri. Instr. 15, 25; .July, 1927 (with bibliography).
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fa

where n, and m are two integers, n being the order of multiplication
and m the other of division.

By such methods frequencies known in terms of the standard fre-
quency may be obtained in the region of practically any unknown
frequency. The problem confronting us in this paper is that of de-
termining the difference in frequency between the unknown frequency
and a convenient known frequency near it. Since the harmonic
standard sources provide a series of known frequencies at equal inter-
vals on the frequency scale, the problem may also be considered as
one in interpolation between two known frequencies.

These viewpoints are indicated in the diagram of Fig. 1, in which
the unknown frequency L is indicated as lying between the nth and

n -z T-1

,fs fs
m

5.

fs
1,,

n+1 n+z

,
a b c

Frequency Scale
or Oscillator Dial Reading -->-

Fig. 1-The diagram indicates the relationship of an unknown frequency fr to
the harmonics of a standard frequency of base frequency f,,,/m. The fre-
quency difference ab or bc is to be determined, methods for so doing being
given in the text.

(n +1)th harmonics of a standard harmonic source of fundamental
frequency Lis/m1 where f, is the frequency of the controlling oscillator,
and m is the order of frequency division. If the differences

fs fs
fz - n[--

nt

or (n 1)[-1-
7)1

(2)

(ab and bc respectively) are determined, then the unknown frequency
is determined. Since the interval between any adjoining pair of har-
monics is equal to the base frequency [fs/m ], it is many times more
convenient to express the unknown frequency in terms of the ratio
of the frequency difference between it and one of the adjacent har-
monics to the interval between harmonics,
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±abr be f,
i.e., (n + 1) fs _

m ac m m ac m

.or, in terms of the linear interpolating oscillator condenser scale
readings

Ox- On L

m 9+,-9n m
[- = (n+1)[

On+i- On m
fx=n (3)

E. (Shown graphically in Fig. 4).
Many methods for carrying out such measurements have been

'suggested, among them those summarized below. These methods
!group into a few fundamental classifications according to the basic
I principles employed in determining the frequency differences, such as
j direct beating, direct interpolation, and harmonic interpolation. Some
of the more convenient methods of each class will now be considered.

I A. DIRECT BEATING METHODS

In these methods voltages of the unknown frequency and of the
known frequency are impressed on a detector and the value of the
resulting difference beat frequency is determined by methods such as
the following:

(a) Matching beat frequency with the frequency of an adjustable
I calibrated oscillator by means of telephones, oscillograph, or beat
indicator. The value of the beat frequency is then determined from

the oscillator calibration. (Fig. 2).

STD.

DET. >PHONES OR
BEAT INDICATOR

CALIBRATED
AUDIO

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 2.-A known frequency from the standard source (STD) and the unknown
frequency (x) are impressed on a detector. The difference beat frequency re-
sulting is matched by a frequency from a calibrated audio oscillator, the
matching being indicated by telephones as beat indicator.

(h) The difference beat frequency may he impressed on a frequency
bridge,2 or on any one of various resonant circuit arrangements

2 G. W. Pierce, Proc. Am. Acad. of Arts & Sci. 63, 1; April, 1928.
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associated with resonance indicators, such as vacuum tube volt-
meters. (Fig. 3). The value of the beat frequency is then determined

from the bridge or resonant circuit calibrations.

FREQ.METER
OR

BRIDGE

Fig. 3 --The known and unknown frequencies are impressed on a detector and
the difference heat frequency resulting is amplified sufficiently to operate a
direct -reading frequency meter. a frequency bridge, tape recorder, or
similar devices.

(c) The difference frequency may be impressed on an impulse

counter. or a high speed recorder, for a known time interval and its
value determined from the indicated reading of the counter or from

the tape record of the recorder.
«I) Use may also he made of direct reading frequency meters of

either the pointer Or multireed type.'
(el The audio -beat frequency may be compared with standard audio

fr, gut unit s sic .1 Irum Mc sit litt roldruiirtgimey as the radio-
.

frtqq. 'try barn:fifties. This extension of the methods ta) and (c) above
very greatly increases the possible precision of measurement, as the

ant lit I -frequency oscillator ( as emph)yed in (,a ) I may be used as a
0.unparator. i.e.. it may be calibrated as it is used. so that no depend-

ence he'f't plac'e'd on its calibration over long intervals of time.

MIParing the beat frequency with an appropriate standard
audio frequency. the difference between the two may be made much

smaller than either of the audio frequencies. Thk makes it possible

to detect easily small changes in the frequency under measurement.
By suitable chuice of the standard audio frequency employed, it is

possible always to keep the difference between it and the beat fre-
quency belmv a certain desired value. This is particularly useful
when a reoirding mechanism having a definite maximum response
frequency is used.

I B. 1)11(Ell' REATIN(; :NiETIlohs

The ilieth(Pds given in t he preceding sect ion are open to some serious

limitations in general application: these limitations do not always
ariiily in special applications.

When the heat frequency lies in thr normal audio -frequency range,

' 11.r. llitchr.wk. 1.1e.E., 17, 21: January, 19'29.
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t rom about 200 to 5000 cycles per sec., aural methods may be ern-
loyed. These methods in general require least amplification and are
consequently more convenient in application.

For values of the beat frequency above the useful aural range, re-
( ort must be made to beat indicators such as vacuum tube volt-
neters.

If the difference frequency lies below about 200 cycles per sec.,
.esort must be made to the "visual or mechanical" methods-oscillo-

:;raphs, counters, recorders, or direct reading frequency meters. These
r'isually require a substantial amplification of the beat frequency,
;?articularly if measurements of the frequencies of distant trans-
i'nitters are desired.

The general accuracy of measurements by these methods depends
ipon such factors as the accuracy of calibration of the oscillators and
'requency bridges or upon the accuracy with which a record may be

-ead. For all but the most precise measurements the precision of

I adjustment is sufficiently high.
When the difference beat frequency is compared with a standard

audio frequency derived from the same standard frequency assembly
Is that employed for producing the standard harmonic radio fre-
quencies, the precision of measurement of the beat frequency may be
very greatly increased. The method necessitates more elaborate

iequipment and considerable care in interpretation of results.

II A. DIRECT INTERPOLATION METHOD

In this method, a radio -frequency oscillator, adjustable through
is the region of the unknown frequency, is set to zero beat* with the un-
['known frequency and the adjacent standard harmonic frequencies in
I turn. For convenience in reducing computations, the oscillator should
have a linear frequency calibration. The value of the difference i
frequency between the unknown and either standard frequency is

* The author again wishes to call attention to a convenient and rapid
method for adjusting two radio -frequency oscillators to zero heat by an aural
method. The method was described some time ago (Exp. Wireless & Wireless
Eng., Editor's letter, p. 174, March, 1927) but has not been much used in labora-

itories in this country. If, in any of the assemblies here mentioned, the detector
is made to oscillate at a frequency slightly different from that at which the two

Lpscillators are to be adjusted in zero beat, a tone will be heard in the detector
. output. This tone will wax and wane in intensity in accordance with the differ-

' ence in frequency of the two oscillators which should be in zero beat. Changing
I

the pitch of the detector output tone, by variation of the detector frequency, does
not alter the period of the waxing and waning. Adjustment of one of the oscil-
lators will then increase the period of waxing and waning, until one cycle of
this variation in intensity may be several seconds long, even when the oscil-
lators are operating on frequencies of a few million cycles per second, represent-
ing a difference in frequency of a fraction of a cycle per second.
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then determined from the scale readings of the oscillator, without
regard to its absolute frequency calibration. The functional diagram
is given in Fig. 4. The method has many advantages for rapid measure-
ments and also does not require an unusual amount of amplification.

INTERPOLATION
OSCILLATOR

DET.+ AMR

5td.
f,

n fo

e, ex e2
of Interpolation

Oscillator* ex.- 0,4-
fx " o + e2 -e, Jo

*Note f  Ke or
f  Ke+b

over wcrivrui sulk

Fig. 4-Illustrating the - use of an adjustable radio -frequency oscillator for
interpolation between two known frequencies, such as adjacent harmonics
of an harmonic standard frequency source. The interpolating oscillator is
adjusted to zero I) ,at in turn with each of the known frequencies and with
the unknown frequency. The unknown frequency may then be determined
from the known standard frequencies and the interpolating oscillator dial
readings.

II B. LIN1ITATIONS OF DIRECT INTERPOLATION METHOD

The accuracy of the method depends upon the accuracy with which
the linear calibration of the variable -frequency oscillator may be
realized and maintained and upon the slope of the calibration curve.
If the slope is too great, the successive readings of the oscillator dial
fall very dose together, so that good accuracy is not possible in taking
the differences of these readings. The accuracy also depends upon the
value of the base frequency of the standard harmonic series. If this be
low, only a small change in the interpolation oscillator frequency is
required to pass from harmonic of the standard to the next. The
errors caused by the curvature of the variable frequency oscillator char-
acteristic are then much smaller than those which exist when a larger
frequency change is required. i.e., when the base frequency is high.

A serious disadvantage exists in the practical application of the
method if a wide range of frequency is to be covered by the inter-
polation oscillator, since many coils may be required. As a case in
point, a suitable oscillator for making measurements in the broadcast
frequency band (500 to 1500 kc) requires the equivalent of at least
six coils, in order that interpolations may be made to the nearest five
cycles on a standard harmonic series having a base frequency of 10 kc.
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III A. HARMONIC INTERPOLATION METHOD

Instead of attempting to adjust the fundamental frequency of the
interpolation oscillator over a wide range, use may be made of har-
monics of the frequency under measurement, or harmonics of the
interpolation oscillator, to extend greatly the useful range of a
given interpolation oscillator. In this manner it is necessary to design

the interpolating oscillator for adequate performance over only a
limited fundamental frequency range.

For extension to lower frequencies, a harmonic of the unknown
frequency is measured by the method outlined in II A. The unknown

 frequency is then

fx =
n[L+ ()0  +1 en

(n-}-1)
[1.8 en+1 -61j.s[fs0 M 0,1_1 - en min

(4)
x nx

 where Ox, On, and On+i are respectively the linear interpolating oscillator
dial readings when zero beat is obtained with the harmonic of the
unknown frequency and the adjacent harmonic standard frequencies,
and nr is the harmonic number of the frequency being measured.
nz is often known, but if it is necessary to determine it, this is readily
accomplished through the use of the interpolating oscillator, thus:
Having made the determination indicated above, adjust the inter-
polating oscillator to zero beat with the next higher or lower harmonic
of the unknown frequency, that is, to

(nz 1)fx or (nz - 1)fx. (5)

If a calibration of the interpolator is available, the difference in
r frequency corresponding to the difference between the first and either

of the second determinations is f x and this determination is usually
; sufficiently accurate to determine nz, since ?ix must be a whole number.

If no calibration is at hand for the interpolator, the frequencies
corresponding to the next lower or higher harmonic of the unknown
frequency must be determined in terms of the standard harmonic
series, just as the frequency of the first harmonic used was determined.
(Equation (3)). The difference between either of these frequencies and

I that of the harmonic first used is, of course, the unknown fundamental
frequency, but as this value is obtained by subtraction the accuracy
is not as high as may be obtained by using this approximate value to
find the number of the harmonic first used and thence the unknown
fundamental frequency, thus:
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(n: 1)f, - nyfx =

or - - 1).1; = f

(where the left-hand terms are found by (3)1.

Then
(n

(where (n;f:) was found from (3) and f_ from (6) 1. n: must be integral.
The experimental values placed in (7) may not yield an integral value
for n,, but they will indicate without doubt the appropriate integral
value which would be obtained if there were no errors. Both quan-
tities of the left-hand side of (7) are ex/kr/m-0:11y htirmined; by
choosing the appropriate inhgra/ twilit for the harmonic number
n: and rearranging.

(6)

= f,

(7)

(S)

we have only one experimentally determined quantity, (n,f: from
(3)) permitting the value of the unknown frequency to be calculated
to the full number of significant figures available in the measurement
of the harmonic frequency. n

For extension to frequencies above the range of the interpolating
oscillator, use may be made of the harmonics of the interpolator. One
of these is brought to zero beat with the unknown frequency, and the
dial reading 0: corresponding is noted. The dial readings correspond-
ing to the standard harmonic frequencies next above and below are
then determined. The unkn,)wn frequency is then

f.(

L \ / 0... - 0.\ 1

,( 0 0

\ Ili I 0.I ij
where n, is the order number of the interpolator harmonic employed.
If other considerations (lo not fix the value of it may be determined
by use of the interpolator as follows:

After having made the adjustments Mite(' above, readjust the inter-
polator so that the next lower or next higher harmonic is brought to
zero beat with the unknown high frequency. The value of the funda-
mental frequency corresponding is then determined. if the inter-
polator fundamental frequency is f in the first case and f1 or .f2 in the

second case, then
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f n. f n.
Or

fl n. - 1 12 n. -I- 1

So n.=

(10)

1 - f2 - (11)-
I f

determining n,, since f and ft, or f and f2 are known.
Again, the experimental values for the frequencies inserted in (10)

or (11) may not yield an integral value for nx. Unless nx is very large,
however, the experimental results will indicate the appropriate integral
value of nt. This integral value should of course be used in (9).

III B. LIMITATIONS OF HARMONIC INTERPOLATION

The same considerations apply as given under II B for the accuracy
of the method. The extension to lower and higher frequencies involves
an effective division or multiplication of the measured frequency. This
extension does not alter the percentage accuracy.

IV A. USE OF NARROW RANGE INTERPOLATION OSCILLATOR

A special form of interpolator may be made up on the basis of the
extension to higher frequencies noted in Section III A. (See Fig. 5).
In this arrangement, a narrow range low -radio -frequency oscillator is
used with harmonic generating equipment for emphasizing the oscil-
lator harmonics up to the order of the 150th. Consideration of the
range of fundamental frequency variation in the oscillator, the orders
of harmonics employed, and the range of frequency over which

r measurements are to be made will show that for a continuous sweep
of the oscillator harmonics over the desired working range (no gaps),
nA must be equal to or greater than unity, where n is the order number
of the lowest oscillator harmonic to be used and A is the fractional
frequency range of the oscillator, i.e.,

A/max fm in-
fm in

As an example, a 10-kc oscillator having a range of 250 cycles
variation may be used to sweep the broadcast band (500 to 1500 kc)
with the harmonics lying between the 50th and 150th. To cause the
50th harmonic to change by 10 kc, the fundamental frequency must be
varied the full 250 cycles, which may be made the entire range of the
working scale of the oscillator control. The 150th harmonic is then
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changed by 10 kc by altering the oscillator control by one-third of its
scale.

The method of interpolation between harmonic standard fre-
quencies is identical with that given under II A, as long as the same

STD.

LOW-FREQ.
OSCILLATOR

DET.+ AMP.

HARMONIC
PRODUCER

OVERLAP --o-

MEET

GAP -{

FOURTH

THIRD

SECOND

FUNDAMENTAL

e
LOW FREQ. OSC.

Fig. 5-Illustrating the use of a low -frequency narrow range oscillator with
harmonic producing equipment as an interpolating system giving a contin-
uous sweep over all portions of the useful frequency range. In the diagram
the frequency variations for the fundamental, second, third, and fourth
harmonics are shown. For all harmonics above the third, the range of
each overlaps the preceding, giving a continuous coverage for interpolation
purposes for all frequencies above the lowest value of the second harmonic.

oscillator harmonic is brought to zero beat with each of the known and
unknown frequencies in turn. Under this condition it is not necessary
to know which harmonic of the oscillator is being used.

IV B. LIMITATIONS OF NARROW -RANGE METHOD

Carried to an extreme, the expansion of a 10-kc variation in output
frequency to occupy the entire sweep of the oscillator control, imposes
rigorous requirements on both the linearity of calibration of the oscil-
lator and upon its stability with time. Since these requirements are
difficult to meet, the improvement in accuracy which should result
from the more open interpolation scale is not fully realized.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion it may be suggested that certain applications of the
methods outlined above are particularly adapted to the type of meas-
urements listed below:

(a) General laboratory and experimental measurements
These are generally most easily carried out by use of direct
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beating methods utilizing a calibrated audio oscillator or a frequency
bridge for obtaining the value of beat frequency, within the range
where such measurements are possible. Outside of this range the
direct interpolation and harmonic interpolation methods give very
satisfactory results over a wide range of frequencies and with simple
and easily manipulated equipment.

(b) Measurement of specific frequencies

These measurements involve the routine checking of a limited num-
ber of frequencies. In such cases the harmonic -interpolation method
is usually simplest and yields results which are sufficiently accurate for
commercial requirements.

(c) Precision measurement

The methods most suitable depend largely upon the immediate
problem and no general conclusions can be laid down. The extension
of the direct -beating method offers a means of precise measurement
of frequency with relatively simple equipment and also offers a
means for detailed study of small frequency changes when some
form of recording equipment is employed for indicating the changes
in the output audio frequency.

>.--10),-61-<82..-+
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A PRECISE AND RAPID METHOD OF MEASURING FRE-
QUENCIES FROM FIVE TO TWO HUNDRED

CYCLES PER SECOND'

BY

N. P. CASE,
Department of Engineering Research: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan)

Summary-After a brief discussion of some of the common methods of measur-

ing frequencies. from 0 to 200 cycle's, a method is described which offers important

advantages, combining a high degree of accuracy with ease and rapidity of use.

The method depends on the faet that if a condenser be discharged through a resist-

ance f times per second (the condenser being charged to the same initial voltage

each time), then the average voltage drop across the discharging resistance is directly

proportional to f. The unknown frequency is made to control the number of times

jar second the condenser is discharged, and thus the voltage drop mentioned above

is proportional to the nobiown frequency. A circuit arrangement is described

whereby this voltage drop is balanced. through a sensitive galvanometer and high

resistance, against a known fraction of the total voltage drop along a slide -wire

resi.stance shunted around a storage cell. By first calibrating the system with an

alternating current of known frequency, it is possible' to read unknown frequencies

directly off the slide wire.
.1 di.z-e,/ of the sources of error. and experimental determinations of the

errnr actually observed, lead to the conclusion that, in the range from :"; to 200 eyeles

pe-r ,erund, the accuracy is always better than one -tenth cycle.

I. INTRoDt'ent)N

1;111N(; the course of the work carried on by the Bureau of

Standards in the development of secondary standards of fre-

quency. it is necessary to make daily measurements of the

beat frequencies between various piezo oscillators used as secondary

standards. As some of these secondary standard piezo oscillators do

not vary in frequency from day to (lay by more than a few tenths of a

cycle per second, the method of measuring the beat frequencies should

In' accurate tu better than a tenth of a cycle per second. The frequency

range of the heat mites to he measured is usually from 0 to about 100

cycles per sec.
One 1110 hod of measurement used is to record the beat frequency

photographically on an oscillograph. at the same time impressing
second signals on the record from a standard clock. As the constancy

of the piezo oscillators improved. however, it became apparent that

this method required too much time to be practicable. In order to

obtain an accurate record by this means, it is necessary to let each

 Dewey decimal CLISSi : 112111. tfriainal manuscript received by
the Institute, March 25, 1930.
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exposure run for about 20 seconds. This gives a record which is very
arduous to count, and the number of measurements to be made is
such that the complete process of intercomparing all the piezo
oscillators and reducing the results occupies too much time.

II. EARLY WORK

Consideration was given to the possibility of using a direct -reading
frequency bridge, special consideration being given to the modified
form of Hay's bridge, as described by Soucy and Bayly.' This
arrangement was not found to be entirely suitable for the purpose,
however, for two reasons: first, in order to secure adequate sensitivity
in the region of very low frequencies used, it would be necessary to
use an unreasonably large air -core inductance, and second, as an aural
balance would not be sufficiently accurate, because of the low sensi-
tivity of the ear at these frequencies, it would be necessary to use a
tuned vibration galvanometer, which is not considered practicable in
view of the wide range over which it would have to be tuned.

A

Fig. 1-Circuit arrangement for measuring frequency by means of discharge
of a condenser through a milliammeter.

The arrangement presented in this paper is an outgrowth of a
system originally described by Maxwell2 for rough measurements of
capacity. Fig. 1 is a circuit diagram of the arrangement as altered by
Fleming and Clinton.' The alternating current, the frequency of which
is to be determined, is fed into a polarized relay at A. On one-half
of each cycle the contactor is drawn to contact 1, charging the con-
denser to the voltage of the battery. On the other half of each cycle,
the contactor moves to contact 2, discharging the condenser through
the milliammeter. Obviously, as long as the time constants of the cir-
cuits are kept low enough so that charge and discharge are complete

Soucy and Bayly, "A direct reading frequency bridge for the audio range,
based on Hay's bridge circuit," PRoc. I.R.E., 17, 834; May, 1929.

2 Maxwell, "Electricity and Magnetism," Section 775, Volume II.
3 Fleming and Clinton, "On the measurement of small capacities and in-

ductances," Proc. Phys. Soc. (London), 18, 386. See also F. A. Laws, "Elec-
trical Measurements," p. 373, 1917.
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within the limits of error of the measurement, the quantity of elec-

tricity which passes through the milliammeter in a given time interval

depends solely on the number of times the condenser is discharged in

that interval, and, hence, on the frequency of the alternating current
applied to the polarized relay. Therefore, the reading of the milliam-

meter is directly proportional to the frequency. In practice, of course,

the instrument has to be calibrated by applying a known frequency,

say, 100 cycles per sec., to the polarized relay, and then adjusting the
battery voltage and the capacity until the meter reads 100. Then if

some other frequency is applied to the relay, the milliammeter
reading will give the frequency directly. The accuracy, however, is
only of the order of one per cent of the full-scale reading of the milliam-:

meter, which, while sufficient for many laboratory purposes, was not

great enough for the measurements required.

III. FINAL DESIGN

It was recognized that the sensitivity of the above arrangement
could be made amply sufficient by converting it to a null method and

Fig. 2-Schematic diagram of circuit arrangement used for measuring low
frequencies.

using a sensitive galvanometer. It was desirable also to have the

readings directly in frequency. The circuit arrangement finally used is

shown in Fig. 2. The voltage divider S is a slide -wire, with a thousand
divisions on the scale, and accurate to the nearest quarter division
at any point on the scale. The voltage is measured across the resistance
R, through which the condenser C discharges. The resistance r is
inserted to serve a double purpose; to keep the galvanometer from
being greatly overdamped, since R and S are both of low resistance;
and, more important, to limit the current that is drawn from the
slide -wire. At first sight this appears to be an anomalous condition,
since the adjustment is made to give zero reading on the galvanom-
eter, but it must be remembered that a continuous voltage is being

balanced against the averag6 value of a pulsating voltage. This pul-
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sating voltage is relatively very high during a very short part of the
pulsation period, and is practically zero for most of the period. There-
fore, there is only one instant during each pulsation when the galvanom-

eter current is actually zero. Hence, a sufficiently high resistance must
he used in series with the galvanometer to limit the current to a very
small value, in order that the settings of Si may indicate the true rela-

tive potentials.
In order that a small variation in Si may given an appreciable de-

flection, a high sensitivity galvanometer should be used. As the ac-
curacy of calibration of the slide -wire is about two and a half parts in
ten thousand, the resistance r should be of such a value that the resis-
tance of S is not greater than 0.00025 of r. As S is seven and a half

ohms, it follows that r should be at least 30,000 ohms. A resistance of
50,000 ohms was used, as that size happened to be available, and the
galvanometer was of ample sensitivity. A damping shunt was affixed

to the galvanometer and adjusted so that the instrument was not quite

critically damped.
The resistance R is low enough in comparison with r so that the

variations in the voltage of the point E, as the slider is moved from one

end of S to the other (the relay being open -circuited), are negligible
compared to the not ful-

filled, the condenser will discharge to varying voltages, depending on
the setting of 5, and the reading of the latter will not be linear with the
frequency of the discharge. A resistance of about 100 ohms was used
for H, and a capacity of about 2µf for C. Both are adjustable in small
steps, although it would he sufficient if either one were so adjustable,
in order to get a balance for the initial setting. The resistance 11'
is inserted to limit the initial charging current and is not critical in
value.

Values of circuit constants as used by the Bureau of Standards
are as follows:

D = 90 volts r = 50,000 ohms
W = 100 ohms S=7.5 ohms
C=2.111 µf B=2 volts
R=100 ohms

The galvanometer has a sensitivity of about 10,000 megohms,
and a resistance of about 600 ohms.

IV. TIMORY

If the circuit conditions noted above, namely, that H and 8 be
small compared to r, are complied with, the approximate theory
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becomes very simple. Referring to Fig. 2, the moving contact of the

relay F is closed in positions 1 and 2, respectively, for sufficient time so

that complete charge and discharge of condenser C is obtained. The.
charge q on C is

q = Ce (1)

where e is the voltage of battery D.
 When C discharges the current takes two paths, one through R

and the other through the galvanometer G. If r is so large that all the

other resistances in the galvanometer circuit can be neglected, then

the portion of the charge q, which flows through the 'galvanometer is

R R
qa qR r=

Ce-1 (2)

If there are f discharges per second then the quantity per second is

fq = fCe (3)
R + r

The steady current through the galvanometer from the battery B

assuming r large with respect to S, is

Si E
= S R + r

(4)

where E is the voltage of the battery B. The adjustment is made such
that the effect of the current ig on the galvanometer is equal and op-
posite to the integrated effect of the pulsating current fq,. Therefore,
equating (3) and (4)

R Si E
fCe (5)

R + r S R + r
S1 E

(6)fS eCR

However, it is possible that the galvanometer may not integrate
the pulses of current from the condenser properly, and hence may not
read zero, even though (5) is satisfied. This condition is brought about
by either of two causes : first, the magnetic field at the galvanometer
coil may not be constant; and second, the coil itself may contain mag-
netic impurities.4

4 For a full discussion of this effect, see Curtis and Moon, "Absolute measure-
ment of capacitance by Maxwell's method," Bureau of Standards Scientific
Paper No. 564, p. 507, ff.
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An experimental method used by Curtis and Moon to determine
whether or not a given galvanometer integrates correctly is illustrated
by the circuit of Fig. 3. Care should be used with this arrangement in
order to avoid damaging the galvanometer, especially if it is one of
high sensitivity. The voltage of the battery should be small, the

I Fig. 3-Circuit arrangement used to determine suitability of galvanometer.

capacity of the condenser likewise small, and the resistances should be
1 high enough to limit the initial currents on charge and discharge

to safe values. If the galvanometer reads zero in the arrangement of

Fig. 3, it may be safely assumed that it will integrate correctly in the
frequency measuring network.

V. METHOD OF OPERATION

A tube driven elinvar tuning fork was available for calibrating
the slide -wire. The fork frequency was 99.98 cycles per sec., remaining
constant at all times to within a part in ten thousand.

The method of operation is extremely simple. The tuning fork
output is applied at A and the slider on S set so that the scale reading

, is 9998 (the last figure being beyond the calibration, must be esti-
mated). Then the capacity of the condenser, the resistance R, or both,
are varied until the galvanometer reads zero. If, now, the alternating
current, the frequency of which is to be measured, is applied at A,
the slider of S is moved until the galvanometer again reads zero, all
the other circuit constants remaining invariant. The frequency de-
sired can then be read directly from the scale of the slide -wire. For
instance, if the setting is 724,, the frequency is 72.4, cycles per sec.

If measurements of high precision are desired, it is advisable to
redetermine the setting for the standard frequency before each series
of measurements. This is necessary because of changes in battery volt-
ages, and the changes in resistance and capacity of the circuit elements
due to temperature changes. The battery circuits should be closed
for a sufficient length of time before measurements are made so that
the batteries and resistances can come to a condition of equilibrium.
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For frequencies below 5 cycles per sec. the individual impulses

to the galvanometer become objectionable and the balance point
cannot be accurately located. However, such low frequencies can be

determined readily by merely counting the swings of the needle of the

milliammeter (which is in the plate circuit of the last tube of the beat

note amplifier) over a short period of time. A stop watch can be

conveniently used.
In order to extend the range to higher frequencies it is -only neces-

sary to set the point for calibration at some lower point of the slide -wire

and multiply the scale accordingly. For example, under the conditions

given above, if instead of using. 99.98 for the first setting, 49.99 is

used, then 100.0 will represent 200 cycles per sec. The limitation is of

course in the frequency to which the relay will respond. The limitation

of the relay used is about 200 cycles per sec.

VI. ACCURACY OBTAINABLE

Although the slide -wire is only claimed to be accurate to a. quarter

of a division, corresponding to 0.025 cycle per sec., settings on a given

frequency will usually repeat to 0.01 cycle per sec.
The linearity of the scale has been verified in two distinct. ways.

First, a constant speed alternator with 100 -cycle and 10 -cycle rotors

on the same shaft, assuring that the one frequency is exactly one -

tenth of the other, was available. The slide was balanced at 100 cycles

per sec., and then the 10 -cycle frequency was measured in the regular

manner, the scale reading obtained was 10.02 +0.003 (estimated)

cycles per sec. This error is less than the error of calibration of the

slide -wire.
:econd, numerous checks were also made at. various odd fre-

quencies, reading the frequency on the slide, and recording it. on the

oscillograph at the same time. These checks consistently agree within
0.03 cycle per sec. Hence the maximum error is well within 0.1 cycle

per sec. No checks were made above 100 cycles since all measurements
desired were below t his value.
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A NOTE ON THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF THE
MULTIELECTRODE TUBE*

BY

PETER CAPORALE

(RCA -Victor Co., Camden, N.J.)

Summary-The expression for the a -c current (rather the change in current
due to applied a -c voltages) in any electrode is expanded in an ascending power
series in terms of all the applied a -c voltages. It is shown that the coefficients in
these series must satisfy a number of systems of linear simultaneous equations (one
system for each power and frequency of the terms), and that hence to obtain the coeffi--
cients in any particular case it is merely necessary to set up these equations and
solve them. The solution of the equations of course increase in complexity as the
number of electrodes increases.

The development does not make any assumptions of approximations, although
in the discussion only the terms of the first and second degree arc considered. It is
shown, however, that however slow be the convergency of the series, the coefficients
must always satisfy similar sets of algebraic equations.

INTRODUCTORY
- T HAS heretofore been customary to set up a Taylor expansion for

the current (usually the plate current) in the electrode considered;
and by assuming a power series for the same current and equating

to the Taylor series, the coefficients of the power series were deter-
:

mined. An investigation of these coefficients then gave the various
modes of operation of the device. In the case of multielectrode tubes,
however, this procedure leads to a complexity that hides the general

(
properties of the device, although it has been applied to the four -
element tube.' The results given herein are intended to give a more
extensive and general, though less detailed view of these properties.

NOTATION

The following symbols and definitions will be used throughout. It is
to be noted that the subscripts refer to the various electrodes (a, b, . . . ,

n). In the case where the second of a double subscript refers to a fre-
quency such use will be self-evident and will not lead to any confusion.

Ek, = instantaneous voltage between the filament and k-th electrode
/k = instantaneous current in the k-th electrode

Eko= steady d -c value of Ek
ek= change in Ek due to applied a -c voltage
ik' change in Ik due to applied a -c voltage.

* Dewey decimal classification: R131. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, March 18, 1930.

1 J. G. Brainerd, "Mathematical theory of four -electrode tubes," Pnoc.
I.R.E., 17, 1006; June, 1929.
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Whence:

Ek = E k0 ek

k = I ko ik

Moreover

ek,' = a -c voltage applied to the k-th electrode circuit
zkr = external impedance in the k-th circuit at the frequency r.

The following are the definitions:

ail
aEnz

ail

(1)

(2)

aE,

all
1/ri (3)

aE,

g Irn
(4)

aE,n

Hence it follows that:
gim =µ1m/rland 1/r/ = gii (5)

and also since

we have that

ay,. .82I,

aEs = aEndE,

agis a21,

aEm aEsaEm

aglm ages

aE, aE.
(6)

The following is the well-known Taylor expansion for a function of
n variables

of
f(xl + 711, , xr, + Itn) = f(xi, , x)

1 ax,

1 n n a2f 1 n a3f
+-jEkEhahk +

,
h kh 4-  (7)

2. 1 1 oxiaxk 3 ! 1 1 1 axiaxkoxi
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i If now we put xi + hi = EA -Hi, then

f(x, + hi, , x - f(xl, , x.) = ik

and by substituting in (7) we have

n of 1 n n a2f
ik = E ei-- + - E lEe,ei

1 ax, 2 ! 1 1 aE,ax,

1 n n n 33f+- E E mEeielen, +
3 ! 1 1 1 aEfaEiax,

az, 1 1' n a q,
= ei-- + -j> Eeie,

i 3E, 2! 1 1 aEjaE,

1 n n n aukE±- jE mEeieie. + 
3 ! 1 1 1 aEiaE,aEm

n 1 n n aqki
= jEeigki +

2 !
-jE lEeiej '

1
1 1 aE,

1
n n n a3gki

+
3!-

- - j> E niEciele. + .

1 1 1 aE,aE,n
(8)

It is to be noted that in these expression j, 1, m as here used are merely
so-called summation dummies. Hence, there will be no harm in
rewriting (8) with different dummy subscripts that may be more
convenient. Thus

1 ag k f

ik = fEefgkf f2_, gLefe
1

2 ! aE,

3i
agki

tE E lEefegch aE2aEk+ . (8)
1 1

This is the general expression for the current in the k-th electrode
circuit (due to the applied a -c voltages). It is of course understood
that the derivatives entering into the expression are to be evaluated
at the point (Eio), i.e., at the steady state condition.

As (8) is in terms of the electrode a -c potentials, to obtain a more

1
n n n

useful expression in terms of applied voltages, it will be necessary to
consider the impedance drops in the various circuits. In this case
we must write

c'i = C1 +

Substituting in (8),

(9)
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n n n 8 i kr
lk = fE(e' f - zfif)gy +-1 fE pE(e'f -zfif)(e' g- zui ,)-- -I- - . (10)

1 2 ! 1 1 8E,

If now we also consider the wave form of en we must replace each
voltage by a corresponding series of terms, thus:

e' f = 7Er /J01..04+8.0) ei(piro_

Now where a quantity is made up of a sum of two terms that are the
conjugates of each other, it is customary, in view of the relationship
between a number and its conjugate, to use just one of the components
throughout a discussion. The result is then easily modified for the
case of the other and the two results are combined to give the complete
solution. On this basis we may write

ej = rEqe'fr - lEzfrif

where 6 is of the form :
ejr = Ehei(Pfri+op).

To obtain an expression for ik in terms of the applied voltages, let us
assume a power series with undetermined coefficients:

i = /E e'frKir] fEgE rE sEeiregsKig (r+s)] ± (12)
n q n

Substitute in (10) :
rt

[
n

rE e'frKfri+fE E /E re/ usKfg (r+s)
1 1 1 1 1 1

n n q

= tE )1g ki[lEetf r E e' hrzfrF hr
1 1 1 1

n q q- jE rE e'hre'i,z/ kr+.0Phi(r+,) I -

1
n n 11- E E

n :2 !
f

8E0
yEe'fr hE /EC 1, hr)

n n q q q- IIE jE 7E sE e' hre z' js -f (r-:,-s)F hi (r+s) - lEe' pr
1 1 1 1 1

71 q /1 II q ri

'-- hE 1E e'h rZgrGhr - hE jE lE SEC' hrei jsZ g (r+s )Gh j (r+s)

}1}
(13)
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In (13), then, we have to individuate and equate the coefficients of
I like powers of e'1 (and like periodicities). Taking, for example the
.coefficients of e' mr, we get:

Kmr = gmk f E gkfZfrFmr (14)

Writing these equations out (there is one for each electrode current
which is not a priori zero):

1 ± gaaZar)Amr gabZbrBmr garZcrCmr + ' = gam

gbaZarAmr (1 + gbbzbr)Bmr gbczcrCmr gbm (15)

gnaZarAmr gnbZbrBmr + + (1 gnnZnr)Nmr = gnm

It is to be noted that for each component of periodicity r, there will
be as many such systems of equations as there are applied voltages.
Again for any applied voltage there will be as many systems as this
voltage as components (of different frequencies). In other words
any coefficient K,nr as obtained from one of these systems represents
the coefficient that is to be associated with the first power of the r-th
component of the voltage applied to the m-th electrode circuit, when
the equation for ik is being obtained. It is necessary to remember
that any of the n equations in (15), say the j-th, results from the
equation (analogous to (10)) for the current If the conditions are
such that this current is a priori known to be zero (viz., when zi is
infinite), then (15) will consist of n-1 equatinns and the one missing
will be precisely the j-th one. This is important since in those particu-
lar cases where some. of the currents are zero it is necessary to know
exactly how to write down the system corresponding to (15).

As an illustration of the use of (15), let us consider a four -electrode
tube in which a voltage is applied only to the control grid which,
however, is supposed to draw no current. No a -c voltages are applied
to the other electrodes, hut their external circuits contain an impe-
dance. Designate the control grid by A, the screen grid by B, and
the plate by C. Then, since is=0 the first equation in (15) does not
exist. The system reduces to

J
(1 g bbZbr)Bar gbcZcrCar g ba

gcbZbrBar (1 geezer) Car = gca

The solution for Car can easily be obtained and reduced to

iica(r b z br) - µ,bgbazbrrb
Car =

(r b z br)(r Zrr) j-LbrtirbZbrZcr

(15a)
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which is readily recognized' as the coefficient of the r-th component
of the applied voltage, in the expression for the plate current. Of

course if an a -c voltage had been also applied to the screen grid, there
would have been another set similar to (15a):

{(1
+ gbbzbr)Bbr g bcZerCbr gbb

gcbzbrBb, + (1 + gecz,)Cbr = gtb.

Returning now to (13) we may proceed analogously to obtain the
coefficients of the terms of the second degree and of frequency, say
r -Fs. The result will be:

Kim (r.;_s) fEZ/ 1 IF/in (r+.5 )gk.(

1 lagk,±-
2 ! ,aE,

+fE gE

n agkffE
a
--ZfrF 1r

1 E,
ag

Zfr` gsF lrGms}
aE,

ag kl
ost_rms

Writing these out, we obtain a system analogous to (15):

where

(16)

[1 + ficiaZa kr±s1-1, /r71 kr-!-s) gabZb(r+s)Bitn Lr+s) =0411m

g buZ.1 1m (r+&) + [1 ± gbIgb(r+sdBlIn(r+s) '  = Obtrn
(17)

frinaZe r-s /m r-s +  + [1 + fInnZn ,r+s)i-V1771 kris) = Onl tra

1 j'ag,,
cb)im =

2 ! kaE,
-fE -aE, , a1' ,

4.÷ agif
-r JL,

a
---zirZasFirGnis} (18)

1 1

It is to be noted that the symbol r -Fs does not represent merely the
sum of the two frequencies r and s, but in general will be either the

sum or the difference. In particular if 1=m, both a d -c and a double -

frequency term will result.
If it is desired to include in the expansion a term of the third

degree, the procedure is entirely analogous to the above except that
in the series assumed for ik (equation (12)), a third term must be in-
cluded and hence the terms representing the impedance drops in
(13) will consist of three terms instead of two.

See footnote 1.
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' The systems represented by (15) may be termed the "amplification
:stems" since they involve the coefficients of the terms of first degree

the applied voltage. Similarly the coefficients themselves may be
1,11ed the "amplification coefficients." In the same way we may
)ply the terms "modulation systems" and "modulation coefficients"
systems such as (17) and their solutions respectively.
The solutions of the amplification and modulation systems are

rite simple, at least formally, and they may be written:

"
K,, = (1/5r) jE

as,
g (19)

auik

aar+s
K im(r+s) = (11 (r+s)).72_, (t) gra

a alit jk

here the o's have already been defined (18) and

Or = ltan Uab Uan (r U an Ufa(' ' letan

uba libb 11bn Ulba Ufbb ' U1 bn

Una ?Int) " 7b7zn U na Ut nb ' U nn

(20)

'k -- (AY g ja kr) It I pc, = (461..k g jkZk(r+8))

Ak) = 1 if j = k
j = 0 if j k.

tote, in these definitions, the dissymmetry of up,.
The investigation of (19) and (20) for the general conditions of

.mplification, oscillation, etc., will be undertaken in a future paper
;nd constitutes the next step in this general development.
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AN EARLY NOTE ON WAVE PROPAGATION

Ir i HE following letter written by Lee de Forest to G. W. Pierce on Sep-
tember 13, 1912, is particularly interesting at this late date in view of
those advances which have been made in the study of wave propagation

during the last few years.
"Dear Professor Pierce:
"I was glad to receive your comments on my Electrician paper, also pleased

that you did not send your letter to press for the following reasons; I think you
have not considered with sufficient care what a variety of imaginable atmos-
pheric conditions might be conceived to explain the phenomena of "fading"
which I have described.

20 )k,

21 A2

Fig. 1

"You assume only one reflecting body or stratum of air as acting, and that
midway between the stations. This is surely an unnecessary restriction. As a
matter of fact, it is impossible to state, within say 20-30 wavelengths, the dis-
tance between the two stations which in reality is quite immaterial in the ex-
planation of the phenomena, so long as the distance is large compared with 10-20
wavelengths.

"Assume an upper reflecting body of air, A, at a distance of 20 in front of the
receiving station, at a height It above the earth, its under surface so directed
that the wave front incident thereon is reflected, or bent, down to the earth at
the station R.

A
1

e

d=18
18.9 A2

h=27.7 MILES
b

10 -X,

10.5 A2

Fig. 2

"The distance from the sending station is sufficient to make I sensibly parallel
with the earth's surface e. Let X1=1.05X2 where XI is the wavelength of the
`sending' wave, X2 that of the 'compensation' wave. Now assume It such that
d =28.51.1. Then we shall have a perfect interference between the XI waves
which reach R by the earth's surface path and those which came from A, and
an almost perfect reinforcement between the two X2 waves. Solving this tri-
angle we get h=20.2X1=60600 m = 37.5 miles-a height not at all absurd.

"Take another case, Fig. 2, where the reflecting body A is vertically above a
point 30 km, in front of the receiving station (X1-3000 m). Here again the de -

1600
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sired relations between reinforcement of the two xl waves and the almost com-
plete opposition of those of the two X2 waves are obtained. Here h = 151,1 = 27.7
miles.

"These t wo examples of necessary values for h conform so well %%it h what. I
have been taught to regard as the probable altitude of t he well ionized
layers, or "upper limits" of the at mosphere, as to afford a comfortable feeling
of corroboration (1) alt hough I well realize that we knoll almost nothing of
what actually goes on up above, and t hat attempt. at exact explanation are silly.

Suppose another arrangement of air hotly and receiving station, Fig. 3.
A

e

d=10 a,
10.5 N2

1=17 MILES
b

3 X,
3.151,

rig. 3

"Here the two X1 waves arrive at, R in phase while the two X2 waves are 126
(leg. out of phase, sufficient to cause a decided diminuat ion in strength of signals
from shorter waves. The height of A here is only 17 miles. Observe in this last
example how a lifting of the reflecting body A through a height of approximately
one-half a wavelength or so that 1 was increased a half wavelengt h while b
remains practically the same, would produce a complete reversal of the 'fading'
phenomena. Or the mere change of the angle of the deflecting surface through a
few degrees would produce the same effect. This would explain very nicely the
strange fadings and recoveries of our signals, sometimes requiring reversals of
the sending key once in five or ten minutes.

"If we assume three reflections of the upper surface of the wave, t wo from
ionized strata and one from the earth's surface midway bet. ween, the height neces-
sary to explain I he phenomena is reduced to one -t hird.--say nine miles in t he

second example given. However, I do not. think we need assume anything so
fantastic. You will recognize I hat, we have three variables, t he height. of I he

reflecting stratum, the distance of this 'mirror' from receiving station, and the
angle of incidence of its surface. We can also imagine t hat successive reflect ions
or deflect ions. --and t hese not. necessarily in a vertical plane- may occur bet ween
several masses of ionized air possessing various refractive indices, etc.

"If it. is assume(] that the reflection ()emirs at. a point. midway bet wren the
Iwo stations, the minimum height necessary to cause the interference and rein-
forcement becomes maximum. (Incidentally you made an error in your figures,
your 1, is 62 miles instead of 196.)

"In view of the rapidity of the changes I have described, it is (toile impossible
fo ascribe Ihe.rn to any alterations in strictly 'terrest riot' conditions. I (lulu d.

see how Zenneek's work will aid us here.
"We have even observed a fading of it certain witvc cc.1 11111. swim) while

another receiving station /en:: awn ten ;allot dixtant observes nothing of t he sort.
At ot her times the HUM!! fading is observed simultaneously at both stations.

"I shall be pleased I o hear f Min yon furl her. Relieve me,"
Very truly yours,

Lee de Foresi.
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AN EARLY NOTE ON WAVE PROPAGATION

V 1 HE following letter written by Lee de Forest to G. W. Pierce on Sep-
tember 13, 1912, is particularly interesting at this late date in view of
those advances which have been made in the study of wave propagation

during the last few years.
"Dear Professor Pierce:
"I was glad to receive your comments on my Electrician paper, also pleased

that you did not send your letter to press for the following reasons; I think you
have not considered with sufficient care what a variety of imaginable atmos-
pheric conditions might be conceived to explain the phenomena of "fading"
which I have described.

20 -Xi
21 X2

Fig. 1

"You assume only one reflecting body or stratum of air as acting, and that
midway between the stations. This is surely an unnecessary restriction. As a
matter of fact, it is impossible to state, within say 20-30 wavelengths, the dis-
tance between the two stations which in reality is quite immaterial in the ex-
planation of the phenomena, so long as the distance is large compared with 10-20

wavelengths.
"Assume an upper reflecting body of air, A, at a distance of 20 in front of the

receiving station, at a height it above the earth, its under surface so directed
that the wave front incident thereon is reflected, or bent, down to the earth at
the station R.

A
1.

18.9 X2

h=27.7 MILES

e b
10 X,
10.5 X2

Fig. 2

"The distance from the sending station is sufficient to make I sensibly parallel
with the earth's surface e. Let Xi -=1.05X2 where X1 is the wavelength of the
`sending' wave, X2 that of the 'compensation' wave. Now assume it such that
d=28.5X1. Then we shall have a perfect interference between the Xi waves
which reach I? by the earth's surface path and those which came from A, and
an almost perfect reinforcement between the two X2 waves. Solving this tri-
angle we get h =20.2).1=60600 m = 37.5 miles-a height not at all absurd.

"Take another case, Fig. 2, where the reflecting body A is vertically above a
point 30 km, in front of the receiving station (X1=3000 m). Here again the de -

1600
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sired relations between reinforcement of the two Wa VCS and the almost. coin-
plete opposition of those of the two x, waves are obtained. Here h =15X, =27.7
miles.

"These two examples of neeessary values for h conform so well with what I
have been taught to regard as t he probable altitude of the well ionized
layers, or "upper limits" of I he atmosphere, as to afford a comfortable feeling
of corroboration (1) although I well realize that we know almost nothing of
what actually goes on up above, and t hat at t empts at exact explanation are silly.

Suppose another arrangement of air body and receiving station, Fig. 3.
A

e

d=io
10.5 "X2

h=17 MILES

b

3 Ai
3.15 )k

rig. :3

"Here the two NI waves arrive at R in phase while the t wo x2 waves are 126
deg. out. of phase, sufficient to cause a decided diminoation in strength of signals
from shorter waves. The height of A here is only 17 miles. Observe in this last
example how a lifting of the reflecting body through a height of approximately
one-half a wavelength or so that it was increased a half wavelength while is
remains practically the same, would produce a complete reversal of the lading'
phenomena. Or the mere change of t he angle of t he deflect ing surface t hrough a
few degrees would produce the same effect. This would explain very nicely the
strange fadings and recoveries of our signals, sometimes requiring reversals of
the sending key once in five or ten minutes.

"If we assume three reflections of the upper surface of the wave, two from
ionized strata and one from the earth's surface midway bet ween, t he height neces-
sary to explain the phenomena is reduced to one-third-say nine miles in the

- second example given. However, I do not think we need assume anything so
fantastic. You will recognize that we have three variables, the height of the

 reflecting stratum, the distance of this 'mirror' from receiving station, and the
angle of incidence of Al surface. We can also imagine that successive reflections
or deflections-and these not necessarily in a vertical plane- may occur between

 several masses of ionized air possessing various refractive indices, etc.
"If it is assumed that the reflection occurs at. a point midway bet ween the

two stations, the minimum height necessary to cause the interference and rein-
) forcement becomes maximum. (Incidentally you made an error in your figures,

your h is 62 miles instead of 196.)
. "In view of the rapidity of the changes I have described,it is quite impossible
to ascribe them to any alterations in strictly 'terrestrial' conditions. I do not
see how Zenneck's work will aid us here.

"We have even observed a fading of a certain wave at one station while
another receiving station less than ten miles distant observes nothing of the sort.
At other times the same fading is observed simultaneously at both stations.

"I shall be pleased to hear from you further. Believe me,"
Very truly yours,

Lee de Forest
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Palo Alto, Cal.
September 13, 1912.
"P. S. It seems significant that never, so far as I have been able to ascertain, have
our operators observed a 'fading' of both Xi and X2 waves simultaneously (ex-
cept of course the fading which comes at dawn, which affects all waves of the
same order of wavelength alike). This fact seems to lead again to the conclusion
that the reflecting bodies are at great heights, such as those we have been dis-
cussing. The nearer X and X2 approach each other the higher must be the
reflecting body which can produce interference with one and reinforcement of
the other.

"Note added.-The phenomena are absent generally except toward sevening
and during the first half of the night."

)---mea>-..<0911"-<
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BOOK REVIEW

Radio Data Charts, by R. T. BEATTY. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London. 82 pages. Price 4'6 net.
This is a series of charts originally published in the Wireless World and

Radio Review and now revised and amplified for publication in book form. The
charts have been designed to free the wireless enthusiast from the weariness of
figures. Multiplication, division, and their accessories are performed by laying
a ruler across two scales and reading the answer on a third. An attempt has
been made to provide most of the essential data required in receiver design.

Some typical calculations which can be made with these charts are the rela-
tion of inductance and capacity to frequency, the reactance of coils and con-
densers at radio and audio frequencies, resistances in parallel and condensers
in series, self-inductance of solenoids, diameter of wire to give coil of minimum
high -frequency resistance, the design of iron -cored chokes carrying direct cur-
rent, and the design of high -frequency transformers.

The text which accompanies the charts explains their construction and use
and is a guide to many phases of the science and the art of radio.

S. S. KirtBy*

 Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
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BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

Copies of the publications listed on this page may be obtained gratis by
addressing a request to the manufacturer or publisher.

The General Radio Co. of Cambridge, Mass., has recently issued its new
catalog of instruments for electrical measurements at communication frequen-
cies. Catalog F, a 120 -page book describing the complete line of G -R products
will be sent only to those who are in a position to influence the purchase of
laboratory apparatus.

"Facts on Soldering" is the title of a 36 -page booklet published by the
Kester Solder Co., 4201 Wright wood Ave., Chicago, giving pertinent facts on
the correct use of solder.

"Resistance Thermometers" is the name of Catalog No. 80 of the Leeds
and Northrup Co., 4901 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia. Controlling, recording,
and indicating resistance thermometers and thermometric equipment for use
in plants where quality control is essential are described.

The Rawson Electrical Instrument Co. has for distribution a loose-leaf
catalog of bulletins describing single and double pivot portable and switch-
board meters. Requests for bulletins or the general catalog may be addressed
to the company at Cambridge, Mass., or at 91 Seventh Ave., New York. The
catalog contains the following bulletins:

Bulletin 1A gives general information on the construction of single
and double pivot instruments, as well as characteristics of Rawson meters.

Bulletin 501A describes the direct current multimeter, having fourteen
scale ranges from 200 microamperes and 2 millivolts to 1 ampere and
1000 volts full scale deflection.

Single and multiple range direct -current portable meters are described
in Bulletin 501. Either single or double pivot meters from 4 microamperes
and 1.5 millivolts full scale deflection to instruments having scales from
1 ampere to I volt full scale deflection are available as standard products.

Bulletin 502 describes thermojunctions in vacuum, meters for use with
junctions, and the AC -DC' thermal multimeter. The thermal multimeter
may be used on direct current or on alternating current up to 5000 cycles.
Full scale deflections are available from 10 milliamperes or 0.3 volt to
3 amperes or 1000 volts.

Type 503 ultrasensitive semisuspended meter are described in Bul-
letin 503.

The Rawson multimeter junior multimeter, which has recently made
its appearance is described in Bulletin 507A. The junior is a twelve -range
direct -current instrument, the various ranges being selected by means of a
rotary switch. Full scale deflections from 2 millivolts or 200 microamperes,
to 1 ampere or 1000 volts are provided.

Bench and flush mounting instruments are described in Bulletin 507.
Electrostatic voltmeters are described in Bulletin 508.
The Kasson timer for timing relays is described in Bulletin 110.
A cable testing outfit is described in Bulletin 112A.
Bulletin 504 described the Rawson fluxmeter, a portable instrument

for measuring lines of force, flux densities per unit area, hysterisis, and
permeability of magnetic samples.
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The Aerovox condenser and resistor manual on the proper use of con-
densers and resistors in radio receivers and power supply units also contains
detailed specifications of'condensers and resistors manufactured by the Aerovox
Wireless Corp., 70-82 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Pilot Radio Products" is the name of the general catalog of tubes, com-
plete receivers, and radio parts manufactured by the Pilot. Radio and Tube
Corp., of Lawrence, Mass.
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REFERENCES TO CURRENT RADIO LITERATURE

THIS is a monthly list of references prepared by the Buread of Standards
and is intended to cover the more important papers of interest to the
professional radio engineer which have recently appeared in periodicals,

books, etc. The number at the left of each reference classifies the reference by
subject, in accordance with the scheme presented in "A Decimal Classification
of Radio Subjects-An Extension of the Dewey System," Bureau of Standards
Circular No. 138, a copy of which may be obtained for 10 cents from the Super-
intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. The
various articles listed below are not obtainable from the Government. The
various periodicals can be secured from their publishers and can be consulted
at large public libraries.

R000. RADIO COMMUNICATION
R090 Eccles, W. H. Physics in relation to wireless. Nature (London),

125, 894-97; June 14, 1930.
An historical account is given of the contributions of physicists to radio. The applica-

tion of these contributions to the science and their importance in its development are
pointed out.

Ii100. RADIO PRINCIPLES
R113.1 Kruger, K. and Plendl, H. teber ein Verfahren zum Ausgleich von

Schwunderscheinungen bei kurzen Wellen. (Concerning a method
for balancing out fading effects on short waves.) Zeits. fur Hoch-
frcguenz., 35, 191; May, 1930.

Two horizontal half -wave antennas mounted at right angles to each other are fed from
separate power amplifiers which are one hundred per cent modulated and receive the
carrier frequency from a common, crystal -controlled, master oscillator. With this ar-
rangement of the transmitter marked freedom from fading effects is obtained. Varia-
tions at the receiving end are from 1 to 3 while with one antenna radiating the same
power the variations are found to be from 1 to 20.

R113.4 Appleton, E. V. Some notes on wireless methods of investigating
the electrical structure of the upper atmosphere. Proc. Phys. Soc.
(London), 42, 321-39; June 15, 1930.

The moving transmitter method of determining the height of the atmospheric ionized
region is discussed. The relations between the optical and equivalent paths of waves
deviated by the upper atmosphere and between the rates at which these quantities may
vary with time are investigated theoretically. From the results of experiments deduc-
tions are made concerning (1) the existence of more than one ionized layer, (2) the pos-
sible influence of magnetic storms on atmospheric ionization, (31 the gradient of ioniza-
tion and its alteration under solar influence at sunrise, and (4) the actual height reached
by the waves deviated by the upper atmosphere.

8113.4 Hulburt, E. 0. Wireless telegraphy and the ionization in the upper
atmosphere. Pnoc. I. R. E., 18, 1231-38; July, 1930.

The theory of ionization of the upper atmosphere by ultra -violet light from the sun
and the resulting effects upon the behavior of wireless waves are surveyed. The dis-
cussion includes a treatment of the eff1ct of the diurnal variation of the earth's magne-
tism on the density and drift of atmospheric ions and the resulting observed effects on
skip distance and the angle of reflection of wireless waves from the Heaviside layer.

R113.6 Bureau, R. Cartes de propagation d'ondes courtes. (Propagation
maps of short waves.) (Continued from p. 114, March issue.)
L'Onde Electrigue, 9, 166-174; April, 1930.

Additional propagation maps are presented. Variations in the maps from one day
to another are pointed out and possible relations between the atmosphere and the phe-
nomena of propagation are discussed. The use of the maps in the indirect exploration of
the Kennelly -Heaviside layer is considered.
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R113.6 Burnett., D. The reflexion of long electromagnetic waves from the
upper atmosphere. Phil. Mag. (London), 10, 1-15; July, 1930.

The problem of the reflection of electromagnetic waves from the upper atmosphere is
treated mathematically for the case of very long waves. The treatment is supplementary
to one by MacDonald which is valid for shorter waves. The amplitude of the magnetic
force in the dirt -acted wave plus n wave reflected once from the upper atmosphere, ex-
pressed ns n fraction of the amplitude at the same point due to the same transmitter in
free space, is tabulated for various angular distances.

11113.7 Eckersley, P. P. The calculation of the service area of broadcast
stations. PROC. I. R. E., 18, 1160-93; .July, 1930.

The practical considerations in the determinal of the field strength laid down nt
any distance by a given radio station nt any given location are comprehensively studied.
All factors entering into such calculations are considered and practical means of their
determination or estimation set forth. Methods are provided for the evaluation of field
strength due to the space ray which sl Id prove of value in further work on this subject.
No attempt at extreme accuracy is made, the keynote of the study being practicability.

RI 13.7 Ratcliffe, J. A. and White, F. W. G. Negative attenuation of wire-
less waves. Nature (London), 125, 926-27; June 21, 1930.

A study of the attenuation of the signal of the Daventry station of the British Broad-
casting Co., indicated a negative attenuation within n certain distance of the transmitter.
A proposed investigation of this pheunmenon is outlined. liolf's numerical calculations
on Sommerfeld's attenuation theory are used ns the basis of a possible explanation.

11114 Barkhausen, H. Whistling tones from the earth. Pnoc. I. R. E.,
18, 1155-59; July, 1930.

Two possible explanations of the phenomenon k n as whistling tones, described by
the author in a communication in 1,119, are presented Both assume an electromagnetic
impulse caused by n stroke of lightning In the first, the tone is the impulse and its re-
flections from the Heaviside layer arriving at the receiver -amplifier with such time in-
tervals as to give an audio note. In the second, the tone is the audio frequencies of the
impulse arriving in a certain sequence because of the differences in propagation velocities
of these frequencies.

R 132 Forstmann, A. Ueber die Erzielung unverzerrter Maximalleistungen
lurch Endverstiirkerriihren bei Anwendung nichtlinearer Schwing-
ungen. (On obtaining maximum undistorted power output from the
last audio amplifier stage with tubes operating on nonlinear charac-
teristics.) Elek. Nach. Technik, 7, 203-10; May, 1930.

The problem of obtaining maximum power output with optimum efficiency and mini-
mum distortion from terminal amplifier tubes operating on the non-linear parts of the
characteristics is considered. The consideration covers the cases of single and two grid
tubes.

11134 Turner, P. K. Grid or anode rectification? Experimental Wireless
& Engr. (London), 7, 371-75; July, 1930.

The superiority of grid rectification over plate rectification in receiving sets designed
for broadcast reproduction is pointed out. The distortion introduced by each system
under varying conditions is presented graphically and the two are compared. The two
methods of rectification are also compared with respect to frequency response, problems
of coupling, flexibility, and efficiency.

R135 Godfrin, P. Note sure la stability de l'accrochage. (Note on the
stability of tuning.) L'Onde Electrique, 9, 190-96; April, 1930.

The properties of a regenerative receiver employing grid detection nearly tuned to
an oscillation are studied. By a single illustrative case it is shown that under certain
circumstances no stable region of oscillation can exist. This is presented as an explana-
tion of the low frequency parasitic noise commonly known as threshold howl.

R138 Lowry, E. F. The role of the core metal in oxide-coated filaments.
Phys. Rev. 35, 1367-78; June 1, 1930.

The enormous difference found between the emission characteristics of two types of
oxide -coated filament necessitates the conclusion that the core metal has a definite func-
tion other than simply a mechanical support. In order to account for the difference a
modification is suggested in existing ideas concerning the mechanism of emission from
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this type of cathode. The source of emission is assumed to be the composite layer formed
by the occlusion of the alkaline earth metal on the surface of the core, the electrons emit-
ted being diffused through the interstices in the oxide -coating into the vacuous space. It
is shown that this explanation accounts for other peculiarities in the behavior of oxide
cathodes.

R140 Reed, M. Electrical wave filters. (Continued from p. 322, June
issue.) Experimental Wireless & W. Engr. (London), 7, 382-86;
July, 1930.

As an introduction to a consideration of the subject of composite wave filters the gen-
eral formulas for the image impedances and the transfer constant are derived, first, of a
single unsymmetrical structure and, then, of a combination of two or more unsym-
metrical structures in series. The formulas for the image impedance and transfer con-
stant of a half section are also found (to be concluded).

R140 Watanabe, Y. Betriebsdiagramme fur symmetrische Kettenleiter.
(Working diagrams for symmetrical filters.) Elek. Nach. Technik,
7, 153-66; April, 1930.

The mathematical expressions are developed for the impedance and propagation
constant of several types of filter. These include the low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and
band -suppression types of the usual design. Graphs showing the impedance frequency
characteristics of the various types are included.

R141.2 Bedeau, F. and DeMare, J. Application de la theorie de l'inversion
la construction de courbes de resonance. (Application of the theory

of inversion to the construction of resonance curves.) L'Ondc
Eleetrique, 9, 178-S9; April, 1930.

A method is demonstrated of obtaining by a single construction not only the resonance
curve of a circuit having a predetermined coefficient of overvoltage ( =Loo R1 but also
those corresponding to circuits of which the coefficients of overvoltage are larger or
smaller in geometric progression. It is shown that the method applies also to antire-
sonant circuits and that the resonance curves of the resonant circuits and the impedance
curves of the antiresonant circuits are the same.

R145 Barclay, W. A. Applications of the method of alignment to reactance
computations and simple filter theory. Part V. (Continued from
p. 314, June issue.) Ex/xi-it/with,/ Wirdc.ss & 11'. Engr. (London),
7, 376-81; July, 1930.

Alignment charts for the high-pass. low-pass, and band-pass symmetrical T filters
when used with a resistance load are presented. These permit the ready determination
of the response curves of these filters. 6ample response curves obtained by the use of the
charts are reproduced. Certain modifications of the band-pass symmetrical T filter are
discussed and an alignment chart is given which is designed for the determination of the
response curve of the modified filter.

8145 van der Pol, B. Frequency modulation. Noe. I. R. E., 18, 1194-
1205; July, 1930.

The differential equation of a frequency modulated transmitter is considered and the
expression for the current as a function of time is derived. A frequency analysis of this
function is made for two specific cases: Ili sinusoidal frequency modulation (telephony)
and 421 right-angle frequency modulation (telegraphy,. The distribution and amplitudes
of the frequencies present in each case are discussed. Charts arc included showing the
derived frequency spectra.

816.2 Beatty, R. T. The numerical expression of selectivity. Experimental
Wirele$$ it W. Engr. (London), 7, 361-366; .Jul,y 1930.

A numerical definition of selectivity is proposed and a simple formula is derived which
allows this quantity to be easily calculated fur any high frequency amplifier which does
not employ regeneration or high -frequency filter circuits.

R200. RADIO 'AI EASURENI ENTS AND STANDARDIZATION

R201.7 McNeely, J. K. and Konkle, P. J. Locating radio interference with
the oscillograph. 13noc. 1. R. E., 18, 1216-1225; July, 1930.

An oseillographic method of locating radii, interference is described. It is shown that
by careful comparisons ..f field oscillognams with osrillograms of disturbances front
known sources accurate predictions of the sources of the interference can be quicklymade.
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R214 Giebe, E. and Scheibe, A. Transversalschwingende Leuchtresona-
toren als Frequenznormale im Bereich von 1000-20,000 Hertz.
(Light resonators vibrating transversely as frequency standards in
the range 1-20 kc.) Zeits. fur Hochfrequenz., 35, 165-177; May, 1930.

The behavior of quartz plates in vacuum as frequency indicators is theoretically con-
sidered. The problems involved in using the resonance illumination property of quartz
in the design of a frequency standard are discussed. Such features as auxiliary circuits
and apparatus, and effect of temperature upon frequency are treated.

R214 Heaton, V. E. and Brattain, W. H. Design of a portable tempera-
ture -controlled piezo oscillator. PRoc. I. R. E., 18, 1239-46; July,
1930.

The essential details of a portable shielded temperature -controlled piezo oscillator,
constant in frequency to better than 1 part in 100,000, are described. The circuit ar-
rangement, the temperature control, and the quartz plate mounting are explained.

R214 Mogel, H. Einige Methoden zur Frequenzmessung von kurzen
Wellen. (A method for frequency measurement of short waves.)
Elek. Nach. Technik, 7, 133-140; April, 1930.

An exposition is given of the application of quartz glow tubes as frequency standards.
A discussion of the allied circuits needed to make the frequencies available throughout
the laboratory is included.

R242 Moullin, E. B. Notes on the detuning method of measuring the
high -frequency resistance of a circuit. Experimental Wireless & IV.
Engr. (London), 7, 367-70; July, 1930.

The reactance variation method of measuring the high -frequency resistance of a cir-
cuit is reviewed. Sources of error in the method are pointed out and special attention is
given to the error due to small changes of frequency in the radio -frequency source.

R260 Stuart, W. S. A thermionic valve potentiometer for audio fre-
quencies. Jour. I. E. E.

A description is given of a method of measuring audio frequency potential vectors
with the aid of therrnionic tubes. The arrangement used is adapted for tests on circuits
such as artificial lines. A method of estimating the admittance existing between the
input potential terminals is described.

R269 Macalpine, W. W. A radio -frequency potentiometer. PROC. I. R. E.,
18, 1144-54; July, 1930.

A potentiometer developed for the measurement of the amplitude and phase of volt-
ages at frequencies up to at least 106 cycles per second is described. Two slide wires are
used which carry currents whose phases are approximately in quadrature. A method of
standardizing the instrument is given by which the ratio of the currents in the two slide
wires or dials may be determined to within 1 percent, and their phases to 1/2 degree.

R300. RADIO APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT
R381 Ramsay, R. R. The variation of the resistance of a radio condenser

with capacity and frequency. PROC. I. R. E., 18, 1226-1230; July,
1930.

Methods of measuring the resistance of a radio condenser are briefly reviewed and dis-
cussed. An empirical formula is presented to reduce the resistance of a condenser to its
resistance at standard conditions (X =300 m., C = .001 mfd). Its use permits the com-
parison of condensers. Tables are reproduced giving the results of measurements of the
resistance of variable radio condensers by various investigators.

R400. RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
R402 Brown, W. J. Ultra -short waves for limited range communication.

Paoc. I. R. E., 18, 1129-43; July, 1930.

with
on short distance communication using a wavelength of 2 meters, together

details of equipment used, are described. A range of over twelve miles was obtained
with a super -regenerative receiver. The advantages of a limited range short wave system
for certain maritime and other purposes arc listed.
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R412 Le Corbeiller, Ph. and Valensi, G. Notions generales de transmis-
sion appliquees a la radiotelephonie. (General notions of trans-
mission applied to radiotelephony.) L'Onde Electrique, 9, 141-165;
April, 1930.

The principal features of the transmission of a sinusoidal sound over an electrical
telephone circuit are examined. Voltage level diagrams are illustrated by the diagrams
of an actual land cable circuit and of the London -New York radiotelephone circuit. The
principal results of speech sound analysis made recently in the United States are given
and an exposition is made of the present technique employed in acoustic tests of tele-
phone apparatus.

R500. APPLICATIONS OF RADIO

R510 David, P. Les proced6s radio-electriques pour le guidage des
navires et des aironefs. (Radio -electric processes for guiding ships
and aircraft.) L'Otsdc Eltetrigsis-, 9, 197-22s; May, 1930.

A review is presented of the various systems in xhich radio is applied as an aid to mari-
time and aeronautic navigation. The advantages. disadvantages, and practical value of
the systems rather than their technical details are described. The systems are separated
for discussion into those which give the moving craft its locatmn with respect to a
straight lihe, either fixed. or vanable and kn..aii. and Close %%bitch permit the craft to
trace a curved course.

RS00. NONRADIO SUBJECTS

3:37.65 Cady. IV. G. Electrostatic and gyro -electric phenomena. PROC.

I. R. E., 18, 1:?.47 02: July, 1930.

The i..-re islip,rtaat available data gathered f r-isi many sources in the tields of elec-
t!, -trict:..n. I.:et-electricity. and pyr-electricity are summarized. References are
given to sources ',here further wi...rtauti..ti may be obtained.

537.s7 Nlalov, N N tail Itschevkin, S. N. Widerst and des mensehliehen
Korpers l.ei loiclifrequent en elektrischen StrOmen. (Resistance of
the human Itoily to high -frequency electric currents.) Zeds. ffir
11.0..frops,is:. 35, 177 191: May. 1930.

resistance characteristics I human tissue
d.-ca-sel The depuLder.ce -1 the hig,: relue:.c). resistance and capacity of the

human the tileth -4 .4 n....a.,aremeht out Elie electric energy abs"rp-
t:,:, of the Lunar, 1..d) 1. t- that c..iniipm salts

621.313.7 Pelablin. 11. Sur le micanistne ile la rectification (Inns le redresseur
oxydule de cuivre. t(n the mechanism of rectification in the

copper -oxide rectifier.) I. hid, nett-L.(1,.t. 9, 229 244: May. 1930.
c-pper ,ate -.1s reclif potter to the tYki?.terice of an HI -

1. -ad c, :Jac! %%Lich is 4 rt::e3.1,11..he the ..alatiti .4 the metal in our The direction
f the rec....! ei current e;41.1sieidall:. Itaim-d supprts this the"ry whereas the direc-

t:, is the roicall:. ur!,c. one colis.dcr- as the only bad contact that (..rnied by the
electr-te place 4 the oxidized face of the other The influences of pressure, volt age.

oral the nature f the cntact eleetr-de Ore rt uthe4.

621.3N5.95 13311:twine. S. Effect of cavity resiitiance on the frequency response
characteristic of the elinllen,wr-microphone. Pitoc. I. H. E., 18,
12111; 1215: 19311.

l Lc .rre,..ularities n. it... rt...p.4...  f a condenser hilier..i.h..lie are considered front
a fl.. ..::cad 1...mt :et% . au./ the re-ult thu....t.tame4 are eheehed by sound pressure

Stitt, Is Ita;.1eIch disc H. given f.r a microphone modified to
ehr:,,4::1.- the ease.) I.ef..ro. the nienshraLt:
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THE AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY PAYS ONLY A REGULAR,
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They use it, they believe in it,
they own it

An Advertisement of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
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to insure steady performance
without breakdowns, overheat-
ing or open circuits.

Cooler operation comes from the heavier -than -usual
Nichrome resistance wire, wound on a specially selected
refractory tube. Sturdy, non -corrosive Monel-metal
contacts and slotted soldering lugs afford perfect con-
nections. The elastic insulating enamel covering the
entire unit is baked on at only 400 degrees Fahrenheit,
allowing uniform contraction and expansion through-
out. Can be made to any resistance value and wattage
rating required. Sample to manufacturers on request.

The Cooperation of Electrad
Engineers Will Often Save You Money

ELECTRAD, during many years of specialization has
built up a trained staff of engineers. Whether you
need just a stock resistor or a special unit, ELEC-
TRAD'S cooperation assures you complete satis-
faction. ELECTRAD has often found that manu-
facturers could use standard resistors where
special units were thought necessary, thus sav-
ing thousands of dcllars.

175 Varick. St., New York., N.Y.

ELEC3C. Z:',
41' 4'

41/ et/

C1 .17 .t> .14+'

4,1 4"& r a
When an tints Iv advel tise).% snentimi of the l'Ro( LE DINGS will be mutually helpful.
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NEW!
.4n unproved line of dyna-
motors and motor -generators

by "ESCO."

Operate alternating current
radios or other apparatus from

direct current.

As Easy to Install as a Flatiron! This
new line comes equipped with standard
attachment plug receptacle. "Plug in"
to connect set to dynamotor or motor -
generator and another plug to connect
to direct current.

Better Than the A.C. Line! A new
type filter is as effective as the old one
in silencing the noises of the machine
and in addition is designed to smooth
out the noises from the supply line-
such as sparking generators, or other
apparatus running nearby. This gives
better operation, than from A.C. power
and light lines.

Connect Them and Forget Them! The
new line is built in the same rugged,
trouble proof construction as its prede-
cessors. They are supplied with wool
pack bearings, which are long lived,
quiet in operation and require a mini-
mum of attention. Semi -enclosing pre-
vents damage from objects getting into
the machine, yet permits ventilation,
assuring cool operation. Dynamic bal-
ance eliminates vibration. (This is very
important in the high speed machines.)
Totally enclosed wiring improves ap-
pearance and safety.

Dynamotor with alter.

Quality Maintained-Price Reduced!
True to ESCO reputation, only the best
of material and workmanship is used.
The new line of machines and filters are
made in both low and high speed, the
high speed being the cheaper. The old
line made for the past four years are
still carried in stock. New and lower
prices are now being quoted.

Used the World Over! ESCO has sup-
plied many machines to the following
countries-without a complaint : China,
Chile, Argentine, Brazil, Uruguay, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, Mexico, Philli-
pine Islands, Hawaiian Islands, Japan,
Ecuador, Venezuela, Belgium, Nether-
lands, England, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Greece, Spain, Poland, Portugal,
Turkey, Liberia, Canada, Russia, India,
Costa Rica, Alaska, Cuba, Siam, and
East India.

If You Have Direct Current! (any
voltage), and want to operate a radio
receiver, phonograph, public address
system, "talkies", Neon signs, or any
other alternating current devices,
"ESCO" makes a machine to do this.
Many sizes and voltages are carried in
stock. Write for bulletins and further
information on your requirements.

cllorPIC 314
CuiviliA:4

300 SOUTH ST., STAMFORD, CONN.
Manufacturers of motors, generators, dynamotor' and rotary converters.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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U. S. Patent,: 1.119,564

1.604.122-1.897.954

Other patents pending.
Foreign patents.

"It's the
Twisted Teeth
that LOCK"

When writing to

each Twisted Tooth
Acts as a powerful Strut
'vnchored in hoth nut and work!

WHEN a nut is turned down on a Shakeproof
Lock Washer it cannot shake loose. The

twisted teeth bite into both the nut and work sur-
face and form an absolutely tight lock. As vibra-
tion tries to loosen the nut, its force is applied
against each tooth. Being firmly anchored, the
hardened teeth bite deeper into the softer metal of
the nut and work surface-thus exerting a pow-
erful resistance against any movement of the nut.

Shakeproof LockWashers prevent loose connec-
tions, lost parts and many other causes of faulty
performance. They are the best protection pos-
sible against costly customer complaints and are
certain to add to the life of any product.

A test on your own product ,will quickly prove
their many advantages. You'll see that they not
only lock perfectly but are both spread -proof and
tangle -proof, too. Decide now to give Shakeproof
a trial and write for free samples today!

SHAKEPROOF
LockWasher Company

{Division of Illinois Tool Works)
2529 North Keeler Avenue Chicago, Illinois

advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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AMEIItAN
II

TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.T

Plate Supply - Type P-77
D. C. Male Vollage from A. C. Source

411111 dm -11,

FRONT VIEW

RI .\R VIFAX'

This rectifier and filter is a new development,
a magnified and refined B Eliminator of the
professional type, intended for use in large
installations where not the slightest ripple
can be tolerated. In fact it is now used with
complete satisfaction where it was formerly
thought only battery current could be em-
ployed. Although designed primarily for op-
eration with Type 205-D tubes, other sizes
are supplied for use with tubes requiring dif-
ferent voltages.

Type P-77 is capable of supplying large val-
ues of filtered D.C. plate current. It may be
operated from a standard 110 - or 220 - volt
A.C. supply line and delivers D.C. potentials
of the order of 375 volts at 200 M.A. as well
as intermediate values. Similar rectifiers with
different output ratings are available.
The output voltage can be maintained con-
stant for any given load (50 to 200 M.A.)
by a rheostat connected in the primary of
the plate transformer.

Electrical Dimensions
Output voltage maximum, 375, intermediate
voltage tap, 135, D.C. current 50 to 200 M.A.,
operating voltage (Pri.) 100 to 125 or 200 to
225, as specified, single phase. Watts Pri.
under full load 175. Two type -66 mercury
vapor tubes are used in a full -wave circuit.

For protection a dust cover seals all appa-
ratus. Knockout holes are provided on the
side opposite terminal board for connec-
tions. In every respect the Type P-77 em-
bodies the same high quality of materials
and workmanship that makes Amertran ap-
paratus the Standard of Excellence.

LicensedunderPatentsojR.CA.andAssociatedComPanies

For complete data on Type P-77 write for Bulletin 1072

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
172 Emmet Street Newark, N. J.

When writing to advertisers mention of The PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Let JEWELL Solve «

Your Instrument Problems!

JEWELL
I

Why worry about correct testing facilities for either production, installa-
tion or service testing?
Many of the most prominent radio manufacturers have formed the profit-
able habit of turning their special instrument problems over to Jewell,
where they are solved better, quicker, and for less actual cost by skilled
instrument engineers.
The Sound Picture Installation Analyzer illustrated is a typical example
of special instruments designed and built by Jewell to meet the exacting
requirements of some of the foremost manufacturers and users.

Hundreds of similar cases can be shown. It's interesting to note that
when a manufacturer once learns how economically and effectively Jewell
can solve such problems for him that he keeps coming back with new ones.

The next time you are confronted with a special instrument requirement,
no matter how simple or how difficult, call in the nearest Jewell Repre-
sentative and let him show you what we can do for you.

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
1642-D Walnut St., Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

Some details of this sound picture analyzer built by Jewell

1 Provides filament, control grid, screen grid,
and plate readings.

2 Provides complete tube test under operating
conditions through change of grid bias po-
tential.
Provides output measurement for checking
both volume and quality. (Used in con-
junction with a record having variable pitch,
constant frequency notes.)

4 Provides means for measuring photo electric
cell current and grid current on microam-
meter with ranges of 15 and 150 micro-
amperes.

5 Measures continuity and resistances.
6 Provides means for phasing dynamic speak-

ers.
7 Binding posts make all ranges available for

special testing.
8 Operation is simple and rapid.

j30 YEARS MAKING GOOD INSTRUMENTSEWFL
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Yes, "Your
Business Is-"

TO YOU Vitrohm Resistors are
convenient packages of so-

many -ohms which you buy, in -
stall, and forget.

Terminals are
important. W.L. Each order we receive is, in some
has one for respect, unique in application orevery need.

duty so, TO US, resistor design
represents a many-sided problem.

To meet these needs we work with every
resource that 39 years' experience, full re-
search facilities, and modern manufacturing
can give. Specify VITROHM RESISTORS -
They have the safety of experience.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
Mount Vernon, New York

resistor specialists for more than 39 years

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS dill be mutually helpful.
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THE moment of retail sale-the last hurdle
between your factory and the ultimate listener
-that's the pay-off time. Either your set meets

Or your skillful engineering is

largely wasted.
That's when slow -warming

tubes can black -ball your set.and
turn the buyer to other makes. The
30- to 60 -second delay embarrasses
the dealer, irritates the customer,
too often loses the sale.

But if your set is equipped with
Arcturus Blue Tubes, the program
snaps through in 7 seconds. The
music is clear, true, humless. A
strong first impression like this
resistance and sends your dealer's

the test,

Don't let
trick tubes
black -ball
your set

by George Lewis, Vice -President,
Arcturus Radio Tube Company

smashes sales
sales talk off to a running start. Quicker, surer
sales are certain to follow.

And long after the sale, Arcturus' durability
- proven by their world's record for long life

- keeps on building good will for you.
Only Arcturus Tubes combine clear tone and

long life with quick action. Don't take the
chance of slowing -up your sales with trick tubes

that give you some but not all of these neces-
sary features. Specify Arcturus Tubes now, both

for factory testing and standard set equipment.

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.

IICTURUS
Quick Acting

RADIO TUBES
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Volume Controls

Manufactured in three sizes
Standard

Junior
Midget

Also Double Standard
and Double Junior

Special Combination
Wire Wound and
Graphite Control

T0 vary the intensity of the faithful
reproduction built into radio receivers

without introducing noise or distortion, can
only be accomplished by a careful and com-
plete consideration of both mechanical and
electrical features of the volume control.

Mechanically-The Centralab exclusive and
patented rocking disc contact precludes any
possibility of wear on the resistance ma-
terial. This feature adds to the smoothness
of operation since the contact shoes ride
only on the disc. The shaft and bushing are
completely insulated from the current carry-
ing parts-eliminating any hand capacity
when volume control is placed in a critical
circuit.

Electrically - Centralab engineers have
evolved tapers of resistance that produce a
smooth and gradual variation of volume.
These tapers have been thoroughly tried and
tested for each specific application for cur-
rent carrying capacity and power dissipation.

Centralab volume controls have been speci-
fied by leading manufacturers because of
their quality and ability to perform a specific
duty-vary the intensity of faithful repro-
duction-faithfully.

Write for full particulars of
specific application.

CENTRAL RADIO

36 Keefe Ave.

LABORATORIES

Milwaukee, Wis.

A CENTRALAB VOLUME CONTROL IMPROVES THE RADIO SET

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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A volume control treatise every
radio engineer should have

OLTR research laboratories have prepared a complete
treatise on the subject of volume controls that is

of outstanding importance to the radio engineer. It
tells why some volume controls, by the very nature
of their design, are noisy. It explains how Frost en-
gineers have been able to banish noise from Frost
Wire Wound Volume Controls through the develop-
ment of entirely new standards and methods of
manufacture, and by means of the introduction of
new materials and new processes . . . This treatise
explains the reasons for the velvety smooth contact-
ing surface of Frost Volume Controls, and makes
clear how they can be as perfectly noiseless after a
fatigue test of two hundred thousand half cycles run
at the speed of thirty per minute, as they were before
t lie test . . . By all means send for your copy of this
treatise today. In requesting it, please use your letter-
head or inclose your card.

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc.
ELKHART, INDIANA

160 North La Salle Street, Chicago,

II. Rios'.
14:1,K IIAIIT. INDIANA

send me your me oil the stab-compi. Imati
ject of less wire volume controls.

Name

Firm Name

City

I I 9_.10

State.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEFD1 NGS will be mutually helpful.
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Radio tiency Primary

that simplifies balancing

- -
t s rxAI

t' s easier to "balance" screen grid

circuits with this new Dudlo Radio

Frequency Primary. And because

the circuit characteristics of the coil

are sealed in, they remain constant

throughout the life of the set.

0

The new Dudlo layerwound Radio
Frequency Transformer Primary
eliminates costly materials here
tofore considered indispensable

These and many other desirable fea-

tures have won the approval of the

industry for this contribution to

radio. Aware of the general need

for more economical production,

General Cable Engineers have devel-

oped a better method and product.

The Dudlo Radio Frequency Primary

coil has already been incorporated

in many of the country's finest sets,

and together with its companion

Radio Frequency choke coil, is now

available to your own specifications.

GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION
Executive Offices, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York : Offices in Principal Cities

When writing to advettLets m,ntion of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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READ this amazing letter
horn Silver -Marshall, In-
corporated-an unsolicited
tribute to the stamina and
service of PolymetProducts
-7,300 hours of oper-
ation and still going strong'

McMurdo Silver, President

of Silver -Marshall, is ex-

plaining the trouble -free

performance of the Poly -

met parts in the "life -test

set."

41 West Avenue

TttephoneCretrAtil0600

I LVER- MARS H

Polymet ManufsoturIfig
Co.

829 Z. 134th Street,
New York, New York.

Oentlemen,

Ya7 16th,

Since 5 P. M. on July Rth,
1929, we have had a SILVER RADIO,model JO chassis, in constant

operation In our test laboratory.It hae now run constently
some 7,330 hours elth no udjustmentsexoept the changing of two tubes.

It learns to me that the
experiment .111 be of Interest to youIn that the cnassis contains one 9 MF11 filter condenser bank,four triple 1 MFD by-pass
condensers, tso .)0011, moulded con-densers, one .301 moulded condenser,

one .006 moulds,, condeomer-all Polymet Products.

You are, of course, at liberty
to do anything you wish with thininformotion and

I Will be deliehted to
:Jrnisil you with any adt-tio-ul details you may reluire.

Cordially yours,

5[14/1 -MARSHALL, INC.

iia
en
A..

Am

5.00

nu
.0.

Ali
44.

ii!:m..

ueu
MOO.
1....

P 0 LYM ET
MAKES CONDENSERS RI

RESISTANCES,COILS 131.
TRANSFORMERS
MAGNET WIRE

VOLUME CONTROLS AND
SOUND EQUIPMENT

!Nem, for entalmze (Ind tirstotti I I

POIN Intl Man it fact tiring Corp.
829 East 1. itli Street )11ris I iIp

Canadian Representative

WHITE RADIO
LIMITED

North Hamilton, Canada

Representative for the British Isles

A. H. HUNT
LIMITED

Tunstal Road, Croydon, Surrey, England

If'hen writing to advertisers mention of the l'kr,( 1.1.111N4;ti will be multrolly helpful.
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A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATION
TELLS THE STORY OF

EVEREADY RAYTHEON
SUPERIORITY

THE practical results of Ever-
eady Raytheon's patented
4 -Pillar construction are a re-
markable uniformity of tube -

characteristics in the radio -set
of the consumer, a higher aver-
age voltage gain as indicated
by repeater stage gain measure-
ments, and complete immunity
to the danger of misalignment
of elements to which ordinary
tubes are subject in shipment
and handling.

Consequently, Eveready Ray-
theon Tubes offer the owners
of your sets all of the perform-
ance that you have built into
these instruments.

Eveready Raytheons come in all types,
and battery -operated receiver, and are sold by dealers everywhere.
We are glad to co-operate on any tests you may wish to make with
these tubes.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC. General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Branches: Chicago Kansas City New York San Francisco

Unit of Union Carbide

Eveready Raytheon
Construction

Standing four -squire, Ilke
the leg; of a chair. the
rigid pillars keep the ele-
ments In place.

Ordinary Tube
Construction

With only twn supporta
beneath their neltht. the
fragile eleni«nts can be
eubiect to misalignment.

UCC

fit every standard

and Carbon Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

Trade -marks

When writing to adyertiserr mention of the PROCEEDINGS hill be mutually helpful.
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ne
step ahead

RARadiotron en-
gineers and

scientists have been devel-
oping and designing tubes
for years. RCA Radiotron
factories, the most modern
in the world, are operated
by staffs of highly skilled
workers. RCA Radiotrons
are acknowledged the best
in radio tubes. Why take

chances with inferior pro-
ducts when your own repu-
tation depends upon your
choice ? Quality of RCA
Radiotrons is of chief im-
portance to every RCA
Radiotron engineer. Come
to the RCA Radiotron
Company with your prob-
lems, where experts will be
glad to work with you.

RCA RADIOTRON COMPANY, INC.

HARRISON, N. J.

RCA Radiotrons
THE HEART OF YOUR RAD/0 SET

When Tut ad7T,hsers ',withal of the 1'trrnty ;rill l'' 111111111116.
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Piezo Electric Crystals and
Constant Temperature Equipment

Piezo Electric Crystals:
We are prepared to grind Piezo Electric Crystals for
POWER use to your assigned frequency in the 550
to 1500 KC band, accurate to plus or minus 500
cycles for $55.00 fully mounted. Crystals for use in
the HIGH FREQUENCY BROADCAST BAND
(4000 to 6000 KC) for POWER use, accurate to plus
or minus .037,, of your assigned frequency, fully
mounted, $85.00. In ordering please specify type of
tube used, plate voltage and operating temperature.
All crystals guaranteed with respect to output and
accuracy of frequency. Deliveries can be made with-
in three days after receipt of order.

Constant Temperature Equipment
In order to maintain the frequency of your crystal
controlled transmitter to a high degree of constancy,
a high grade temperature control unit is required
to keep the temperature of the crystal constant. Our
unit is solving the problem of keeping the frequency
within the 50 cycle variation limits. Our heater unit
maintains the temperature of the crystals constant to
BETTER THAN A TENTH OF ONE DEGREE
CENTIGRADE; is made of the finest materials
known for each specific purpose and is absolutely
guaranteed. Price $300.00. Further details sent up-
on request.

Low Frequency Standards:
We have a limited quantity of material for grinding
low frequency standard crystals. We can grind
them as low as 15,000 cycles. These crystals will
be ground to your specified frequency accurate to
ONE HUNDREDTH OF ONE PER CENT.
Prices quoted upon receipt of your specifications.

Scientific Radio Service
"The crystal specialists"

P. 0. Box 86 Dept. R6 Mount Rainier, Md.

When writing to advertisers -mention of the PROCEEDINGS,rill he mutually helpful.
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9-30

To the Board of Direction
Gentlemen:

I hereby make application for Associate membership in the Institute.
I certify that the statements made in the record of my training and pro-

fessional experience are correct, and agree if elected, that I will be governed
by the constitution of the Institute as long as I continue a member. I further-
more agree to promote the objects of the Institute so far as shall be in my
power, and if my membership shall be discontinued will return my member-
ship badge.

Yours respectfully,

tfje 3insAitutt of Aabio eenctineens
Incorporated

33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

APPLICATION FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP
(Application forms for other grades of membership are obtainable from the

Institute)

(Sign with pen)

(Address for mail)

(Date) (City and State)
References:

Mr. Mr.

Address Address

Mr. Mr.

Address Address

Mr.

Address

The following extracts from the Constitution govern applications for admission to the
Institute in the Associate grade:

ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 1: The membership of the Institute shall consist of:  (d) Associates, who shall be

entitled to all the rights and privileges of the Institute except the right to hold the office of
President, Vice-president and Editor. 

Sec. 5: An Associate shall be not less than twenty-one years of age and shall be: (a) A radio
engineer by profession; (b) A teacher of radio subjects; (c) A person who is interested
in and connected with the study or application of radio science or the radio arts.

ARTICLE III-ADMISSION
Sec. 2:    Applicants shall give references to members of the Institute as follows:    for

the grade of Associate, to five Fellows, Members, or Associates; '  Each application for
admission *  shall embody a concise statement, with dates, of the candidate's training
and experience.
The requirements of the foregoing paragraph may be waived in whole or in part where

the application is for Associate grade. An applicant who is so situated as not to be personally
known to the required number of members may supply the names of non-members who are
personally familiar with his radio interest.

XXXIII



(Typewriting preferred in filling in this form) No

RECORD OF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

1 Name
(Give full name, last name first)

2 Present Occupation
(Title and name of concern)

3 Permanent Home Address

4 Business Address

5 Place of Birth Date of Birth Age

6 Education

7 Degree
(college) (date received)

8 Training and Professional experience to date

NOTE: 1. Give location and dates. 2. In applying for admission to the grade
of Associate, give briefly record of radio experience and present employment.

DATES HERE

9 Specialty, if any

Receipt Acknowledged Elected Deferred
Grade Advised of Election This Record Filed

XXXIV



Bradleyunit resistors are noiseless

A k c40A, N I. ty' VeV,N.,1

Inferior resistors introduce noise

Bradleyunit Resistors are different
4 4 4 they're Noiseless o

MODERN radio receivers utilize many fixed re-
sistors. If these resistors are of poor quality

they introduce unnecessary and disturbing noises in
the receiver. Comparative oscillograms of current
variation in receiver circuits are shown above. The
upper oscillogram portrays the silent operation
of a receiver equipped with Bradleyunits The

Bradleyometer
the Perfect Potentiometer

A new step potent.
omelet of appro.
matly 50 steps
Each step is spo-
rotely controlled
and any resistance -
rotation Curve con

be obtained.

The resistor com-
prises a series of
resistance discs in-
terleaved between
thin meal discs.
A moving arm
makes contact with

the resistor.

Two or more Bradleyornoters may be assembled in tandem,
for volume control, miner control, TPod and H Pad attenua-
torn and for every typo of radio circuit.

lower oscillogram portrays the irritating noises
introduced in a receiver circuit by poor resistors.

Brodleyunits are solid -molded resistors that are
unaffected by moisture, temperature or age. They
ore noiseless! Millions of these units are used
annually by the leading radio manufacturers,

Bradley Suppressors
for Radio Equipped Cars

Prominent motor car manufacturers are provid-
ing their radio -equipped cars with Bradley Suppres-
sors. Individual Bradley Suppressors for each spark
plug and for the common distributor lead minimize
the disturbing oscillations in the circuit and thus
suppress interference in the receiver from ignition
systems. When used with by pass condensors in
other ports of the ignition circuit, shielded igni-
tion cobles are not required. The power of the
engine is not affected by Bradley Suppressors.

Allen-Bradley Co.
282 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

ALLEN -BRADLEY RESISTORS
Produced by the makers of Allen-Bradley Control Apparatus

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be tmetnolly helpful.
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TYPE if 504A

Net price: A' 105

boraeteristies
Type 504,4 and 504 de Forest Tubes

Fil. Voltage 11.o
Fil. Current 504-A -3.85
Fil. Current 504-14.75
Plate Voltage (Max.) z000
Plate Current (Max.) 250
Max. plate dissipation 250 watts
Amplification factor 25

Average plate resistance 50.0
Average mutual conductance 5o,

RECEIVING AND

TRANSMITTING TUBES

For further technical information
address our Engineering Depurtnunt.

DE FOREST RADIO
COMPANY

PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY

Export Department:

304 E. 45th Street,
New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS win be mutually helpful
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the ideal high power tube

for general use

Delivers 250 watts normal output as an oscillator
or radio frequency amplifier. The standard "250 -
waiter". de Forest Audion 504A, has a thoriated
tungsten filament, making for low filament cur-
rent. Where filament consumption is no object
Audion 504 may be used with good results. Audion
504 has a robust tungsten filament and is pre-
ferred for heavy service. A radical departure from
the usual plate construction is employed in these
Audions, making for greater rigidity and greater
heat dissipation. These Audions are recommended
by well -posted engineers.

These are net prices
on

de Forest
Transmitting Tubes:

510 -15 Watt Oscillator

$900
30.00

511 -so Watt Oscillator, A. F.

503-A -so Watt Oscillator and R. F.
Power Amplifier

Ampli-
fier. Modulator or R. F. Power
Amplifier 30.00

545 -so Watt A. F. Amplifier and
Modulator

Amplifier

33.7
552 -75 Watt Oscillator and R. F.

24.25
504-A -zso Watt Oscillator, Modulator

or R. F. Power Amplifier 105.00
504 -A heavy duty zso watt oscillator

or R. F. Power Amplifier, tung-
sten filament

500 -500 Watt Special Oscillator
105.00950

520-B -s000 Watt ( )scillator. R. F. A m pli -

fier and modulator, water cooled 187.50
565 --71/2 Watt Screen Grid R. F.

Amplifier

Amplifier

16.50
(;560 -75 Watt Screen rid R. F.

37.50
561 -soo Watt Screen Grid R. F.

Amplifier
566 -Half -wave hot cathode, mercury 202.5"

vapor rectifier 9.00
572 -Half -wave hot cathode, mercury

vapor rectifier 22.50



ACRACOW
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

SPEED CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

Mount an "Acracon Electrolytic

in position . . . tighten ONE

nut . . . . and the job is done.

An ever increasing number of

manufacturers are specifying "con-

densers by
AcraconPS

because of

this one -nut mounting feature and

all-around electrical efficiency.

Connections are made beneath

the chassis, thus eliminating all un-

sightly wiring.

Our engineers will gladly assist

you in the solution of any con-

denser problems. Write today,

enclosing your specifications for

further information.

CONDENSER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
259-271 Cornelison Ave. Jersey City, N. J.

Factory Branches in:

CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

LOS ANGELES
TORONTO

1Vhett writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Continental Resistors

5 Watts

3 Watts

2 Watts

CHARACTERISTICS:
NOISELESS
RESISTANCE CONSTANT
SMALL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
RUGGED
FIRMLY SOLDERED TERMINALS
DEPENDABLE
COLOR CODED

Watt

Write for Information and Prices

CONTINENTAL CARBON INC.
WEST PARK, CLEVELAND, OHIO

1 Watt ' Watt

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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CARDWELL
Contract -Manufacturing

Service

THE mere possession of the finest manufacturing and
laboratory equipment is of no avail if a manufacturer

is unable to intelligently interpret the needs of his client
or lacks a proper appreciation of what constitutes a good
job.

RIGID requirements and painstaking processes hold no
perplexities for the Cardwell organization. Your pro-

posals are solicited, and, so that you may be acquainted
with the scope of our service, we should consider it a
privilege to send you a pamphlet illustrating and describ-
ing characteristic apparatus as manufactured to specifica-
tion by Cardwell for the most exacting engineering or-
ganizations in this country.

CARDWELL
CONDENSERS

RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING
(FIXED AND VARIABLE)

are manufactured in a wide variety of types and
capacities suitable for every logical need, and to
order for special uses. Send for literature.

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL
MFG. CORP'N

81 PROSPECT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Since Broadcasting Began

"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be /nu t ;tally MHO.
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ENGINEERS AVAILABLE
Advertisements on this page are available only to members of the
Institute of Radio Engineers. For rates and further informatipn address
the Secretary, The Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West 39th Street,
New York, N.Y.

MANUFACTURERS and others seeking radio engineers are invited
to address replies to these advertisements at the Box number indicated,
care the Institute of Radio Engineers. All replies will be forwarded
direct to the advertiser.

TEST ENGINEER, one year as field
contact engineer on test and instruction,
three years as service manager for depart-
ment stores, is interested in position
doing laboratory or test work. Has some
college and radio training. Age, 25. Box

34.

FOREIGN ENGINEER (British) offers
services to an American firm desiring to
initiate or extend its business in Europe
or the East. Knows six languages and
has executive and research experience in
radio communication and automotive elec-
tricity. Willing to come to the United
States. At present employed as chief
scientific adviser of prominent European
firm. Age 34. Box 35.

SERVICE MANAGER, having general
experience in the development, testing, and
inspection, on radio appliances in both field
and laboratory is interested in development
or servicing of radio equipment or sound
reproducing systems. Has had three years'
experience in managing service laboratory,
three years' experience on carrier current

and other communication problems of
power company, and two years in charge
of general development laboratory of West-
inghouse. Two years' college training.
Age 39. Box 30.

TEST ENGINEER, three years in charge
of special tests in laboratory with work on
cost and material accounting in develop-
ment of units. Three years operator en-
gaged in special research problems.
Worked as first class commission radio
operator for eleven years. Desires posi-
tion in test and development laboratory
work. Age 29. Box 36.

INSPECTION AND TEST FOREMAN,
formerly in charge of all factory inspec-
tion and test personnel and equipment
with background of servicing broadcast
receivers. Experience in laying out in-
spection and test procedures and eight
)ears holder of government radio operator
and station license. Interested in building
up "airtight- inspection and test depart-
ment for radio or electrical manufacturer.
Especially interested in keeping down in-
spection costs. One year (allege. Age
25. Box 28.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PRocEEDINGs will be »iutually helpful,
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RESISTORS
Precision Wire Wound

for acuum Tubes
Ceramic Form-Made of Isolantite which has low coefficient of
expansion, low moisture absorption, extremely high resistance,
and very close mechanical tolerance. Its low coefficient of expan-
sion prevents breakage of the wire under operating conditions.
Impregnated in bakelite varnish which hardens with higher
temperatures instead of softening as the wax coated forms do.
Moulding-Our exclusive moulding process gives a long
length of contact actually moulded into the end assembly.
This prevents any corrosive action in the wire and forttis

1/1111a protective seal, and eliminates the weakness of spot

auged; enameled and subjected to a high in-
sulation voltage test through mercury con- .44,4.:11)

soldering or welding operation, poor contacts, wire
breakage.
Wire-Nickel chromium alloy wire carefully

tacts. Contrary to common practice the wire
is the largest possible size consistent with 1""\.
the size of the resistor. This overcomes
insulation problems and provides a
more rugged unit.
Winding-Our exclusive winding
process gives unbroken insulation
throughout. We test directly
through the insulation,-pre-
venting ehortings of turns due
to the breaking of the insul-
ation for testing purposes.
Testing-Five minute
flash load at double nor-
mal wattage rating
which locates the
slighest flaw. The
units are then test-
ed on accurate
bridges to the
tolerance re-
quired: 1%,
1/2 of 1% or
Vs of 1%.

WW1A 200 to
500,000 ohm

WWIB 1 to 200 ohms
W W2 500,000 to 21/2

megohms
WW3 Values to

100,000
WW4 Values to

400,000

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF

RESISTORS

NN

Write for Bulletin
No. 9, giving com-
plete data, ch arac-
teristics and prices

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
2006 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Roller -Smith Announces
Catalog No. K-48

covering
31/2", 4" and 71/2"
Thermo -Couple

Ammeters and Milli -ammeters
Ranges From 100 M.A. to

100 Amps.

In this same Catalog there is a
most complete listing of a wide
range of A.C. and D.C. switch-
board type instruments of many
models-one for every instru-
ment need.

Send for copy of new R -S

Catalog No. K-48.

Over 35 years of instrument
experience is back of

ROLLER -SMITH
COMPANY

Main Office: Works:
2134 Woolworth Bethlehem,

Bldg. Pennsylvania
New York

Offices in principal cities 01 U.S.A. and
Canada.

When writing t udrttti.scrs inciitum of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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CHANGE IN MAILING ADDRESS
OR BUSINESS TITLE

Members of the Institute are asked to use this form for notify-
ing the Institute office of a change in their mailing address or
any change in the listing of their company affiliation or title
for the Year Book membership list.

The Secretary,
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS,
33 West 39th Street,
New York, N.Y.

Dear Sir:
Effective please note change in my address

(date)
for mail as follows:

FROM

(Name)

(Street Address)

(City and State)

TO NEW ADDRESS

(Street Address)

(City and State)

Also for the membership list for next year's Year Book note change
in my business address (or title) as follows, this is isnot my mailing
address:

(Title)

(Company Name)

(Address: Street, City and State)

PLEASE FILL IN, DETACH, AND POST TO THE
INSTITUTE PROMPTLY

XI.1 II



Back Numbers of the Proceedings,

Indexes, and Year Books Available
MEMBERS of the Institute will find that back issues of the Proceed-

ings are becoming increasingly valuable, and scarce. For the benefit
of those desiring to complete their file of back numbers there is printed be-
low a list of all complete volumes (bound and unbound) and miscellaneous
copies on hand for sale by the Institute.
The contents of each issue can be found in the 1914-1926 Index and in the
1929 Year Book (for the years 1927-28).

BOUND VOLUMES:
Vols. 10 and 14 (1922-1926), $8.75 per volume to members
Vol. 17 (1929), 59.50 to members

UNBOUND VOLUMES:
Vols. 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14 (1918-1920-1921-1922-1923-1926), $6.75

per volume (year) to members
MISCELLANEOUS COPIES:

Vol. 1 (1913) July and December
Vol. 2 (1914) June
Vol. 3 (1915) December
Vol. 4 (1916) June and August
Vol. 5 (1917) April, June, August, October and December
Vol. 7 (1919) February, April and December
Vol. 12 (1924) August, October and December
Vol. 13 (1925) April, June, August, October and December
Vol. 15 (1927) April, May, June, July, August, October, November

and December
Vol. 17.(1929) April, May, June, July, August, September, Novem-

ber and December

These single copies are priced at $1.13 each to members to the January
1927 issue. Subsequent to that number the price is $0.75 each. Prior to
January 1927 the Proceedings was published bimonthly, beginning with
the February issue and ending with December. Since January 1927 it has
been published monthly.

MEMBERS will also find that our index and Year Book supplies are
becoming limited. The following are now available:

FOURTEEN YEAR INDEX
The Proceedings Index for the years 1909-1926 inclusive is available to
members at $1.00 per copy. This index is extensively cross indexed.

YEAR BOOK
The 1930 Year Book is available to members at $1.00 per copy. This
Year Book includes Standardization information pertaining to allied com-
munication arts.

Make remittances payable to the Institute of Radio Engineers and send
orders to:

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
33 West 39th Street

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Would You Like to Enlarge
Your Laboratory?

IF you had a larger laboratory,
more engineers, greater facilities

could you turn out a better product
at a greater profit? If you think you
could you may consider that your
wish is already answered-the Sco-
vill laboratories, engineers and
manufacturing service are at your
disposal.

Scovill service to the radio industry
has meant the development of per-
fected parts which have had much to
do with its progress. Practically all
of these parts-condensers, tube

prongs, metal chassis, machine
screws-have been developed by
Scovill on behalf of individual
manufacturers who recognized Sco-
vill's superior experience, equipment
and ability in the field.

Today the reputation of Scovill for
quality products and quality service
is a byword-and Scovill would wel-
come the opportunity of increasing
its prestige by inquiries from manu-
facturers to whom greater facilities
would be valuable.

SCOVILL
Established 1802

BOSTON
ATLANTA
CHICAGO

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
 WATE.I.LESURY  CONNECTICUT 

PROVIDENCE
CLEVELAND
Los ANGELES

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
DETROIT CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

In Europe-Tit E HAGUE, HOLLAND

ll'hen writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS 7c1// be toutttolly licit itl.
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A FAMILY OF HEAVY DUTY
ISOLANTITE now offers a new series of antenna insulators for the

suspension of structures of the heavier types. These insulators
are designed not only to support greater loads but provide alonger insulating path between fittings to give greater pro-

tection against electrical leakage and flash -over in the
high voltage network. The insulators listed here-
with are given individual load tests before
shipment, a feature of added interest
to those demanding the utmost
in mechanical reliability.

No. 752 12 inches 8 inches

No. 753 16 inches 12 inches

No. 754 20 inches 16 inches

No. 755 24 inches 20 inches

Ultimate Strength 2,000 Pounds

SALES OFFICES
551 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

44p

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



ANTENNA INSULATORS

by is
Full technical details and
quotations will be made
available to all radio
engineers, upon
request

2atil tite

x hi loot Spacing Leakage
Length

No. 756 13 inches 8 inches

No. 757 17 inches 12 inches
.4+:4

No. 738 21 inches 16 inches
444.

No. 759 25 inches 20 inches

Ultimate Strength 4,000 Pounds

FACTORY
BELLEVILLE, N. J.

64'

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS Will be mutually helpful.
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VITREOSIL
(Fused Pure Silica)

FOR RADIO TUBE
MANUFACTURE

CATHODE INSULATION
Vitreosil is chemically in-
ert, producing long life
tubes. It does not crumble
nor crack from tempera-
ture changes, is gas -free
and contains no undesir-
able components. Vitreosil
is obtainable in single,
twin or multibore tubing in
oval or circular cross-sec-
tion from stock. Samples
will be glad:y sent upon
request.

DEGASSING
Vitreosil tubes are particularly suitable for this work because of
their gas -tight structure and their ability to withstand temperatures
in excess of 1,000° C. and sudden cooling and heating without break-
age. They may be obtained promptly in practically any diameter
and length with open ends or one end closed. Vitreosil tubes are
long-lived, and unexcelled for treating nickel plates, decarbonizing,
etc.

Write for complete particulars
(Other details also for television)

THE THERMAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.
1734 Atlantic Avenue Brooklyn, New York

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Engineering Fields

THE MAGNAVOX
COMPANY

Oakland, Calif. & Chicago, Ill.

PIONEERS AND SPECIALISTS
IN THE ART OF

SOUND PRODUCTION.
DYNAMIC SPEAKERS SINCE

1911.

ELECTRICAL TESTI NG
L LABORATORIES

Tests of Inductances_
Condensers_Transform-
ers etc. Life and charac-
teristics of Radio Tubes

80th. Street and East End Ave.
N EW YORK, N.Y.

The American Piezo Supply
Company

Oscillating Quartz Crystals

Specialists in Frequency Precision
and Frequency Control Equipment
Consultants on Radio Telephony
and High Frequency Transmission

1101 Huron Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers-Constructors

Builders of New York Radio
Central

43 Exchange Place New York

Radio
Engineers

Your card on this professional card page will give

you a direct introduction to over 8,000 technical

men, executives, and others with important radio

interests.

Per Issue 10.00

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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CONSULTING & CONSTRUCTING

RADIO ENGINEERS

IIHEINTZ AND KAUFMAN

V\\J-T-i/1/

P. 0. BOX -69 CABLE ADDRESS

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, U.S.A. HEIKAU

If 'hen Tcril ing to advertisers Mention of the PROCEED] N GS 'Win /73:1i Ilan) /1 aril: I.
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PRECISION

ROWS of powerful arms pulling with uncanny
synchrony, an awe-inspiring spectacle of perfect

mental and physical coordination, real PRECISION,
if ever at all.

The new Hammarlund "Battleship" Multiple Con-
denser, presents an even more fascinating picture. With
its perfectly aligned, rugged plate setting and frame, it
is a model of PRECISION.

The utmost in exactness, mechanically, as well as
electrically, it is the receiver component, perfect.

It will pay
you to

investigate!

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
Dept. PE9, 424-438 W. 33rd St., New York

it0.1. Beam "Radice

ammarlundPRECISION
PRODUCT S

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Standard Types
MERSHON

ELECTROLYTIC
Filter Condenser

Single Anode
Inverted

Single Anode
Upright

Multiple Anode
Upright

THIS COMPLETE
TREATISE

r
BOO

ON
THE ELECTROLYTIC

FILTER CONDENSER
Perhaps the first ever published, contains
live up-to-date information that should be
in the file of every active radio engineer.

In successive chapters it deals with the vari-
ous condenser problems and their solutions.
Voltage surge effects, condenser life limits,
moisture, safety -valve action, cost and size,
are carefully and completely analyzed.

It is replete with diagrams and photographs
illustrating the important points, and contains
a complete description of the latest develop-
ments of Mershon Electrolytic Condensers,
showing in detail their construction and char-
acteristics.

You will find it profitably interesting read-
ing. Write, today, for a complimentary copy.

THE AMRAD CORPORATION
350 COLLEGE AVENUE

MEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS.
t,14 II ilit 1,j ih.11,Shc,11 ( follde Its. i )

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



GILBY

PRODUCTS

Filament Wire

Plain Nickel Mesh

Gilby Selvage Mesh
(Pat. applied for)

Support Wire

Nickel Ribbon -Plain
and Carbonized

Seamless Tubing

Grid Wire

GILBY .

moves hand in hand
with electron tube de-

velopment .

GII BY experience in the production and applica-
tion of special wire and wire products is

available to manufacturers and engineers who are
developing new uses of the electron tube. You are
invited to use this experience freely-to consult
with Gilby on your problems involving tube wire,
screens, and resistance wire.

Gilby offers wire, ribbon and sheets in the highest
purity of nickel, free from cobalt for such uses as
plates, cathodes, support wires, etc. Manufacturers
express their confidence in Gilby Pure Nickel Fila-
ment wire by accepting it as standard. Gilby Re-
sistance material, too, in wire, sheet and strip -bare,
enameled, cotton or silk covered is recognized
standard.

Special alloys are also available for special needs.
Write for full information.

GILBY WIRE COMPANY
Wilbur B. Driver, President

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Gilby will gladly send samples of its products to responsi-
ble manufacturers. We invite an opportunity to cooperate
with you.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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A.H.GREBE & CO., Inc.
RICHMOND HILL, NEW YORK

Gre e
ra io

WESTERN BRANCH

443 South San Pedro Street

Los Angeles, California

MAKERS OF QUALITY RADIO SINCE 1909



Take the
Guesswork out of Monitoring

in   
Theatres + Recording Studios
Broadcast Networks + P. A. Systems

With a Type 586 Power Level Indicator
ALL high quality sound sys-

tems have maximum and
minimum volume levels that
cannot be exceeded. Low levels
emphasize background noise,
too high levels overload loud-
speakers, amplifiers, and other
terminal equipment and cause
cross -talk in adjacent chan-
nels. Correct levels are most
accurately maintained by man-
ual control using a Type 586
Power Level Indicator instead
of the operator's ear as a guide.

The Type 586 Power Level In-
dicator requires no batteries,
tubes or other replacement
parts. It is made in a portable
model and in a model for
mounting in a standard relay
rack.

41111 4.1. 0 411
41, 01

 IF-
 4; 6'

41)d CM
C OEC.BEL.

LILK.MC 004 to I TY

ONJIIIRVill OM Kot. O. UK

OUR NEW CATALOG F -R
descfibes the power level indi-
cator. Request it on your
business letterhead and state
the position you hold with
your firm, because distribution
is limited to laboratories, engi-
neers, and other prospective
users of laboratory measuring
instruments.

An abridged catalog for the use
of sound technicians, installers
of public-address systems, radio
service men, set builders, and
amateurs will be ready within
a few weeks. It, also, will de-
scribe the power level indicator.

Other GENERAL RADIO PRODUCTS

Calibrated Condensers, Inductors, and Resistors; Attenuation Networks
and Voltage Dividers; Frequency- and Time -Measuring Devices; Meters;
Oscillators: and a Complete Line of Accessories for the Laboratory

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS

GEORGE RAN iA POBLISHINO COMPANY, MENASHA, WISCONSIN




